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ADVERTISEMENT.

The contents of this volume form the sub-

stance of the article Christianity, in the Edin-

burgh Encyclop^sidia. Its appearance is due

to the liberality of the proprietors of that work—
nor did the author conceive the purpose of present-

ing it to the world in another shape, till he was

permitted and advised by them to republish it in a

separate form. It is chiefly confined to the exposi-

tion of the historical argument for the truth of

Christianity; and the aim of the author is fulfilled

if he has succeeded in proving the external testi-

mony to be so sufficient, as to leave infidelity with-

out excuse, even though the remaining important

branches of the christian defence had been less

strong and satisfactory than they are. " The works

that I do in my Father's name, they bear witness

of me.'* " And if I had not done the works among
a 2
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them which none other man did, they had not had

sin.'*

The author is far from asserting the study of

the historical evidence to be the only channel to a

faith in the truth of Christianity. How could he, in

the face of the obvious fact, that there are thousands

and thousands of christians, who bear the most un-

deniable marks of the truth having come home to

their understanding " in demonstration of the Spirit

and of power?" They have an evidence within

themselves, which the world knoweth not, even the

promised manifestations of the Saviour. This evi-

dence is a " sign to them that believe;" but the

Bible speaks also of a " sign to them which be-

lieve not;" and should it be effectual in reclaiming

any of these from their infidelity, a mighty object

13 gained by the exhibition of it. Should it not be

effectual; it will be to them " a savour of death un-

to death;" and this is one of the very effects ascri-

bed to the proclamation of Christian truth in the

first ages. If, even in the face of that kind of evi-

dence, which they have a relish and respect for,

they still hold out against the reception of the gos-

pel, this must aggravate the weight of the threat-

ening which lies upon them; " How shall they es-

cape, if they neglect so great a salvationi"

It will be a great satisfaction to the writer of

the following pages, if any shall rise from the pe-
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rusaJ of them, with a stronger determination than

before to take his Christianity exclusively from his

Bible. It is not enough to entitle a man to the

name of a christian, that he professes to believe

the Bible to be a genuine communication from

God. To be the disciple of any book, he must do

something more than satisfy himself that its con-

tents are true—he must read the book—he must

obtain a knowledge of the contents. And how ma-

ny are there in the world who do not call the truth

of the Bible message in question while they suffer

it to lie beside them unopened, unread, and unat-

tended tol
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EVIDENCES OF CHRISTIANITY.

CHAPTER I.

On the Princifiles of Historical Evidence, and their

afitilication to the Question of the Truth of Chris-

tianity.

Were a verbal communication to come to us from a

person at a distance, there are two ways in which we
might try to satisfy ourselves, that this was a true com-

munication, and that there was no imposition in the

affair. We might either sit in examination upon the

substance of the message; and then from what we

knew of the person from whom it professed to come,

judge whether it was probable that such a message

would be sent by him; or we may sit in examination

upon the credibility of the messengers.

It is evident, that in carrying on the first examina-

tion, we might be subject to very great uncertainty.

The professed author of the communication in ques-

tion may live at such a distance from us, that we may
never have it in our power to verify his message by

any personal conversation with him. We may be so far

ignorant of his character and designs, as to be unquali-

fied to judge ofthe kind of communication that should

proceed from him. To estimate aright the probable

authenticity of the message from what we know of its

author, would require an acquaintance with his plans,
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and views, and circumstances, of which we may not

be in possession. We may bring the greatest degree

of sagacity to this investigation; but then the highest

sagacity is of no avail, when there is an insufficiency

of data. Our ingenuity may be unbounded; but then

we may want the materials. The principle which we
assume may be untrue in itself, and therefore might

be fallacious in its application.

Thus, we may derive very little light from our

first argument. But there is still a second in reserve,

—the credibility of the messengers. We may be no
judges of the kind of communication which is natural,

or likely to proceed from a person with whom we are

but imperfectly acquainted; but we may be very com-
petent judges of the degree of faith that is to be repo-

sed in the bearers of that communication. We may
know and appreciate the natural signs of veracity.

There is a tone and a manner charactirestic of hones-

ty, which may be both intelligible and convincing.

There may be a concurrence of several messengers.

There may be their substantial agreement. There
may be the total want of any thing like concert or col-

lusion among them. There may be their determined

and unanimous preseverance, in spite of all the incre-

dulity and all the opposition which they meet with.

The subject of the communication may be most un-

palatable to us; and we be so unreasonable as to wreck

our unpleasant feelings upon the bearers of it. In this
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way, they may not only have no earthly interest to de-

ceive us, but have the strongest inducement possible

to abstain from insisting upon that message which
they were charged to deliver. Last of all, as the con-

clusive seal of their authenticity, they may all agree

in giving us a watchword, which we previously knew
could be given by none but tlieir master, and which
none but his messengers could ever obtain the posses-

sion of. In this way, unfruitful as all our efforts may
have been upon the first subject of examination, we
may derive from the second the most decisive evi-

dence, that the message in question is a real message,
and was actually transmitted to us by its professed au-
thor.

Now this consideration applies in all its parts to a

message from God. The argument for the truth of

this message resolves itself into the same two topics

of examination. We may sit in judgment upon the
subject of the message; or we may sit in judgment
upon the credibility of its bearers.

The first forms a great part of that argument for

the truth of the christian religion which comes under
the head of its internal evidences. The substance of
the message is neither more nor less, than that par-

ticular scheme of the divine economy which is reveal-

ed to us in the New Testament; and the point of in-

quiry is, whether this scheme be consistent with that
It
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knowledge of God and his attributes which we are

previously in possession of.

It appears to many, that no effectual argument can

be founded upon this consideration, because they do

not count themselves enough acquainted with the de-

signs or character of the being from whom the mes-

sage professes to have come. Were the author of

the message some distant and unknown individual of

our own species, we would scarcely be entitled to

found an argument upon any comparison of ours, be-

twixt the import of the message and the character

of the individual, even though we had our general ex-

perience of human nature to help us in the speculation.

Now, of the invisible God, we have no experience

whatever. We are still further removed from all di-

rect and personal observation of him or of his counsels.

Whether we think of the eternity of his government,

or the mighty rage of its influence over the wide de-

partments of nature and of providence, he stands at

such a distance from us, as to make the management

of his empire a subject inaccessible to all our faculties.

It is Evident, however, that this does not apply to

the second topic of examination. The bearers of the

message were beings like ourselves; and we can ap-

ply our safe and certain experience ot man to their

conduct and their testimony. We may know too lit-

tle of God, to found any argument upon the coinci-

dence which we conceive to exist between the sub-

ject ©f the message and our previous conceptions of
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its author. But we may know enough of man to pro-

nounce upon the credibility of the messengers. Had

tehy the manner and physiognomy of honest men. Was
their testimony resisted, and did they persevere in it.

Had they any interest in fabricating the message; or

did they suffer in consequence of this perseverance?

Did they suffer to such a degree, as to constitute a

satisfying pledge of their integrity? Was there more

^han one messenger, and did they agree as to the sub-

stance of that communication which they made to the

world? Did they exhibit any special mark of their of-

fice as the messengers of God, such a mark, as none

but God could give, and none but his approved mes-

sengers could obtain the possession of? Was this mark

the power of working miracles; and were these mira-

cles so obviously addressed to the senses as to leave

no suspicion of deceit behind them? These are ques-

tions which we feel our competency to take up, and to

decide upon. They lie within the legitimate bounda-

ries of human observation; and upon the solution of

these do we rest the question of the truth of the chris-

tian religion.

This, then, is the state of the question with those

to whom the message was originally addressed. They

had personal access to the messengers; and the evi-

dences of their veracity lay before them. They were

the eye and ear witnesses of those facts, which occur-

red at the commencement of the christian religion,
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and upon which its credibility rests. What met their

observation must have been enough to satisfy them;

but we live at the distance of nearly 2000 years and

is there enough to satisfy us? Those facts, which con-

stitute the evidence for Christianity, might have been

credible and convincing to them, if they really saw

them; but is there any way by which they can be ren-

dered credible and convincing to us, who only read

of them? What is the expedient by which the know-

ledge and belief of the men of other times can be

transmitted to posterity? Can we distinguish between

a corrupt and a faithful transmission? Have we evi-

dence before us, by which we can ascertain what was

the belief of those to whom the message was first

communicated? And can the belief which existed in

their minds be derived to ours, by our sitting in judg-

ment upon the reasons which produced it?

The surest way in which the belief and know-

ledge of the men of former ages can^be transmit-

ted to their descendants, is through the medium of

written testimony; and it is fortunate for us, that

the records of the christian religion are not the only

historical documents which have come down to us.

A great variety of information has come down to

us in this way: and a great part of that information

is as firmly believed, and as confidently proceeded

upon, as if the thing narrated had happened within

the limits of our eye-sight. No man doubts the inva-

sion oj Britain by Julius Caesar; and no man doubts,
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therefore, that a conviction of the truth of past events

may be fairly produced in the mind by the instru-

mentality of a written memorial. This is the kind

of evidence which is chiefly appealed to for the

truth of ancient history; and it is counted satisfying

evidence for all that part of it which is received and

depended upon.

In laying before the reader, then, the evidence

for the truth of Christianity, we do not call his

mind to any singular or unprecedented exercise

of its faculties. We call him to pronounce upon the

credibility of written documents, which professed

to have been published at a certain age, and by cer-

tain authors. The inquiry involves in it no princi-

ple which is not appealed to every day in questions

of ordinary criticism. To sit in judgment on the

credibility of a written document, is a frequent and

familiar exercise of the understanding with litera-

ry men. It is fortunate for the human mind, when

ao interesting a question as its religious faith can

be placed under the tribunal of such evidence as it

is competent to pronounce upon. It was fortu-

nate for those to whom Christianity (a professed

communication from heaven) was first addressed,

that they could decide upon the genuineness of the

communication by such familiar and evcry-day

principles, as the marks of truth or falsehood in the

B 2
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human bearers of that communication. And it i&

fortunate for us, that when, after that communica-

tion has assumed the form of a historical documentj-

we can pronounce upon the degree of credit which

should be attached to it, by the very same exercise

of mind which we so confidently engage in, when

sitting in examination upon the other historical

documents that have come down to us from anti-

quity.

If two historical documents possess equal de-

grees of evidence, they should produce equal de-

grees of conviction. But if the object of the one

be to establish some fact connected with our reli-

gious faith, while the object of the other is to es-

tablish some fact, about which we feel no other in-

terest, than that general curiosity which is grati-

fied by the solution of any question in literature>

this difference in the object, produces a difference

of effect in the feelings and tendencies of the mind.

It is impossible for the mind, while it inquires into

the evidence of a christian document, to abstain from

all reference to the important conclusion of the in-

quiry. And this will necessarily mingle its influ-

ence with the arguments which engage its attention.

It may be of importance to attend to the peculiar

feelings which are thus given to the investigation^,

and in how far they have affected the impression

of the christian argument.
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We know it to be the opinion of some, that

in this way an undue advantage has been given to

that argument. Instead of a pure question of truth,

it has been made a question of sentiment, and the

wishes of the heart have mingled with the exer-

cises of the understanding. There is a class of

men who may feel disposed to overrate its evi-

dences, because they are anxious to give every

support an d stability to a system, which they con-

ceive to be most intimately connected with the

dearest hopes and wishes of humanity; because

their imagination is carried away by the sublimity

of its doctrines, or their heart engaged by that

amiable morality which is so much calculated to

improve and adorn the face of society.

Now, we are ready to admit, that as the object

of the inquiry is not the character, but the truth of

Christianity, the philosopher should be careful to

protect his mind from the delusion of its charms.

He should separate the exercises of the under-

standing from the tendencies of the fancy or of the

heart. He should be prepared to follow the light

of evidence, though it may lead him to conclusions

the most painful and melancholy. He should train

his mind to all the hardihood of abstract and un-

feeling intelligence. He should give up every

thing to the supremacy of argument, and be at)le
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to renounce, without a sigh, all the tenderest pre-

possessions of infancy, the moment that truth de-

mands of him the sacrifice. Let it be remember-

ed, however, that while one species of prejudice

operates in favour of Christianity, another preju-

dice operates against it. There is a class of men

who are repelled from the investigation of its evi-

dences, because in their minds Christianity is al-

lied with the weakness of superstition; and they

feel that they are descending, when they bring

down their attention to a subject which engrosses

so much respect and admiration from the vulgar.

It appears to us, that the peculiar feeling

which the sacredness of the subject gives to the

inquirer, is, upon the whole, unfavourable to the

impression of the christian argument. Had the

subject not been sacred, and had the same testimo-

ny been given to the facts that are connected with

it, we are satisfied, that the history of Jesus in the

New Testament, would have been looked upon as

the best supported by evidence of any history that

has come down to us. It would assist us in appreciat-

ing the evidence for the truth of the gospel history,

if we could conceive for a moment, that Jesus, in-

stead of being the founder of a new religion, had

been merely the founder of a new school of philo-

sophy, and that the different histories which have
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come down to us, had merely represented him as

an extraordhiary person, who had rendered himself

illustrious among his countrymen by the wisdom of

his sayings, and the beneficence of his actions. We
venture to say, that had this been the case, a tenth

part of the testimony which has actually been given,

would have been enough to satisfy us. Had it been

a question of mere erudition, where neither a pre-

dilection in favour of a religion, nor an antipathy

against it, could have impressed a bias in any one

direction, the testimony, both in weight and in

quantity, would have been looked upon as quite

unexampled in the whole compass of ancient lite-

rature .

To form a fair estimate of the strength and de-

cisiveness of the christian argument, we should, if

possible, divest ourselves of all reference to reli-

gion, and view the truth of the gospel history,

purely as a question of erudition. If at the outset

of the investigation we have a prejudice against

the christian religion, the effect is obvious; and

without any refinement of explanation, we see at

once how such a prejudice must dispose us to an-

nex suspicion and distrust to the testimony of the

christian writers. But even when the prejudice

is on the side of Christianity, the effect is unfa-

vourable on a mind that is at all scrupulous about
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the rectitude of its opinions. In these circumr

stances, the mind gets suspicious of itself. It feels

a predilection, and becomes apprehensive lest this

predilection may have disposed it to cherish a par-

ticular conclusion, independently ofthe evidences

by which it is supported. Were it a mere specu-

lative question, in which the interests of man, and

the attachments of his heart, had no share, he

would feel greater confidence in the result of his

investigation. But it is difficult to separate the

moral impressions of piety, and it is no less dif-

ficult to calculate their precise influence on the

exercises of the understanding. In the complex

sentiment of attachment and conviction, which he

annexes to the christian religion, he finds it dif-

ficult to say, how much is due to the tendencies of

the heart, and how much is due to the pure and

unmingled influence of argument. His very anx-

iety for the truth, disposes him to ove\ rate the

circumstances which give a bias to his understand-

ing, and through the whole process of the inquiry,

he feels a suspicion and an embarrassment, which

he would not have felt, had it been a question of

ordinary erudition.

The same suspicion which he attaches to him-

self, he will be ready to attach to all whom he

conceives to be in similar circumstances. Now,
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every author who writes in defence of Christian-

ity is supposed to be a christian; and this, in spite

of every argument to the contrary, has the actual

effect of weakening; the impression of his testimo-

ny. This suspicion affects in a more remarka-

ble degree, the testimony of the first writers on

the side of Christianity. In opposition to it, you

have no doubt, to allege the circumstances under

which the testimony was given; the tone of since-

rity which runs through the performance of the

author; the concurrence of other testimonies; the

persecutions which were sustained in adhering to

them, and which can be accounted for on no other

principle, than the power of conscience and convic-

tion; and the utter impossibility of imposing a false

testimony on the world, had they even been dispo-

sed to do it. Still there is a lurking suspicion,

which often survives all this strength of argument,

and which it is difficult to get rid of, even after it

has been demonstrated to be completely unreason-

able. He is a christian. He is one of the party.

Am I an infidel? I persist in distrusting the tes-

timony. Am I a christian? 1 rejoice in the strength

of it; but this very joy becomes matter of suspicion

to a scrupulous inquirer. He feels something

more than the concurrence of his belief in the testi-

mony of the writer. He catches the infection of
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his piety and his moral sentiments. In addition to

the acquiescence of the understanding, there is a

con amove feeling both in himself, and in his author,

which he had rather been without, because he

finds it difficult to compute the precise amount of

its influence; and the consideration of this restrains

him from that clear and decided conclusion, which

he would infallibly have landed in, had it been pure-

ly a secular investigation.

There is something in the very sacredness of

the subject, which intimidates the understanding,

and restrains it from making the same firm, and

confident application of its faculties, which it

would have felt itself perfectly warranted to do,

had it been a question of ordinary history. Had

the apostles been the disciples of some eminent

philosopher, and the fathers of the cliurch their

immediate successors in the office of presiding

over the discipline and instruction of the numerous

schools which they had established, this would

have given a secular complexion to the argument,

which we think would have been more satisfying

to the mind, and have impressed upon it a closer

and more familiar conviction of the history in

question. We should have immediately brojiight

it into comparison with the history of other philo-

sophers, and could not have failed to recognize,
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that, in minuteness of information, in weight and

quantity of evidence, in the concurrence of numer-

ous and independent testimonies, and in the total ab-

sence of every circumstance that should dispose

us to annex suspicion to the account which lay be-

fore us, it far surpassed any thi,ng that had come
down to us from antiquity. It so happens, howev-

er, that, instead of being the history of a philoso-

pher, it is the history of a prophet. The venera-

tion we annex to the sacredness of such a charac-

ter, mingles with our belief in the truth of his his-

tory. From a question of simple truth, it becomes

a question in which the heart is interested; and

the subject from that moment assumes a certain

holiness and mystery, which veils the strength of

the argument, and takes off from that familiar and

intimate conviction which we annex to the far less

authenticated histories of profane authors.

It may be further observed, that every part of

the christian argument has been made to undergo

a most severe scrutiny. The same degree of evi-

dence which, in questions of ordinary history, com-

mands the easy and universal acquiescence of

every inquirer, has, in the subject before us, been

taken most thoroughly to pieces, and pursued, both

by friends and enemies, into all its ramifications.

The effect of this is unquestionable. The genu-

o
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ineness and atithenticity of the profane historian,

are admitted upon much inferior evidence to what

we can adduce for the different pieces which

make up the New Testament: And why? Because

the evidence has been hitherto thought sufficient,

and the genuineness and authenticity have never

been questioned. Not so with the gospel history.

Though its evidence is precisely the same in kind,

and vastly superior in degree, to the evidence for

the history of the profane writer, its evidence has
been questioned, and the very circumstance of its

being questioned has annexed a suspicion to it. At
all points of the question, there has been a struggle

and a controversy. Every ignorant objection, and
every rash and petulant observation, has been
taken up and commented upon by the defenders of

Christianity. There has at last been so much said

about it, that a general feeling of insecurity is apt

to accompany the whole investigation. There has
been so much fighting, that Christianity is now
looked upon as debatable ground. Other books,

where the evidence is much inferior, but which
have had the advantage of never being questioned,

are received as of established authority. It is

striking to observe the perfect confidence with

which an infidel will quote a passage from an an-

cient historian. He perhaps does not overrate the
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credit due to him. But present him with a tabel-

lated and comparative view of all the evidences that

can be adduced for the gospel of Matthew, and any

profane historian which he chooses to fix upon,

and let each distinct evidence be discussed upon

no other principle than the ordinary and approved

principles of criticism, we assure him that the sa-

cred history would far outweigh the profane in the

number and value of its testimonies.

In illustration of the above remarks, we can re-

fer to the experience of those who have attended to

this examination. We ask them to recollect the

satisfaction which they felt, when they came to

those parts of the examination, where the argu-

ment assumes a secular complexion. Let us take

the testimony of Tacitus for an example. He as-

serts the execution of oUr Saviour in the reign of

Tiberius, and under the procuratorship of Pilate;

the temporary check which this gave to his reli-

gion; its revival, and the progress it had made, not

only over Judea, but to the city of Rome. Now all

this is attested in the Annals of Tacitus. But it is

also attested in a far more direct and circumstantial

manner in the annals of another author, in a book

entitled the History of the Acts of the Ajiostles by

the Evangelist Luke. Both of these performances

carry on the very face of them the appearance of
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unsuspicious and well-authenticated documents

But there are several circumstances, in which the

testimony of Luke possesses a decided advanlage

over the testimony of Tacitus, He was the com-

panion of these very apostles. He was an eye-

witness to many of the events recorded by him.

He had the advantage over the Roman historian in

time and in place, and in personal knowledge of

many of the circumstances in his history. The

genuineness of his publication, too, and the time

of its appearance, are far better established, and by

precisely that kind of argument which is held de-

cisivs in every other question of erudition. Besides

all this, we have the ^testimony of at least five of

the christian fathers, all of whom had the same, or

2 greater, advantage in point of time than Tacitus,

and who had a much nearer and readier access

to original sources of information. Now, how

comes it that the testimony of Tacitus, a distant

and later historian, should yield such delight and

satisfaction to the inquirer, while all the antecedent

testimony (which, by every principle of approved

criticism, is much stronger than the other) should

)[)roduce an impression that is comparatively lan-

guid and ineffectual? It is owing, in a great mea-

sure, to the principle to which we have already al-

luded. There is a sacredness annexed to the sub
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all the while, that we are in actual possession of

much stronger testimony? that we have the con-

currence of eight or ten cotemporary authors, most

of whom had actually seen Christ after the great

event of his resurrection? that the veracity of these

authors, and the genuineness of their respective

publications, are established on grounds much

stronger than have ever been alleged in behalf of

Tacitus, or any ancient author? Whence this un-

accountable preference of Tacitus? Upon every

received principle of criticism, we are bound to

annex greater confidence to the testimony of the

apostles. It is vain to recur to the imputation of

its being an interested testimony. This the apolo-

gists for Christianity undertake to disprove, and

actually have disproved it, and that by a much
greater quantity of evidence than would be held

perfectly decisive in a question of common history.

If after this there should remain any lurking sen-

timent of diffidence or suspicion, it is entirely re-

solvable into some such principle as I have alrea-

dy alluded to. It is to be treated as a mere feel-

ing,—a delusion which should not be admitted to

have any influence on the convictions ofthe under-

standing.

The principle which we have been attempting

to expose, is found, in fact, to run through every
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part of the argument, and to accompany the mqiii-

rer through all the branches of the investigation.

The authenticity of the different books of the New
Testament forms a very important inquiry, wherein

the object of the christian apologist is to prove,

that they were really written by their professed au-

thors. In proof of this, there is an uninterrupted

series of testimony from the days of the apostles;

and it was not to be expected, that a point so iso-

teric to the christian society could have attracted

the attention of profane authors, till the religion of

Jesus, by its progress in the world, had rendered

itself conspicuous. It is not then till about eighty

years after the publication of the different pieces,

that we meet with the testimony of Celsus, an

avowed enemy to Christianity, and who asserts,

upon the strength of its general notoriety, that the

historical parts of the New Testament were writ-

ten by the disciples of our Saviour. This is very

decisive evidence. But how does it happen, that

it should throw a clearer gleam of light and satis-

faction over the mind of the inquirer, than he had

yet experienced in the whole train of his investi-

gation? Whence that disposition to underrate the

antecedent testimony of the christian writers?

Talk not of their's being an interested testimony;

for, in point of fact, the same disposition operates
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ject, SO long as it is under the pen of fathers and

evangelists, and this very sacredness takes away

from the freedom and confidence of the argument.

The moment that it is taken up by a profane au-

thor, the spell which held the understanding in

some degree of restraint is dissipated. We now

tread on the more familiar ground of ordinary his-

tory; and the evidence for the truth of the gospel

appears more assimilated to that evidence, which

brings home to our conviction the particulars of

the Greek and Roman story.

To say that Tacitus was upon this subject a

disinterested historian, is not enough to explain

the preference which you give to his testimony.

There is no subject in which the triumph of the

christian argument is more conspicuous, than the

moral qualifications whieh give credit to the tes-

timony of its witnesses. We have every possible

evidence, that there could be neither mistake nor

falsehood in their testimony; a much greater quan-

tity of evidence, indeed, than can actually be pro-

duced to establish the credibility of any other his-

torian. Now all we ask is, that where an excep-

tion to the veracity of any historian is removed,

you restore him to that degree of credit and influ-

ence which he ought to have possessed, had no

no such exception been made. In no case has an
2
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exception to the credibility of an author been more

triumphantly removed, than in the case of the ear-

ly christian writers; and yet, as a proof that there

really exists some such delusion as we have been

labouring to demonstrate, though our eyes are

perfectly open to the integrity of the christian wit-

nesses, there is still a disposition to give the pre-

ference to the secular historian. When Tacitus

is placed by the side of the evangelist Luke, even

after the decisive argument which establishes the

credit of the latter historian has convinced the un-

derstanding, there remains a tendency in the mind

to annex a confidence to the account of the Roman
writer, which is altogether disproportioned to the

relative merits of his testimony.

Let us suppose, for the sake of farther illustra-

lion, that Tacitus had included some more parti-

culars in his testimony, and that, in addition to the

execution of our Saviour, he had asserted, in round

and unqualified terms, that this said Christus had

risen from the dead, and was seen alive by some

hundreds of his acquaintances. Even this would

not have silenced altogether the cavils of enemies,

but it would have reclaimed many an infidel; been

exulted in by many a sincere christian; and made

to occupy a foremost place in many a book upon

the evidences of our religion. Are we to forget
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after reason is convinced that the suspicion is total-

ly unfounded. What we contend for is, that this

indifference to the testimony of the christian wri-

ters implies a dereliction of principles, which we
apply with the utmost confidence to all similar in-

quiries.

The effects of this same principle are perfectly

discernible in the writings of even our most judi-

cious apologists. We offer no reflection against

the assiduous Lardner, who, in his credibility of

the gospel history, presents us with a collection of

testimonies which should make every christian

proud of his religion. In his evidence for the au-

thenticity of the different pieces which make up

the New Testament, he begins with the oldest of

the fathers, some of whom were the intimate com-

panions of the original writers. According to our

view of the matter, he should have dated the com-

mencement of his argument from a higher point,

and begun with the testimonies of these original

writers to one another. In the second Epistle of

Peter, there is a distinct reference made to the

writings of Paul; and in the Acts of the Apostles,

there is a reference made to one of the four gos-

ples. Had Peter instead of being an apostle, rank-

ed only with the fathers of the church, and had

his epistle not been admitted into the canon of scrip-
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ture, this testimony of his would have had a place

in the catalogue, and been counted peculiarly valu-

able, both for its precision and its antiquity. There

is certainly nothing in the estimation he enjoyed, or

in the circumstances of his epistle being bound up

with the otherbooks of the New Testament, which

ought to impair the credit of his testimony. But

in effect, his testimony does make a weaker im-

pression on the mind, than a similar testimony

from Barnabas, or Clement, or Polycarp. It

certainly ought not to do it, and there is a delusion

in the preference that is thus given to the latter

writers. It is, in fact, another example ofthe prin-

ciple which we have been so often insisting upon.

What profane authors are in reference to christian

authors at large, the fathers of the church are in

reference to the original writers of the New Tes-

tament. In contradiction to every approved prin-

ciple, we prefer the distant and the later testimony

to the testimony of writers, who carry as much evi-

dence and legitimate authority along with them,

and who only differ from others in being nearer the

original sources of information. We neglect and

undervalue the evidence which the New Testament

itself furnishes, and rest the whole of the argu-

ment upon the external and superinduced testimo-

ny of subsequent authors.
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A great deal of all this is owing to the manner
in which the defence of Christianity has been con-
ducted by its friends and supporters. They have
given too much in to the suspicions of the opposite
party. They have yielded their minds to the in-

fection of their scepticism, and maintained, through
the whole process, a caution and a delicacy which
they often carry to a degree that is excessive; and
by which in fact, they have done injustice to their

own arguments. Some of them begin with the
testimony of Tacitus as a first principle, and pur-
sue the investigation upwards, as if the evidence
that we collect from the annals of the Roman histo-

rian were stronger than that of the christian wri-
ters who flourished nearer the scene of the invest!-

gation, and whose credibility can be established on
grounds which are altogether independent of his
testimony. In this way, they come at last to the
credibility of the New Testament writers, but by a
lengthened and circuitous procedure. The reader
feels as if the argument were diluted at every step

in the process of derivation, and his faith in the
gospel history is much weaker than his faith in

histories that are far less authenticated. Bring
Tacitus and the New Testament to an immediate
comparison, and subject them both to the touch-
stone of ordinary and received principles, and it
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will be found that the latter leaves the former out

of sight in all the marks, and characters, and evi-

dences of an authentic history. The truth of the

gospel stands on a much firmer and more indepen-

dant footing, than many of its defenders would

dare to give us any conception of. They want that

boldness of argument which the merits of the

question entitle them to assume. They ought to

maintain a more decided front to their adversaries

and tell them, that, in the New Testament itself

—

in the concurrence of its numerous, and distant, and

independent authors—in the uncontradicted au-

thority which it has maintained from the earliest

times of the church—in the total inability of the

bitterest adversaries of our religion to impeach its

credibility—in the genuine characters of honesty

and fairness which it carries on the very face of it;

that in these and in every thing else, which can

give validity to the written history of past times,

there is a weight and a splendour of evidence, which

the testimony of Tacitus cannot confirm, and

which the absence of that testimony could not

have diminished.

If it were necessary, in a court of justice, to

ascertain the circumstances of a certain transaction

which happened in a particular neighbourhood, the

obvious expedient would be to examine the agents
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and the eye»witness of that transaction. If six or

eight concurred in giving the same testimony

—

if there was no appearance of collusion amongst
them—if they had the manner and aspect of credi-

table men—above all, if this testimony were made
public, and not a single individual, from the nume-
rous spectators of the transaction alluded to, stept

forward to falsify it, then, we apprehend, the proof
would be looked upon as complete. Other wit-

nesses might be summoned from a distance to give

in their testimony, not of what they saw, but of what
they heard upon the subject; but their concurrence,

though a happy enough circumstance, would never
be looked upon as any material addition to the evi-

dence already brought forward. Another court of

justice might be held in a distant country, and years

after the death of the original witnesses. It might
have occasion to verify the same transaction, and

for this purpose might call ift the only evidence

which it was capable of collecting—the testimony

of men who lived after the transaction in question,

and at a great distance from the place where it hap-

pened. There would be no hesitation, in ordinary ca-

ses, about the relative value ofthe two-testimonies;

and the record of the first court could be appealed to

by posterity as by far the more valuable document,

and far more decisive of the point in controversy.
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Now, what we complain of, is, that in the instance

before us, this principle is reversed. The report of

hearsay witnesses is held in higher estimation than

the report of the original agents and spectators. The

most implicit credit is given to the testimony of the

distant and later historians, and the testimony of the

original witnesses is received with as much dis-

trust as if they carried the marks of villany and

imposture upon their foreheads. The genuineness

of the first record can be established by a much
greater weight and variety of evidence, than the

genuineness of the second. Yet all the suspicion

that we feel upon this subject annexes to the for-

mer; and the apostles and evangelists, with every

* evidence in their favour which it is in the power

of testimony to furnish, are, in fact, degraded from

the place which they ought to occupy among the

accredited historians of past times.

The above observations may help to prepare

the inquirer for forming a just and impartial esti-

mate of the merits of the christian testimony.

His great object should be to guard against every

bias of the understanding. The general idea is,

that a predilection in favour of Christianity may
lead him to overrate the argument. We believe,

that if every unfair tendency of the mind could be

subjected to a rigorous coaiputation, it would be
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found, that the combined operation of them all has

the effect of impressing a bias in a contrary direc-

tion. All we wish for, is, that the arguments which

are held decisive in other historical questions,

should not be looked upon as nugatory when appli-

ed to the investigation of those facts which are

connected with the truth and establishment of the

christian religion, that every prepossession should

be swept away, and room left for the understanding

to expatiate without fear, and without incumbrance.
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On the Authenticity ofthe dijferent Books of the JVeiv

Testament.

The argument for the truth of the different facts

recorded in the gospel history, resolves itself into

four parts. In the first, it shall be our object to

prove, that the different pieces which make up the

New Testament, were written by the authors whose

names they bear, and at the age which is common-

ly assigned to them. In the second, we shall ex-

hibit the internal marks of truth and honesty which

may be gathered from the compositions themselves.

In the third, we shall press upon the reader the

known situation and history of the authors, as satis-

fying proofs ofthe veracity with which they deliver-

ed themselves. And, in the fourth part, we shall

lay before them the additional and subsequent tes-

timonies, by which the narrative of the original wri-

tei's is supported.
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In every point of the investigation, we shall

meet with examples of the principle which we have

already alluded to. We have said, that if two dis-

tinct inquiries be set on foot, where the object of

the one is to settle some point of sacred history, and

the object of the other is to settle some point of pro-

fane history; the mind acquiesces in a much smal-

ler quantity of evidence in the latter case than it

does in th^ former. If this be right, (and to a cer-

tain degree it undoubtedly is,) then it is incumbent

on the defender of Christianity to bring forward a

greater quantity of evidence than would be deemed

sufficient in a question of common literature, and

to demand the acquiescence of his reader upon the

strength of this superior evidence. If it be not

right beyond a certain degree—and if there be a

tendency in the mind to carry it beyond that de-

gree, then this tendency is founded upon a delusion,

and it is well that the reader should be apprised of

its existence, that he may protect himself from its

influence. The superior quantity of evidence which

we can bring forward, will, in this case, all go to

augment the positive effect upon his convictions;

and he will rejoice to perceive, that he is far safer

in believing what has been handed down to him of

the history of Jesus Christ, and the doctrine of his

apostles, than in believing what he has never doubt-

D 2
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ed-^the history of Alexander, and the doctrine ot

Socrates. Could all the marks of veiacity, and

the list of subsequent testimonies, be exhibited to

the eye of the reader in parallel columns, it would

enable him, at one glance, to form a complete es-

timate. We shall have occasion to call his atten-

tion to this so often, that we may appear to many

ofour readers to have expatiated upon our intro-

ductory principle to a degree that is tiresome and

unnecessary. We conceive, however, that it is the

best and most perspicuous way ofputting the argu-

ment.

I. The different pieces which make up the

New Testament, were written by the authors

whose names they bear, and at the time which is

commonly assigned to them.

After the long slumber of the middle ages,

the curiosity of the human mind was awakened,

and felt its attention powerfully directed to those

old writings which have survived the waste of so

many centuries. It was a curious speculation to

ascertain the precise quantity of evidence which

lay in the information of these old documents. And
it may help us in our estimate, first to suppose,

that, in the researches of that period, there was on-

ly one composition found, which professed to be a

narrative of past times. A number of circumstaft-
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ces can be assigned, which might give a certain

degree of probability to the information even of this

solitary and unsupported document. There is first,

the general consideration, that the principle upon

which a man feels himself induced to write a true

history, is of more frequent and powerful operation,

than the principle upon which a man feels himself

induced to offer a false or a disguised representa-

tion of facts to the world. This affords a general

probability on the side of the document in question

being a true narrative; and there may be some

particulars connected with the appearance of the

performance itself, which might strengthen this

probability. We may not be able to discover in

the story itself any inducement which the man

could have in publishing it, if it were mainly and

substantially false. We might see an expression

of honesty, which it is in the power of written lan-

guage, as well as of spoken language, to convey.

We might see that there was nothing monstrous

or improbable in the narrative itself. And without

enumerating every particular calculated to give; it

the impression of truth, we may in the progress of

ourinquiry,haTe ascertained, that copies of thisman-

uscriptwere to be found in many places, and in differ-

ent parts of the world, proving, by the evidence of

its diffusion, the general esteem in which it was held
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by the readers of past ages. This gives us the tes-

timony of these readers to the value of the perform-
ance; and as we are supposing it a history, and not
a work of imagination, it could only be valued on
the principle of the information which was laid be-
fore them being true. In this way, a solitary docu-
ment, transmitted to us from a remote antiquity,

might gain credit in the world, though it had been
lost sight of for many ages, and only brought to

light by the revival of a literary spirit, which had
lain dormant during a long period of history.

We can farther suppose, that, in the progress
of the researches, another manuscript was discov-

ered, having the same characters, and possessin g
the same separate and original marks of truth with
the former. If they both touched upon the same
period of history, and gave testimony to the same
events, it is plain, that a stronger evidence for the
truth of these events would be afforded, than what
it was in tht^^ power of either of the testimonies ta-
ken separately to supply. The separate circum-
stances which gave a distinct credibility to each
of the testimonies, are added together, and give
a BO much higher credibility to those points of
information, upon which they deliver a common
testimony. This is the case when the testimonies
*:arry in them the appearance of being independent
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of one another. And even when the one is derived

from the other, it still affords an accession to the

evidence, because the author of the subsequent tes-

timony gives us the distinct assertion, that he be-

lieved in the truth of the original testimony.

The evidence maybe strengthened still farther,

by the accession of a third manuscript, and a third

testimony. All the separate circumstances which

confer credibility upon any one document, even

though it stands alone and unsupported by any

other, combine themselves into a much strongerbo-

dy of evidence, when we have obtained the concur-

rence of several. If even in the case of a single

narrative, a probability lies on the side of its being

true, from the multitude and diffusion of copies,

and from the air of truth and honesty discernible

in the composition itself, the probability is height-

ened by the coincidence of several narratives, all of

them possessing the same claims upon our belief.

If it be improbable that one should be written for

the purpose of imposing a falsehood upon the world,

it is still more improbable that many should be

Wi'itten, all of them conspiring to the same per-

verse and unnatural object. No one can doubt, at

least, that of the multitude of written testimonies

which have come down to us, the true must great-
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ly preponderate over the false; and that the deceit-

ful principle, though it exists sometimes, would

never operate to such an extent, as to carry any

great or general imposition in the face of all the

documents -which are before us. The supposition

must be extended much farther than we have yet

carried it, before we reach the degree of evidence

and of a testimony, which, on many points of an-

cient history, we are at this moment in actual pos-

session of. Many documents have been collected,

professing to be written at different times, and by

men of different countries. In this way, a great

body of ancient literature has been formed, frona

which we can collect many points of evidence, too

tedious to enumerate. Do we find the express

concurrence of several authors to the same piece

of history? Do we find, what is still more impres-

sive, events formally announced in one narrative, not

told over again; but implied and proceeded upon as

true in another? Do we find the sucession of his-

tory, through a series of ages, supported in away
that is natural and consistent? Do we find these

compositions which profess a higher antiquity, ap-

pealed to by those which profess a lower? These

and a number of other points, which meet every

scholar who betakes himself to the actual investiga-

tion, give a most warm and living character of rea=
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lity to the history of past times. There is a per-

versity of mind which may resist all this. There is

no end to the fancies of scepticism. We may
plead in vain the number of written testimonies,

their artless coincidence, and the perfect unde-

signedness of manner by which they often supply

the circu instances that serve both to guide and sa-

tisfy the inquirer, and to throw light and support

upon one another. The infidel will still have some-

thing, behind which he can entrench himself; and

his last supposition, monstrous and unnatural as it

is, may be, that the whdle of written history is a la-

borious fabrication, sustained for many ages, and

concurred in by many individuals, with no other

purpose than to enjoy the anticipated plunders of

the men of future times, whom they had combined

with so much dexterity to bewilder and lead as-

tray.

If it were possible to summon up to the pre-

sence of the mind, the whole mass of spoken testi-

mony, it would be found, that what was false bore

a very small proportion to what was true. For

many obvious reasons, the proportion of the false

to the true mut be also small in written testimony.

Yet instances of falsehood occur in both; and the

actual ability to separate the false from the true

in written history, proves that historical evidence
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has its principles and its probabilities to go upon.

There may be the natural signs of dishonesty.

There may be the wildness and improbability of

the narrative. There may be a total want of agree-

ment on the part of other documents. There may
be the silence of every author for ages after the

pretended date of the manuscript in question.

There may be all these, in sufficient abundance,

to convict the manuscript of forgery and false-

hood. This has actually been done in several in-

stances. The skill and discernment of the human

mind upon the subject of historical evidence, have

been improved by the exercise. The few cases in

which sentence of condemnation has been given,

are so many testimonies to the competency of the

tribunal which has sat in judgment over them,

and give a stability to their verdict, when any do-

cument is approven of. It is a peculiar subject,

and the men who stand at a distance from it may
multiply their suspicions and their scepticism at

pleasure; but no intelligent man ever entered into

the details, without feeling the most familiar and

satisfying conviction of that credit and confidence

which it is in the power of historical evidence to

bestow.

Now, to apply this to the object of our present

division, which is to ascertain the age of the docu-
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ment, and the person who is the author of it.

These are points of information which may be col-

lected from the performance itself. They may be
found in the body of the composition, or they may
be more formally announced in the title page—and

every time that the book is referred to by its title,

or the name of the author and age of the publica-

tion are announced in any other document that has

come down to us, these points of information re-

ceive additional proof from the testimony of subse-

quent writers.

The New Testament is bound up in one vo-

lume, but we would be underrating its evidence,

if we i^^garded it only as one testimony, and that

the truth of the facts recorded in it rested upon

the testimony of one historian. It is not one pub-

lication, but a collection of several publications,

which are ascribed to different authors, and made

their first appearance in different parts of the

world. To fix the date of their appearance, it is

necessary to institute a separate inquiry for each

publication; and it is the unexcepted testimony of

all subsequent writers, that two of the gospels,

and several of the epistles, were written by the im-

mediate disciples of our Saviour, and published

in their lifetime. Celsus, an enemy of the christian

faith, refers tp the affairs of Jesus as written by
E
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his disciples. He never thinks of disputing the

fact; and from the extracts which he makes for the

purpose of criticism, there can be no doubt in the

mind of the reader, that it is one or other of the

four gospels to which he refers. The single tes-

timony of Celsus may be considered as decisive of

the fact, that the story of Jesus and of his life was

actually written by his disciples. Celsus writes

about a hundred years after the alleged time of

the publication of this story; but that it was writ-

ten by the companions of this Jesus, is a fact

which he never thinks of disputing. He takes it

up, upon the strength of its general notoriety, and

the whole history of that period furnishes itothing

that can attach any doubt or suspicion to this cir-

cumstance. Referring to a principle already taken

notice of, had it been the history of a philosopher

instead of a prophet, its authenticity would have

been admitted without any formal testimony to

that effect. It would have been admitted, so to

speak, upon the rncre existence of the title-page,

combined with this circumstance, that the whole

course of history or tradition does not furnish us

with a siny;lc fact, leading us to believe that the

correctness of this title-page was ever questioned.

It would have been adniilted, not because it was
asserted by subsequent writers, but because thev
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made no assertion upon the subject, because they

never thought of converting it into a matter of

discussion, and because their occasional references

to the book in question would be looked upon as

carrying in them a tacit acknowledgment, that it

was the very same book which it professed to be

at the present day. The distinct assertion of Cel-

sus, that the pieces in question were written by the

companions of Jesus, though even at the distance

of a hundred years, is an argument in favour of

their authenticity, which cannot be alleged for ma-

ny of the most esteemed compositions of antiquity.

It is the addition of a formal testimony to that

kind of general evidence, which is founded upon

the tacit or implied concurrence of subsequent

writers, and which is held to be perfectly decisive

in similar cases.

Had the pieces, which make up the New Tes-

tament, been the only documents of past times,

the mere existence of a pretension to such an age,

and to such an author, resting on their own infor-

mation, would have been sustained as a certain

degree of evidence, that the real age and the real

author had been assigned to them. But we hav€

the testimony of subsequent authors to the same

effect; and it is to be remarked, that it is by far

the most crowded, and the most closely sustained
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series of testimonies, of which we have any exam-

ple in the whole field of ancient history. When
we assigned the testimony of Celsus, it is not to

be supposed that this is the very first which oc-

curs after the days of the apostles. The blank of

a hundred years betwixt the publication of the

original story and the publication of Celsus, is fil-

led up by antecedent testimonies, which, in all fair-

ness, should be counted more decisive of the point

in question. They are the testimonies of christian

writers, and, in as far as a nearer opportunity of

obtaining correct information is concerned, they

should be held more valuable than the testimony

of Celsus. These references are of three kinds:

—

Firsts In some cases, their reference to the books

of the New Testament is made in the form of an

express quotation, and the author particularly

named. Secondly^ In other cases, the quotation is

made without reference to the particular author,

and ushered in by the general words, " as it is ivrit-

ten** And thirdly, there are innumerable allu-

sions to the different parts of the New Testament,

scattered over all the writings of the earlier fa-

thers. In this last case there is no express cita-

tion; but we have the sentiment, the turn of ex-

pression, the very words of the New Testament

repeated so often, and by such a number of dif-
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fcrent writers, as to leave no doubt upon the mind,

that they were copied from one common original,

which was at that period held in high reverence

and estimation. In pursuing the train of refe-

rences, we do not meet with a single chasm from

the days of the original writers. Not to repeat

what we have already made some allusion to, the

testimonies of the original writers to one another,

we proceed to assert, that some of the fathers,

whose writings have come down to us, were the

companions of the apostles, and are even named in

the books of the New Testament. St. Clement,

bishop of Rome, is, with the concurrence of all an-

cient authors, the same whom Paul mentions in his

espistle to the Philippians. In his epistle to the

church of Corinth, which was written in the name
of the whole church of Rome, he refers to the first

epistle of Paul to the former church. " Take into

your hands the epistle of the blessed Paul the

apostle." He then makes a quotation, which is to

be found in Paul's first epistle to the Corinthians.

Could Clement have done this to the Corinthians

themselves, had no such epistles been in existence?

And is not this an undoubted testimony, not mere-

ly from the mouth of Clement, but on the part of

the churches both of Rome and Corinth, to the

authenticity of such an epistle? There are in this

B 2
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same epistle of Clement, several quotations of the

second kind, which confirm the existence of some,

other books of the New Testament; and a multi-

tude of allusions or references of the third kind,

to the writings of the evangelists, the Acts of

the apostles, and a great many of those epistles

which have been admitted into the New Testa-

ment. We have similar testimonies from some

more of the fathers, who lived and conversed

with Jesus Christ. Beside many references of the

second and third kind, we have also other instances

of the same kind of testimony which Clement gave

to St Paul's first epistle to the Corinthians, than

which nothing can be conceived more indisputable.

Ignatius, writing to the church of Ephesus, takes

notice of St. Paul's espistle to that church; and

Polycarp, an immediate disciple of the apostles,

makes the same express reference to St. Paul's

epistle to the Philippians, in a letter addressed to

that people. In carrying our attention down from

the apostolical fathers, we follow an uninterrupted

series of testimonies to the authenticity of the ca-

nonical scriptures. They get more numerous and

circumstantial as we proceed,—a thing to be ex-

pected from the progress of Christianity, and the

greater multitude of writers, who came forward

in its defence and illustration.
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In pursuing the series of writers, from the days

of the apostles down to about 150 years after the

publication of the pieces which make up the New
Testament, we come to TertuUian, of whom Lard-

ner says, " that there are perhaps more and long-

er quotations of the small volume of the New Tes-

tament in this one christian author, than of all the

works of Cicero, though of so uncommon excel-

lence for thought and style in the writers of all

characters for several ages.*'

We feel ourselves exposed, in this part of our
investigation, to the suspicion which adheres to

every christian testimony. We have already made
some attempts to analyse that suspicion into its

ingredients, and we conceive, that the circumstance

of the Christians being an interested party, is only

one, and not perhaps the principal of these ingre-

dients. At all events, this may be the proper place

for disposing of that one ingredient, and for oiFer-

ing a few general observations on the strength of

the christian testimony.

In estimating the value of any testimony, there

are two distinct subjects of consideration; the per-

son who gives the testimony, and the people to

whom the testimony is addressed. It is quite need-

less to enlarge on the resources which, in this pre-

sent instance, we derive from both these considera-
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tions, and how much each of them contributes to

the triumph and solidity of the christian argument.

In as far as the people who give the testimony are

concerned, how could they be mistaken in their ac-

count of the books of the New Testament, when

some of them lived in the same age with the original

writers, and were their intimate acquaintances, and

when all of them had the benefit of an uncontrolled se-

ries of evidence, reaching down from the date of the

earliest publications to their own times? Or, how

can we suspect that they falsified, when there runs

through their writings the same tone of plainness

and sincerity, which is allowed to stamp the charac-

ter of authenticity on other productions; and above

all, when, upon the strength even of heathen testi-

mony, we conclude that many of them, by their

sufferings and death, gave the highest evidence

that man can give, of his speaking under the influ-

ence of a real and honest conviction? In as far as

the people who received the testimony are concer-

ned, to what other circumstances can we ascribe

their concurrence, but to the truth of that testimony?

In what way was it possible to deceive them upon a

pointof general notoriety? The books of the New
Testament are referred to by the ancient fathers, as

writings generally known and respected by the

Christians of that period. If they were obscure
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writing's, or had no existence at the time, how can

we account for the credit and authority of those fa-

thers who appealed to them, and had the effronte-

ry to insuh their fellow Christians by a falsehood

so palpable, and so easily detected? Allow them

to be capable of this treachery, we have still to ex-

plain, how the people came to be the dupes of so

glaring an imposition; how they could be persuar

ded to give up every thing for a religion, whose

teachers were so unprincipled as to deceive them,

and so unwise as to commit themselves upon

ground where it was possible to elude discovery.

Could Clement have dared to refer the people of

Corinth to an epistle, said to be received by them-

selves, and which had no existence? or, could he

have referred the Christians at large to writings

which they never heard of? And it was not enough

to maintain the semblance of truth with the peo-

ple of their own party. Where were the Jews all

the time? and how was it possible to escape the cor-

rection of these keen and vigilant observers? We
mistake the matter much, if we think, that Christi-

anity at that time was making its insidious way in

silence and in secrecy, through a listless and un-

concerned public. All history gives an opposite

representation. The passions and curiosity ofmen
were quite upon the alert. The popular enthusiasm
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had been excited on both sides of the question.

It had drawn the attention of the established au-

thorities in different provinces of the empire, and

the merits of the christian cause had become a mat-

ter of frequent and formal discussion in courts of

judicature. If, in these circumstances, the chris-

tian writers had the hardihood to venture upon a

falsehood, it would have been upon safer ground

than what they actually adopted. They would ne-

ver have hazarded to assert what was so open to

contradiction, as the existence ofbooks held in rev-

erence among all the churches, and which nobody

either in or out of these churches ever heard of.

They would never have been so unwise as to com-

mit in this way a cause, which had not a single cir-

cumstance to recommend it, but its truth and its

evidences.

The falsehood of the christian testimony on this

point, would carry along with it a concurrence of

circumstances, each of which is the strangest and

most unprecedented that ever was heard of. First

that men, who sustained in their writings all the

characters of sincerity, and many of whom submit-

ted to martyrdom, as the highest pledge of sincer-

ity which can possibly be given, should have been

capable of falsehood at all. Second, that this ten-
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dency to falsehood should have been exercised so

unwisely, as to appear in an assertion perfectly

open to detection, and which could be so readily

converted to the discredit of that religion, which it

was the favourite ambition of their lives to promote

and establish in the world. Third, that this testi-

mony could have gained the concurrence of the peo-

ple to whom it was addressed, and that, with their

eyes perfectly open to its falsehood, they should be

ready to make the sacrifice of life and of fortune in

supporting it. Fourth, that this testimony should

,never have been contradicted by the Jews, and that

they should have neglected so effectual an oppor-

tunity of disgracing a religion, the progress of

which they contemplated with so much jealousy

and alarm. Add to this, that it is not the testimo-

ny of one writer, which we are making to pass

through the ordeal of so many difficulties. It is

the testimony of many writers, who lived at different

times, and in different countries, and who add the

very singular circumstance of their entire agree-

ment with one another, to the other circumstances

equally unaccountable, which we have just now

enumerated. The falsehood of their united testi-

mony is not to be conceived. It is a supposition

which we are warranted to condemn, upon the

strength ofany one of the above improbabilities ta-
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ken separately. But the fair way of estimating

their effect upon the argument, is to take them

jointly, and, in the language of the doctrine of

chances, to take the product of all the improbabili-

ties into one another. The argument which this

product furnishes for the truth of the christian

testimony, has in strength and conclusiveness, no

parallel in the whole compass of ancient literature.

The testimony of Celsus is looked upon as pe-

culiarly valuable, because it is disinterested. But

if this consideration gives so much weight to the

testimony ot Celsus, why should so much doubt

and suspicion annex to the testimony of christian

writers, several of whom, before his time, have

given a fuller and more express testimony to the

authenticity of the gospels? In the persecutions

they sustained; in the obvious tone of sincerity and

honesty which runs turough their writings; in

their general agreement upon this subject; in the

multitude of their followers, who never could have

confided in men that ventured to commit them-

selves, by the assertion of what was obviously and

notoriously false; in the check which the vigilance,

both of Jews and Heathens, exercised over every

christian writer of that period,—in all these cii-

cumstances, they give every evidence of having

delivered a fair and unpolluted testimony.
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CHAP. III.

On the Internal Marks of Truth and Honesty to

befound in the JVew Testament.

II. We shall now look into the New Testament

itself, and endeavour to lay before the reader the

internal marks of truth and honesty, which are to

be found in it.

Under this head, it may be right to insist upon

the minute accuracy, which runs through all its

allusions to the existing manners and circumstan-

ces of the times. To appreciate the force of this

argument, it would be right to attend to the pecu-

liar situation of Judea, at the time of our Saviour.

It was then under the dominion of the Roman em-

perors, and comes frequently under the notice of

the profane historians of that period. From this

source we derive a great variety of information, as

to the manner in which the emperors conducted

the government of their different provinces; what
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degree of indulgence was allowed to the religious

opinions of the people whom they held in subjec-

tion; in how far they were suffered to live under

the administration of their own laws; the power

which was vested in the president of provinces;

and a number of other circumstances relative to

the criminal and civil jurisprudence of that period.

In this way, there is a great number of different

points in which the historians of the New Testa-

ment can be brought into comparison with the

secular historians of the age. The history of Christ

and his apostles contains innumerable references

to the state of public affairs. It is not the history

of obscure and unnoticed individuals. They had

attracted much of the public attention. They had

been before the governors of the country. They
had passed through the established forms of justice;

and some of them underwent the trial and punish-

ment of the times. It is easy to perceive, then,

that the New Testament writers were led to allude

to a number of these circumstances in the political

history and constitution of the times which came
under the cognizance of ordinary historians. This

was delicate ground for an inventor to tread upon;

and particularly, if he lived at an age subsequent

to the time of his history. He might in this case

have fabricated a tale, by confining himself to the
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obscure and familiar incidents of private history;

but it is only for a true and a cotemporary historian,

to sustain a continued accuracy, through his mi-

nute and numerous allusions to the public policy

and government of the times.

Within the period of the gospel history, Judea

experienced a good many vicissitudes in the state

of its government. At one time it formed part of

a kingdom under Herod the Great. At another,

it formed part of a smaller government under Arch-

elaus. It after this came under the direct admin-

Ktration of a Roman governor; which form was

again interrupted for several years, by the elevation

of Herod Agrippa to the sovereign power, as ex-

ercised by his grandfather; and it is at last left

in the form of a province at the conclusion of the

evangelical history. There were also frequent

changes in the political state of the countries adja-

cent to Judea; and which are often alluded to in the

New Testament. A caprice of the reigning empe-

ror often gave rise to a new form of government,

and a new distribution of territory. It will be

readily conceived, how much these perpetual fluc-

tuations in the state of public affairs, both in Judea

and its neighbourhood, must add to the power and

difficulty of that ordeal to which the gospel history

has been subjected.
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On this part of the subject, there is no want of

witnesses with whom to confront the writers of the

New Testament. In addition to the Roman writers

who have touched upon the affairs of Judea, we

have the benefit of a Jewish historian, who has

given us a professed history of his own country.

From him, as was to be expected, we have a far

greater quantity of copious and detailed narrative,

relative to the internal affairs of Judea, to the man-

ners of the people, and those particulars which are

connected with their religious belief, and ecclesi-

astical constitution. With many, it will be sup-

posed to add to the value of his testimony, that he

was not a Christian; but that, on the other hand,

we have every reason to believe him to have been

a most zealous and determined enemy to the cause.

It is really a most useful exercise, to pursue the

harmony which subsists between the writers of the

New Testament, and those Jewish and profane

authors, with whom we bring them into compari-

son. Throughout the whole examination, our at-

tention is confined to forms of justice; successions

of governors in different provinces; manners, and

political institutions. We are therefore apt to

forget the sacredness of the subject; and we appeal

to all who have prosecuted this inquiry, if this

circumstance is not favourable to their having a
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closer and more decided impression of the truth

of the gospel history. By instituting a comparison

betwixt the evangelists and cotemporary authors,

and restricting our attention to those points which

come under the cognizance of ordinary history, we

put the apostles and evangelists on the footing of

ordinary historians; and it is for those who have

actually undergone the labour of this examination,

to tell how much this circumstance adds to the

impression of their authenticity. The mind gets

emancipated from the peculiar delusion which at-

taches to the sacredness of the subject, and which

has the undoubted effect of restraining the confi-

dence of its inquiries. The argument assumes a

secular complexion, and the writers of the New
Testament are restored to that credit, with which

the reader delivers himself up to any other histo-

rian, who has a much less weight and quantity of

historical evidence in his favour.

We refer those readers who wish to prosecute

this inquiry, to the first volume of Lardner's Cre-

dibility of the Gos/iels. We shall restrict ourselves

to a few general observations on the nature and

precise effect of the argument.

In the first place, the accuracy of the nume-

rous allusions to the circumstances of that period,

which the gospel history embraces, forms a strong

f2
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corroboration of that antiquity which we have alrea-

dy assigned to its writers from external testimony.

It amounts to a proof, that it is the production

of authors who lived antecedent to the destruction

of Jerusalem, and consequently about the time

that is ascribed to them by all the external testi-

mony which has already been insisted upon. It is

that accuracy, which could only be maintained by

a cotemporary historian. It would be difficult,

even for the author of some general speculation,

not to betray his time by some occasional allusion

to the ephemeral customs and institutions of the

period in which he v/rote. But the authors of the

New Testament run a much greater risk. There

are five different pieces of that collection which

are purely historical, and where there is a contin-

ued reference to the characters, and politics, and

passing events of the day. The destruction of

Jerusalem swept away the whole fabric of Jewish

polity; and it is not to be conceived, that the memo-
ry of a future generation could have retained that

minute, that varied, that intimate acquaintance

with the statistics of a nation no longer in existence,

which is evinced in every page of the evangelical

writers. We find, in point of fact, that both the

heathen and christian writers of subsequent ages

do often betray their ignorance of the paiticuiar
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customs which obtamed in Judea, during the time

of our Saviour. And it must be esteemed a strong

circumstance in favour of the antiquity of the New
Testament, that on a subject, in which the chances

of detection are so numerous, and where we can

scarcely advance a single step in the narrative,

without the possibility of betraying our time by

some mistaken allusion, it stands distinguished

from every later composition, in being able to bear

the most minute and intimate comparison with the

cotemporary historians of that period.

The argument derives great additional strength,

from viewing the New Testament, not as one sin-

gle performance, but as a collection of several per-

formances. It is the work of no less than eight

different authors, who wrote without any appear-

ance of concert, who published in different parts

of the world, and whose writings possess every

evidence, both internal and external, of being inde-

pendent productions. Had only one author exhi-

bited the same minute accuracy of allusion, it would

have been esteemed a very strong evidence of his

antiquity. But when we see so many authors

exhibiting such a well sustained and almost unex-

cepted accuracy through the whole of their varied '

and distinct narratives, it seems difficult to avoid

the conclusion, that they were cither the eye-wit-
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nesses of their own history, or lived about the

period of its accomplishment.

When different historians undertake the affairs

of the same period, they either derive their infor-

mation from one another, or proceed upon distinct

and independent information of their own. Now, it

is not difficult to distinguish the copyist from the

original historian. There is something in the ve-

ry style and manner of an original narrative, which

announces its pretensions. It is not possible that

any one event or any series of events, should make

such a similar impression upon two witnesses, as

to dispose them to relate it in the same language,

to describe it in the same order, to form the same

estimate as to the circumstances which should be

noticed as important, and those other circumstances

which should be suppressed as immaterial. Each

witness tells the thing in his own way, makes use

of his own language, and brings forward circum-

stances which the other might omit altogether, as

not essential to the purpose of his narrative. It is

this agreement in the facts, with this variety in the

manner of describing them, that never fails to im-

press upon the inquirer that additional conviction

which arises from the concurrence of separate and

independent testimonies. Now, this is precisely

that kind of coincidence which subsists between the
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New Testament writers and Josephus, in their allu-

sions to the peculiar customs and institutions of that

age. Each party maintains the style of original

and independent historians. Tiie one often omits

altogether, or makes only a slight and distant allu-

sion to what occupies a prominent part in the com-

position of the other. There is not the slightest

vestige of any thing like a studied coincidence be-

twixt them. There is variety, but no opposition;

and it says much for the authenticity of both histo-

ries, that the most scrupulous and attentive criti-

cism can scarcely detect a single example of an

apparent contradiction in the testimony of these

different authors, which does not admit of a likely,

or at least a plausible reconciliation.

When the difference betwixt two historians is

carried to the length of a contradiction, it enfeebles

the credit of both their testimonies. When the

agreement is carried to the length of a close and

scrupulous resemblance in every particular, it de-

stroys the credit of one of the parties as an inde-

pendent historian. In the case before us, we nei-

ther perceive this difference, nor this agreement.

Such are the variations, that, at first sight, the rea-

der is alarmed with the appearance of very seri-

ous and embarrassing diffjculties. And such is the

actual coincidence, that the difficulties vanish when
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we apply to them the labours of a profound and in-

telligent criticism. Had it been the object of the

gospel writers to trick out a plausible imposition

on the credulity of the world, they would have stu-

died a closer resemblance to the existing authori-

ties of that period; nor would they have laid them-

selves open to the superficial brilliancy of Voltaire,

which dazzles every imagination, and reposed their

vindication with the Lelands and Lardners of a

distant posterity, whose sober erudition is so little

attended to, and which so few know how to appre-

ciate.

In the gospels, we are told that Herod, the te-

trarch of Galilee, married his brother Philip's wife.

In Josephus we have the same story; only he gives

a different name to Philip, and calls him Herod;

and what adds to the difficulty, there was a Philip

of that family, whom we know to have been the

first husband of Herodias. This is at first sight

a little alarming. But in the progress of our in-

quiries, we are given to understand from this same

Josephus, that there were three Herods in the

same family, and tiierefore no improbability in there

being two Philips. We also know, from the histo-

ries of that period, that it was quite common for

the same individual to have two names; and this
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is never more necessary, than when employed
to distinguish brothers who have one name the
same. The Herod who is called Philip, is just as
likely a distinction as the Simon who is called Pe-
ter, or the Saul who is called Paul. The name of
the high priest, at the time of our Saviour's cruci-
fixion, was Caiaphas, according to the evange-
lists. According to Josephus, the name of the
high priest at that period was Joseph. This
would have been precisely a difficulty of the
same kind, had not Josephus happened to men-
tion, that this Joseph was also called Caia-
phas. Would it have been dealing fairly with the
evangelists, we ask, to have made their credibility

depend upon the accidental omission of another his-

torian? Is it consistent with any acknowledged
principle of sound criticism, to bring four writers
so entirely under the tribunal of Josephus, each
of whom stands as firmly supported by all the
evidence which can give authority to an historian;
and who have greatly the advantage of him in this,

that they can add the argument of their concur-
rence to the argument of each separate and inde-
pendent testimony? It so happens, however, in
the present instance, that even Jewish writers,
in their narrative of the same circumstance, give
the name of Philip to the first husband of Herodi-
as. We by no means conceive, that any foreign
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testimony was necessary for the vindication of the

evangelists. Still, however, it must go far to]dissi-

pate every suspicion of artitice in the construction

of their histories. It proves, that in the confidence

with which they delivered themselves, up to their

own information, they neglected appearance, and

felt themselvs independent of it. This apparent

difficulty, like'many others of the same kind, lands us

in a stronger confirmation of the honesty of the evan-

gelists; and it is delightful to perceive, how truth

receives a fuller accession to its splendour, from the

attemptswhich are made to disgrace and to darken it.

On this branch of the argument, the impartial

inquirer must be struck with the little indulgence

which infidels, and even Christians, have given to

the evangelical writers. In other cases, when we

compare the narratives of cotemporary historians,

it is not expected, that all the circumstances al-

luded to by one will be taken notice of by the

rest ; and it often happens, that an event or a cus-

tom is admitted upon the faith of a single histo-

rian; and the silence of all other writers is not suf-

fered to attach suspicion or discredit to his testi-

mony. It is an allowed principle, that a scrupu-

lous resemblance betwixt two histories is very far

from necessary to their being held consistent with

one another. And what is more it sometimes
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happens, that with cotemporary historians there

may be an apparent contradiction, and the credit

of both parties remain as entire and unsuspicious

as before. Posterity is in these cases disposed to

make the most liberal allowances. Instead of cal-

ling it a contradiction, they often call it a difficul-

ty. They are sensible, that, in many instances, a

seeming variety of statement has, upon a more

extensive knowledge of ancient history, admitted

of a perfect reconciliation. Instead, then, of re-

ferring the difficulty in question to the inaccuracy

or bad faith of any of the parties, they, with more

justness and more modesty, refer it to their own
ignorance, and to that obscurity which necessarily

hangs over the history of every rem.ote age. These

principles are suffered to have great influence in

every secular investigation; but so soon as, instead

of a secular, it becomes a sacred investigation,

every ordinary principle is abandoned, and the

suspicion annexed to the teachers of religion is

carried to the dereliction of all that candour and

liberality with which every other document of an-

tiquity is judged of and appreciated. How does it

happen, that the authority of Josephus should be

acquiesced in as a first principle, while every step,

in the narrative of the evangelists, must have

foreign testimony to confirm and support it? How
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comes it, that the silence of Josephus should be

construed into an impeachment of the testimony

of the evangelists, while it is never admitted for a

single moment, that the silence of the evangelists

can impart the slightest blemish to the testimony

of Josephus? How comes it, that the supposition

of two Philips in one family should throw a damp

of scepticism over the gospel narrative, while the

only circumstance which renders that supposition

necessary is the single testimony of Josephus; in

which very testimony it is necessarily implied,

that there are two Herods in that same family?

How comes it, that the evangelists, with as much
internal, and a vast deal more of external evidence

in their favour, should be made to stand before

Josephus, like so many prisoners at the bar of

justice? In any other case, we are convinced that

this would be looked upon as rough haridling. But

we are not sorry for it. It has given more triumph

and confidence to the argument. And it is no

small addition to our faith, that its first teachers

have survived an examination, which, in point of

rigour and severity, we believe to be quite unex-

ampled in the annals of criticism.

It is always looked upon as a favourable pre-

sumption, when a story is told circumstantially.

The art and the safety of an impostor, is to con-
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fine his narrative to generals, and not to commit

himself by two minute a specification of time and

place, and allusion to the manners or occurrences

of the day. The more of circumstance that we
introduce into a story, we multiply the chances

of detection, if false; and therefore, where a great

deal of circumstance is introduced, it proves, that

the narrator feels the confidence of truth, and la-

bours under no apprehension for the fate of his

narrative. Even though we have it not in our

power to verify the truth of a single circumstance,

yet the mere property of a story being circum-

stantial is always felt to carry an evidence in its

favour. It imparts a more familiar air of life and

reality to the narrative. It is easy to believe, that

the groundwork of a story may be a fabrication;

but it requires a more refined species of impos-

ture than we can well conceive, to construct a har-

monious and well-sustained narrative, abounding

in minute and circumstantial details which sup-

port one another, and where, with all our expe-

rience of real life, we can detect nothing misplac-

ed, or inconsistent, or improbable.

To prosecute this argument in all its extent, it

would be necessary to present the reader with a

complete analysis or examination of the gospel

history. But the most superficial observer can-
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not fail to perceive, that it maintains, in a very

high degree, the character of being a circumstan-

tial narrative. When a miracle is recorded, yve

have generally the name of the town or neigh-

bourhood where it happened; the names of the

people concerned; the eifect upon the hearts, and

convictions of the bye-standers; the arguments

and examinations it gave birth to; and all that

minuteness of reference and description which im-

presses a strong character of reality upon the

whole history. If we take along with us the time

at which this history made its appearance, the ar-

gument becomes much stronger. It does not

merely carry a presumption in its favour, from

being a circumstantial history: It carries a proof

in its favour, because these cirdumstances were

completely within the reach and examination of

those to whom it was addressed. Had the evan-

gelists been false historians, they would not have

committed themselves upon so many particulars.

They would not have furnished the vigilant in-

quirers of that period with such an effectual in-

strument for bringing them into discredit with the

people; nor foolishly supplied, in every page of

their narrative, so many materials for a cross-ex-

amination, which would infallibly have disgraced

them.
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Now, we of this age can institute the same

cross-examination. We can compare the evan-

gelical writers with cotemporary authors, and ve-

rify a number of circumstances in the history, and

government, and peculiar economy of the Jew-

ish people. We therefore have it in our power to

institute a cross-examination upon the writers of

the New Testament; and the freedom and fre-

quency of their allusions to these circumstances

supply us with ample materials for it. The fact,

that they are borne out in their minute and inci-

dental allusions by the testimony of other histo-

rians, gives a strong weight of what has been call-

ed circumstantial evidence in their favour. As a

specimen of the argument, let us confine our ob-

servations to the history of our Saviour's trial, and

execution, and burial. They brought him to Pon-

tius Pilate. We know both from Tacitus and Jose-

phus, that he was at that time governor of Judea.

A sentence from him was necessary before they

could proceed to the execution of Jesus; and we
know that the power of life and death was usually

vested in the Roman governor. Our Saviour was

treated with derision; and tiiis we know to have

been a customary practice at that time, previous

to the execution of criminals, and during the time

of it. Pilate scourged Jesus before he gave him
• G 2
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up to be crucified. We know from ancient au-

thors, that this was a very usual practice among

the Romans. The account of an execution gene-

rally run in this form: he was stripped, whipped,

and beheaded or executed. According to the

evangelists, his accusation was written on the top

of the cross; and we learn from Suetonius aad

others, that the crime of the person to be executed

was affixed to the instrument of his punishment.

According to the evangelists, this accusation was

written in three different languages; and we know

from Josephus, that it was quite common in Jeru-

salem to have all public advertisements written in

this manner. According to the evangelists, Je-

sus had to bear his cross; and we know from other

sources of information, that this was the constant

practice of these times. According to the evan-

gelists, the body of Jesus was given up to be bu-

ried at the request of friends. We know that, un-

less the criminal was infamous, this was the law,

or the custom with all Roman governors.

These, and a few more particulars of the same

kind, occur within the compass of a single page

of the evangelical history. The circumstantial

manner of the history affords a presumption in its

favour, antecedent to all examination into the truth

of the circumstauces themselves. But it makes a
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strong addition to the evidence, when we find, that

in all the subordinate parts of the main story, the

evangelists maintain so great a consistency with

the testimony of other authors, and with all that

we can collect from other sources of information,

as to the manners and institutions of that period. Il

is difficult to conceive, in the first instance, how
the inventor of a fabricated story would hazard

such a number of circumstances, each of them

supplying a point of comparison with other authors,

and giving to the inquirer an additional chance of

detecting the imposition. And it is still more dif-

ficult to believe, that truth should have been so

artfully blended with falsehood in the composition

of this narrative, particularly as we perceive

nothing like a forced introduction of any one cir-

cumstance. Tnere appears to be nothing out of

place, nothing thrust in with the view of impart-

ing an air of probability to the history. The cir-

cumstance upon which we bring the evangelists

-into comparison with profane authors, is often not

intimated in a direct form, but in the form of a

slight or distant allusion. There is not the most

remote appearance of its being fetched or sought-

for. It is brought in accidentally, and flows in the

most natural and undesigned manner out.of the

progress of the narrative.
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The circumstance, that none of the gospel wri-

ters are inconsistent with one another, falls better

under a different branch of the argument. It is

enough for our present purpose, that there is no

single writer inconsistent with himself. It often

happens, that falsehood carries its own refutation

along with it; and that, through the artful disgui-

ses which are employed in the construction of a fab-

ricated story, we can often detect a flaw or a con-

tradiction which condemns the authority of the

whole narrative. Now, every single piece of the

New Testament wants this mark or character of

falsehood. The different parts are found to sustain

and harmonise, and flow out of each other. Each

has at least the merit of being a consistent narra-

tive. For any thing we see upon the face of it, it

may be true, and a further hearing must be given

before we can be justified in rejecting it as the tale

of an impostor.

There is another mark of falsehood which each

of the gospel narratives appear to be exempted

from. There is little or no parading about their

own integrity. We can collect their pretensions

to credit from the history itself, but we see no an-

xious display of these pretensions. We cannot fail

to perceive the force of that argument which is

derived from the publicity of the christian miracles,
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and the very minute and scrupulous examination

which they had to sustain from the rulers and of-

ficial men of Judea. But this publicity, and these

examinations, are simply recorded by the evange-

lists. There is no boastful reference to these cir-

cumstances, and no ostentatious display of the ad-

vantage which they give to the christian argument.

They bring their story forward in the shape of a direct

and unencumbered narrative, and deliver them-

selves with that simplicity and unembarrassed con-

fidence which nothing but their consciousness of

truth, and the perfect feeling of their own strength

and consistency, can account for. They do not write,

as if their object was to carry a point that was at all

doubtful or suspicious. It is simply to transmit tc

the men of other times, and of other countries, a

memorial of the events which led to the establish-

ment of the christian religion in the world. In the

prosecution of their narrative, we challenge the

most refined judge of the human character to point

out a single symptom of diffidence in the truth of

their own story, or of art to cloak this diffidence

from the notice of the most severe and vigilant ob-

servers. The manner of the New Testament wri-

ters does not carry in it the slightest idea of its be-

ing a put on manner. It is quite natural, quite un-

guarded, and free of all apprehension, that their

story is to meet with any discredit or contradiction
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from any of those numerous readers, who had it

fully in their power to verify or to expose it. We
see no expedient made use of to obtain or to re-

conciliate the acquiescence of their readers. They

appear to feel as if they did not need it. They de-

liver what they have to say in a round and unvar-

nished manner; nor is it in general accompanied

v»'ith any of those strong asseverations, by which an

impostor so often attempts to practise upon the

credulity of his victims.

In the simple narrative of the evangelists, they

betray no feeling of wonder at the extraordinary

nature of the events which they record, and no con-

sciousness that what they are announcing is to

excite any wonder among their readers. This ap-

pears to us, to be a very strong circumstance. Had
it been the newly broached tale of an impostor, he

would in all likelihood, have feigned astonishment

himself, or at least have laid his account with the

doubt and astonishment of those to whom it was

addressed. When a person tells a wonderful sto-

ry to a company who are totally unacquainted with

it, he must be sensible, not merely of the surprise

which is excited in the minds of the hearers, but of

a corresponding sympathy in his own mind with

the feelings of those who listen to him. He lays

his account with the wonder, if not the incredulity,
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of his hearers; and this distinctly appears in the

terms with which he delivers his story, and th€

manner in which he introduces it. It makes a wide

difference, if, on the other hand, he tells the same

story to a company who have long been apprised of

the chief circumstances, but who listen to him for

the mere purpose of obtaining a more distinct and

particular narrative. Now, in as far as we can

collect from the manner of the evangelists, they

stand in this last predicament. They do not write,

as if they were imposing a novelty upon their rea-

ders. In the language of Luke, they write for the

sake of giving more distinct information; and that

the readers might know the certainty of those things

wherein they had been instructed. In the prosecu-

tion of this task, they deliver themselves with the

most familiar and unembarrassed simplicity. They
do not appear to anticipate the surprise of their rea-

ders, or to be at all aware, that the marvellous na-

ture of their story is to be any obstacle to its credit

or reception in the neighbourhood. At the first

performance of our Saviour's miracles, there was

a strong and a widely spread sensation over the

whole country. Hisfame werit abroad^ and all fieo-

file were amazed. This is quite natural; and the

circumstance of no surprise being either felt or an-

ticipated by the evangelists, in the writing of their
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history, can best be accounted for by the truth of

the history itself, that the experience of years had

blunted the edge of novelty, and rendered miracles

familiar, not only to them, but to all the people to

whom they addressed themselves.

What appears to us a most striking internal

evidence for the truth of the gospel, is that perfect

unity of mind and of purpose which is ascribed to

our Saviour. Had he been an impostor, he could

not have foreseen all the fluctuations of his history,

and yet no expression of surprise is recorded to

have escaped from him. No event appears to have

caught him unprepared. We see no shifting of

doctrine or sentiment, with a view to accommodate

to new or unexpected circumstances. His para-

bles and warnings to his disciples, give sufficient

intimation, that he laid his account with all those

events which appeared to his unenlightened friends

to be so untoward and so unpromising. In every

explanation of his objects, we see the perfect con-

sistency of a mind before whose prophetic eye all

futurity lay open; and when the events of this futu-

rity came round, he met them, not as chances that

were unforeseen, but as certainties which he had

provided for. This consistency of his views is sup-

ported through all the variations of his history, and

it stands finally contrasted in the record of the evan-
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gelists, with the raissonceptions, the surprises, the

disappointments of his followers. The gradual

progress of their minds from the splendid anticipa-

tions of earthly grandeur, to a full acquiescence in

the doctrine of a crucified Saviour, throws a

stronger light on the perfect unity of purpose and

of conception which animated his, and which can

only be accounted for by the inspiration that filled

and enlightened it. It may have been possible

enough to describe a well-sustained example of

this contrast from an actual history before us. It

is difficult, however, to conceive, how it could be

sustained so well, and in a manner so apparently

artless, by means of invention, and particularly

when the inventors made their own errors and their

own ignorance form part ofthe fabrication.
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CHAP. IV.

On the testimony of the Original Witnesses to the

Truth of the Gospel JVarrative.

III. There was nothing in the situation ofthe New
Testament writers, which leads us to perceive that

they had any possible inducement for publishing a

falsehood.

We have not to allege the mere testimony of

the christian writers, for the danger to which the

profession of Christianity exposed all its adherents

at that period. We have the testimony of Tacitus

to this effect. We have innumerable allusions, or

express intimations, of the'same circumstance in the

Roman historians. The treatment and persecution

of the Christians makes a principal figure in the

affairs of the empire; and there is no point better

established in ancient history, than that the bare

circumstance of being a Christian, brought many to

the punishment of death, and exposed all to the dan-

ger of a suffering, the most appalling and repulsive

to the feelings of our nature.
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It is not difficult to perceive, why the Roman
government, in its treatment of Christians, depar-

ted from its usual principles of toleration. We
know it to have been their uniform practice, to al-

low every indulgence to the religious belief of those

different countries in which they established them-

selves. The truth is, that such an indulgence de-

manded of them no exertion of moderation or prin-

ciple. It was quite consonant to the spirit of pa-

ganism. A diff*erent country worshipped different

gods, but it was a general principle of paganism,

that each country had its gods, to which the inhab-

itants of that country owed their peculiar homage

and veneration. v^In this way there was no inter-

ference betwixt the different religions which pre-

vailed in the world. It fell in with the policy of the

Roman government to allow the fullest toleration

to other religione, and it demanded no sacrifice of

principle. It was even a dictate of principle with

them to respect the gods of other countries; and

the violation of a religion different from their

own, seems to have been felt, not merely as a de-

parture from policy or justice, but to be viewed

with the same sentiment of horror which is annex-

ed to blasphemy or sacrilege. So long as we were

under paganism, the truth of one religion did not

involve in it the falsehood or rejection of another.
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In respecting the religion of another country, wc
did not abandon our own; nor did it follow, that the

inhabitants of that other country annexed any con-

tempt or discredit to the religion in which we had

been educated. In this mutual reverence for the

religion of each other, no principle was departed

from, and no object of veneration abandoned. It.

did not involve in it the denial or relinquishment

of our own gods, but only the addition of so many

more to our catalogue.

In this respect, however, the Jews stood distin-

guished from every other people within the limits

of the Roman empire. Their religious belief car-

ried in it something more than attachment to their

own system. It carried in it the contempt and de-

testation of every other. Yet in spite of this cir-

cumstance, their religion was protected by the mild

and equitable toleration of the Roman government.

The truth is, that there was nothing in the habits

or character of the Jews, which was calculated to

give much dibturbance to the establishments of

other countries. Though they admitted converts

from other nations, yet their spirit of proselytism

was far from being of that active or adventurous

kind, which could alarm the Roman government

for the safety of any existing institutions. Theii'

high and exclusive veneration for their own sys-

tem, gave an unsocial disdain to the Jewish charac-
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ter, which was not at all inviting to foreigners; but

still, as it led to nothing mischievous in point

of effect, it seems to have been overlooked by the

Roman government as a piece of impotent vanity.

But the case was widely different with the

christian system. It did not confine itself to the

denial or rejection of every other system. It was

for imposing its own exclusive authority over the

consciences of all, and for detaching as many as it

could from their allegiance to the religion of their

own country. It carried on its forehead all the of-

fensive characters of a monopoly, and not merely

excited resentment by the supposed arrogance of

its pretensions, but from the rapidity and extent

of its innovations, spread an alarm over the whole

Roman empire for the security of all its establish-

ments. Accordingly, at the commencement of

its progress, so long as it was confined to Judea,

and the immediate neighbourhood, it seems to have

been in perfect safety from the persecutions of the

Roman government. It was at first looked upon

as a mere modification of Judaism, and that the

first Christians differed from the rest of their coun*

trymen only in certain questions of their own sufiev'

stitioji. For a few years after the crucifixion of

our Saviour, it seems to have excited no alarm on

the part of the Roman emperors, who did not depart

H 2
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from their usual maxims of toleration, till they be-

gan to understand the magnitude of its preten-

sions, and the unlooked for success which atten-

ded them.

In the course of a very few years after its first

promulgation, it drew down upon it the hostility

•f the Roman government; and the fact is undoubt-

ed, that some of its first teachers, who announced

themselves to be the companions of our Saviour,

and the eye-witnesses of all the remarkable events

in his history, suffered martyrdom for their adhe-

rence to the religion which they taught.

The disposition of the Jews to the religion of

Jesus was no less liostile; and it manifested itself

at a still earlier stage of the business. The cau-

ses of this hostility are obvious to all who are in

the slightest degree conversant with the history of

those times. It is true that the Jews did not at all

times possess the power of life and death, nor was

it competent for them to bring the Christians to

execution by the exercise of legal authority. Still,

tiowever, their powers of mischief were consider-

able. Their wishes had always a certain control

over the measures of the Roman governor; and we

know, that it was this control which was the

means of extorting from Pilate the unrighteous

sentence, by which the very firbl tcaclier of our re-
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ligion was brought to a cruel and ignominious

death. We also know, that under Herod Agrip-

pa the power of life and death was vested in a Jew-

ish sovereign, and that this power was actually ex-

erted against the most distinguished Christians of

that time. Add to this that the Jews had, at all

times, the power of inflicting the lesser punishments.

They could whip, they could imprison. Besides

all this, the Christians had to brave the frenzy of an

enraged multitude; and some of them actually suf-

fered martyrdom in the violence of the popular

commotions.

Nothing is more evident than the utter disgra-

ces which was annexed by the world at large to

the profession of Christianity at that period. Ta«

citus calls it" superstitio exitiabilis ," and accuses

the Christians of enmity to mankind. By Epicte-

tus and others, their heroism is termed obstinacy,

and it was generally treated by the Roman gover-

nors as the infatuation of a miserable and despi-

sed people. There was none of that glory annex-

ed to it which blazes around the martyrdom of a

patriot or a philosopher. That constancy, which

in another cause, would have made them illustri-

ous, was held to be a contemptible folly, which

only exposed them to the derision and insolence

of the multitude. A name and a reputation in the
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world might sustain the dying moments of Socra-

tes or Regulus, but what earthly principles can

account for the intrepidity of those poor and mis-

erable outcasts, who consigned themselves to a

voluntary martyrdom in the cause of their religion?

Having premised these observations, we offer

the following alternative to the mind of every can-

did inquirer. The first Christians either deliver-

ed a sincere testimony, or they imposed a story

upon the world which they knew to be a fabrica-

tion.

The persecutions to which the first Christians

voluntarily exposed themselves, compel us to adopt

the first part of the alternative. It is not to be

conceived, that a man would resign fortune, and

character, and life, in the assertion of what he knew

to be a falsehood. The first Christians must have

believed their story to be true; and it only remains

to prove, that if they believed it to be true, it must

be true indeed.

A voluntary martyrdom must be looked upon

as the highest possible evidence which it is in the

power of man to give of his sincerity. The mar-

tyrdom of Socrates has never been questioned, as

an undeniable proof of the sincere devotion of his

mind to the principles of that philosophy for which

he suffered. The death of archbishop Cranmer
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will be allowed by all to be a decisive evidence

of his sincere rejection of what he conceived to be

the errors of Popery, and his thorough conviction

in the truth of the opposite system. When the

council of Geneva burnt Servetus, no one will

question the sincerity of the latter's belief, howev-

er much he may question the truth of it. Now,

in all these cases, the proof goes no farther than

to establish the sincerity of the martyr's belief.

It goes but a little way, indeed, in establishing the

justness of it. This is a different question. A
man may be mistaken though he be sincere. His

errors, if they are not seen to be such, will exer-

cise all the influence and authority of truth over

him. Martyrs have bled on the opposite sides of

the question. It is impossible, then, to rest on this

circumstance as an argument for the truth of either

system; but the argument is always deemed incon-

trovertible, in as far as it goes to establish the sin-

cerity of each of the parties, and that both died

in the firm conviction of the doctrine which they

professed.

Now, the martyrdom of the first Christians

stands distinguished from all other examples by this

circumstance, that it not merely proves the sin-

cerity of the martyr's belief, but it also proves that

what he believed was true. In other cases of mar-
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tyrdom, the sufferer, when he lays down his life,

gives his testimony to the truth of an opinion.

In the case of" the Christians, when they laid down

their lives, they gave their testimony to the truth

of a fact, of which they affirmed themselves to be

ihe eye and the ear witnesses. The sincerity of

both testimonies is unquestionable; but it is only in

the latter case that the truth of the testimony fol-

lows as a necessary consequence of its sincerity.

An opinion comes under the cognizance of the

understanding, ever liable, as we all know, to error

and delusion. A fact comes under the cognizance

of the senses, which have ever been esteemed as

infallible, when they give their testimony to such

plain, and obvious, and palpable appearances, as

those which make up the evangelical story. We
are still at liberty to question the philosophy of

Socrates, or the orthodoxy of Cranmer and Serve-

tus; but if we were told by a christian teacher, in

the solemnity of his dying hour, and with the dread-

ful apparatus of martyrdom before him, that he

saw Jesus after he had risen from the dead; that

he conversed with him many days; that he put his

hand into the print of his sides; and, in the ardour

of his joyful conviction, exclaimed, "My Lord, and

my God; ** we should feel that there was no truth in

the world, did this language and this testimony

deceive us.
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If Christianity be not true, then the first Christi-

ans must have been mistaken as to the subject of

their testimony. This supposition is destroyed by
the nature of the subject. It was not testimony

to a doctrine which might deceive the understand-

ing. It was something more than testimony to a

dream, or a trance, or a midnight fancy, which
might deceive the imagination. It was testimony

to a multitude and a succession of palpable facts,

which could never have deceived the senses, and

which preclude all possibility of mistake, even

though it had been the testimony only of one indi-

vidual. But when in addition to this, we consider,

that it is the testimony, not of one, but of many in-

dividuals; that it is a story repeated in a variety of

forms, but substantially the same; that it is the

concurring testimony of different eye-witnesses, or

the companions of eye-witnesses,—we may, after

this, take refuge in the idea of falsehood and col-

lusion, but it is not to be admitted, that these eight

different writers of the New Testament, could

have all blundered the matter with such method,

and such uniformity.

We know that, in spite of the magnitude of

their sufferings, there are uifidels who, driveii

from the first part of the alternative, have recur-

red to the second, and have affirmed, that the glory

of establishing a new religion, induced the first
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Christians to assert, and to persist in asserting,

what they knew to be a falsehood. But (though

we should be anticipating the last branch of the ar-

gument) they forget, that we have the concurrence

of two parties to the truth of Christianity, and that

it is the conduct only of one of the parties, ^a hich

can be accounted for by the supposition in ques-

tion. The two parties are the teachers and the

taught. The former may aspire to the glory of

founding a new faith; but what glory did the 'latter

propose to themselves from being the dupes of an

imposition so ruinous to every earthly interest, and

held in such low and disgraceful estimation by the

world at large? Abandon the teachers of Christian-

ity to every imputation, which infidelity, on the

rack for conjectures to give plausibility to its sys-

tem, can desirej how shall we explain the concur-

rence of its disciples? There may be a glory in

leading, but we see no glory in being led. If Chris-

tianity were false, and Paul had the effrontery to

appeal to his five hundred living witnesses, whom
he alleges to have seen Christ after his resurrec-

tion; the submissive acquiescence of his disciples

remains a very inexplicable circumstance. The
same Paul, in his epistles to the Corinthians, tells

them that some of them had the gift of healing,
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and the power of working miracles; and that the

signs of an apostle had been wrought among them

in wonders and mighty deeds. A man aspiring

to the glory of an accredited teacher, would never

have committed himself on a subject; where his

falsehood could have been so readily exposed. And
in the veneration with which we know his epistles

to have been preserved by the church of Corinth,

we hav>; not merely the testimony of their writer

to the ti uth of the christian miracles, but the testi-

mony of a whole people who had no interest in be-

ing deceived.

Had Christianity been false, the reputation of

its first teachers lay at the mercy of every indivi-

dual arr.ong the numerous proselytes which they had

gained o their ./em. It may not be competent

for an unlettered peasant to detect the absurdity

of ado ;•- 'iiie; t '.
1 '5 can at all times lift his testi-

mony a : inst a ^
. said to have happened in his

presenc ;, md under the observation of his senses.

Now it so j^ppens, tliat in a number of the epistles,

there are aiiusions t^, or express intimations of the

miracles that had been wrought in the different

churches to which this^ epistles are addressed.

How comes it, if it be ah '^ fabrication, that it was

never exposed? We know that some of the disci-
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pies were driven, by the terrors of persecuting

violence, to resign their profession. How should

it happen, that none of them ever attempted to vin-

dicate their apostacy, by laying open the artifice

and insincerity of their christian teachers? We
may be sure that such a testimony would have

been highly acceptable to the existing authorities

of that period. The Jews would have made the

most of it; and the vigilant and discerning officers

of the Roman government would not have failed to

turn it to account. The mystery would have been

exposed and laid open, and the curiosity of latter

ages would have been satisfied as to the wonder-

ful and unaccountable steps, by which a religion

could make such head in the world, though it

rested its whole authority on facts; the falsehood

of which was accessible to all who were at the

trouble to inquire about them. But no! We
hear of no such testimony fromihe apostates of that

period. We read of some, who, agonised at the

reflection of their treachery, returned to their first

profession, and expiated, by martyrdom, the guilt

which they f^ they had incurred by their dere-
liction of the truth. This furnishes a strong ex-
ample of the power of conviction, and when we
join with it, that it is conviction in the integrity of
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those teachers who appealed to miracles which

had been wrought among them, it appears to us a

testimony in favour of our religion which is alto-

gether irresistible.

€
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CHAP. V.

Oji the Testimony of Subsequent Witntssed.

IV. But this brings us to the last division of the

argument, viz, that the leading facts in the history

of the gospel are corroborated by the testimony of

others.

The evidence we have already brought forward

for the antiquity of the New Testament, and the

veneration in which it was held from the earliest

sages of the church, is an implied testimony of all

the Christians of that period to the truth of the

gospel history. By proving the authenticity of St.

Paul's epistles to the Corinthians, we not merely

establish his testimony to the truth of the christian

miracles,—we establish the additional testimony of

the whole church of Corinth, who would never

have respected these epistles, if Paul hadTcntured

upon a falsehood so open to detection, as the asser-

tion, that miracles were wrought among them,

which not a single individual ever witnessed. By
proving the authenticity of the New Testament at

large, we secuic, nor merely that argument which
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is founded on the testimony and concurrence of its

different writers, but also the testimony of those

immense multitudes, who in distant countries sub-

mitted to the New Testament as the rule of their

faith. The testimony of the teachers, whether we
take into consideration the subject of that testimo-

ny, or the circumstances under which it was deliv-

ered, is of itself a stronger argument for the truth

of the gospel history, than can be alleged for the

truth of any other history which has been trans-

mitted down to us from ancient times. The con-

currence of the taught carries along with it a host

of additional testimonies, which gives an evidence

to the evangelical story, that is altogether unex-

ampled. On a point of ordinary history, the tes-

timony of Tacitus is held decisive, because it is

not contradicted. The history of the New Testa-

ment is not only not contradicted, but confirmed

by the strongest possible expressions which men

can give of their acquiescence in its truth; by thou-

sands who were either agents or eye-witnesses of

the transactions recorded, who could not be deceiv-

ed, who had no interest, and no glory to gain

by supporting a falsehood, and who, by their suffe-

rings in the cause of what they professed to be

their belief, gave the highest evidence that human

nature can give of sincerity.

I2
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In this circumstance, it may be perceived, how

much the evidence for Christianity goes beyond all

ordinary historical evidence. A profane historian

relates a series of events which happen in a par-

ticular age: and we count it well, if it be his own

age, and if the history which he gives us be the

testimony of a cotemporary author. Another his-

torian succeeds him at the distance of years, and

by repeating the same story, gives the additional

evidence of his testimony to its truth. A third his-

torian perhaps goes over the same ground, and

lends another confirmation to the history. And it

is thus, by collecting all the lights which are thinly

scattered over the tract of ages and of centuries,

that wc obtain all the evidence which can be got,

and all the evidence that is generally wished for.

Now there is room for a thousand presump-

tions, which, if admitted, would overturn the whole

of this evidence. For any thing we know, the first

historians may have had some interest in disguising •

the truth, or substituting in its place a falsehood,

and fabrication. True, it has not been contradic-

ted, but they form a very small number of men who
feel strongly or particularly interested in a ques-

tion of history. The literary and speculative men
of that age may have perhaps been engaged in other

pursuits, or their testimonies may have perished
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in the wreck of centuries. The second historian may

have been so far removed in point of time from the

events of his narrative, that he can furnish us not

with an independent, but with a derived testimony.

He may have copied his account from the original

historian, and the falsehood have come down to us

in the shape of an authentic and well attested histo-

ry. Presumptions may be multiplied without end;

yet in spite of them, there is a natural confidence

in the veracity of man, which disposes us to as firm

a belief in many of the facts of ancient history, as in

the occurrences of the present day.

The history of the gospel, however, stands dis-

tinguished from all other history, by the uninter-

rupted nature of its testimony, which carries down

its evidence, without a chasm, from its earliest pro-

mulgation to the present day. We do not speak

of the superior weight and splendour of its eviden-

ces, at the first publication of that history, as being

supported, not merely by the testimony of one, but

by the concurrence of several independent witnes-

ses. We do not speak of its subsequent writers,

who follow one another in a far closer and more

crowded train, than there is any other example of

in the history or literature of the world. We speak

of the strong though unwritten testimony of its nu-

merous proselytes, who, in the very fact of their
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proselytism, give the strongest possible confirma-

tion to the gospel, and fill up every chasm in the

recorded evidence of past times.

In the written testimonies for the truth of the

christian religion, Barnabas comes next in order

to the first promulgators of the evangelical story.

He was a cotemporary of the apostles, and writes

a very few years after the publication of the pieces

which make up the New Testament. Clement fol-

lows, who was a fellow-labourer of Paul, and writes

an epistle in the name of the church of Rome, to

the church of Corinth. The written testimonies

follow one another with a closeness and a rapidity

of which there is no example; but what we insist

on at present, is the unwritten and implied testimo-

ny of the people who composed these two churches.

There can be no fact better established, than that

these two churches were planted in the days of the

apostles, and that the epistles which were respec-

tively addressed to them, were held in the utmost

authority and veneration. There is no doubt, that

the leading facts of the gospel history were famili-

ar to them; that it was in the power of many individ-

uals amongst them to verity these facts, either by

their own personal observation, or by an actual con-

versation with eye-witnesses; and that in particular

it was in the power of almost every individual in
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the church of Corinth, either to verify the miracles

which St. Paul alludes to, in his epistle to that

church, or to detect and expose the imposition, had

there been no foundation for such an allusion.

What do we see in all this, but the strongest pos-

sible testimony of a whole people to the truth of

the christian miracles? There is nothing like this

in common history,—the formation of a society

which can only be explained by the history of the

gospel, and where the conduct of every individual

furnishes a distinct pledge and evidence of its

truth. And to have a full view af the argument,

we must reflect, that it is not one, but many socie-

ties scattered over the different countries of the

world; that the principle upon which each society

was formed, was the divine authority of Christ and

his apostles, resting upon the recorded miracles of

the New Testament; that these miracles were

wrought with a publicity, and at a nearness of

time, which rendered them accessible to the in-

quiries of all) for upwards of half a century; that

nothing but the power of conviction could have

induced the people of that age to embrace a reli-

gion so disgraced and so persecuted; th&t every

temptation was held out for its disciples to aban-

don it; and that though some of them, overpower-

ed by the terrors of punishment, were driven to
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apostacy, yet not one of them has left us a testimo-

ny which can impeach the miracles of Christianity,

or the integrity of its first teachers.

It may be observed, that in pursuing the line

of continuity from the days of the apostles, the

written testimonies for the truth of the christian

miracles follow one another in closer succession,

than we have any other example of in ancient his-

tory. But what gives such peculiar and unprece-

dented evidence to the history of the gospel, is, that

in the concurrence of the multitudes who embraced

it, and in the existence of those numerous church-

es and societies of men who espoused the profes-

sion of christian faith, we cannot but perceive, that

every small interval of time betwixt the written

testimonies of authors is filled up by materials so

strong and so firmly cemented; as to present us

with an unbroken chain of evidence, carrying as

much authority along with it, as if it had been a di-

urnal record, commencing from the days of the

apostles, and authenticated through its whole pro-

gress by the testimony of thousarids.

Every convert to the christian faidi in those

days, gives one additional testimony to the truth of

the gospel history. Is he a Gentile? The sincer-

ity of his testimony is approved by the persecutions,

the sufiferings, the danger, and often the certainty, /
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of martyrdom, which the profession of Christianity

incurred. Is he a Jew? The sincerity of his tes-

timony is approved by all these evidences, and in

addition to them by this well known fact, that

the faith and doctrine of Christianity were in the

highest degree repugnant to the wishes and preju^

dices of that people. It ought never to be forgot-

ten, that in as far as Jews are concerned, Christi-

anity does not owe a single proselyte to its doctrmes,

but to the power and credit of its evidences, and
that Judea was the chief theatre on which these

evidences were exhibited. It cannot be too often

repeated, that these evidences rest not upon argu-

ments but upon facts, and that the time, and the

place, and the circumstance, rendered these facts,

accessible to the inquiries of all who chose to be
at the trouble of this examination. And there can
be no doubt that this trouble was taken, whether
we reflect on the nature of the christian faith, as

being so offensive to the pride and bigotry of the

Jewish people, or whether we reflect on the conse-

quences of embracing it, which were derision, and
hatred, and banishment, and death. We may be
sure that a step which involved in it such painful

sacrifices, would not be entered into upon light and

insufficient grounds. In the sacrifices they made,
the Jewish converts gave every evidence ofhaving
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delivered an honest testimony in favour of the chris-

tian miracles; and when we reflect, that many of

them must have been eye-witnesses, and all ofthem

had it in their power to verify these miracles, by

conversation and correspondence with bye-standers,

there can be no doubt, that it was not merely an

honest, but a competent testimony. There is no

fact better established, than that many thousands

among the Jews believed in Jesus and his apostles:

and we have therefore to allege their conversion, as

a strong additional confirmation to the written testi-

mony of the original historians.

One of the popular objections against the truth

ofthe christian miracles, is the general infidelity

of the Jewish people. We are convinced, that at

the moment of proposing this objection, an actual

delusion exists in the mind of the infidel. In his

conception, the Jews and the Christians stand oppo-

sed to each other. In the belief of the latter, he

sees nothing but a party or an interested testimony;

and in the unbelief of the former, he sees a whole

people persevering in their ancient faith, and resist-

ing the new faith, on the ground of its insufficient

evidences. He forgets all the while, that the tes-

timony of a great many of these Christians, is in

fact the testimony of Jews. He only attends to

them in their present capacity. He contemplates
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them in the light of Christians, and annexes to them

all that suspicion and incredulity which are gener-

ally annexed to the testimony of an interested party.

He is aware of what they are at present, Christians

and defenders of Christianity; but he has lost sight

of their original situation, and is totally unmindful

of this circumstance, that in their transition from

Judaism to Christianity, they have given him the

very evidence he is in quest of. Had another

thousand of these Jews renounced the faith of their

ancestors, and embraced the religion of Jesus, they

would have been equivalent to a thousand addition-

al testimonies in favour of Christianity, and testimo-

nies too of the strongest and most unsuspicious

kind, that can \vell be imagined. But this evidence

would make no impression on the mind of an infi-

del, and the strcngrth of it is disguised even from

the eyes of the Christian. These thousand, in the

moment of their conversion, lose the appella-

tion of Jews, and merge into the name and distinc-

tion of Christians. The Jews, though diminished

in number, retain the national appellation; and the

obstinacy with which they persevere in the belief

of their ancestors, is still looked upon as the ad-

verse testimony of an entire people. So long as

one of that people continues a Jew, his testimony

is looked upon as a serious impediment in the way
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of the christian evidences. But the moment he

becomes a Christian, his motives are contempla-

ted with distrust. He is one of the obnoxious and

suspected party. The mind carries a reference

only to what he is, and not to what he has been.

It overlooks the change of sentiment, and forgets,

that in the renunciation of old habits, and old pre-

judices, in defiance to sufferings and disgrace, in

attachment to a religion so repugnant to the pride

and bigotry of their nation, and above all, in their

submission to a system of doctrines which rested

its authority on the miracles of their own time, and

their own remembrance, every Jewish convert

gives the most decisive testimony which man can

give for the truth and divinity of our religion.

But why then, says the infidel, did they not all

believe? Had the miracles of the gospel been

true, we do not see how human nature could have

held out against an evidence so striking and so ex-

traordinary; nor can we at all enter into the obstina-

cy of that belief which is ascribed to the majority of

the Jewish people, and v/hich led them to shut

their eyes against a testimony, that no man ofcom-

mon sense, we think, could have resisted?

Many christian writers have attempted to re-

solve this difficulty, a?:id to prove that the infidelity

of ttie Jews, in spite of the miracles which they saw,
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i-s perfectly consistent with the known principles

of human nature. For this purpose they have en-

larged, with much force and plausibility, on the

strength and inveteracy of the Jewish prejudices

—

on the bewildering influence of religious bigotry

upon the understandings of men—on the woeful dis-

appointment which Christianity offered to the pride

and interests of the nation^—on the selfishness of

the priesthood—and on the facility with which they

might turn a blind and fanatical multitude^ who had

been trained, by their earliest habits, to follow and

to revere them.

In the gospel history itself, we have a very con-

sistent account at least of the Jewish opposition to

the claims of our Saviour. We see the deeply

wounded pride of a nation, that felt itself disgraced

by the loss of its independence. We see the arro-

gance of its peculiar and exclusive claims to the

favour of the Almighty. We see the anticipation

of a grput pi Ince, who was to deliver them from

the power and subjection of their enemies. We
see their insolent contempt for the people of other

countries, and the foulest scorn that they should

be admitted to an equality with themselves in the

honours and benefits of a revelation from heaven.

We may easily conceive, how much the doctrine of

Christ and his apostles was calculated to gall, and
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irritate, and disappoint them; how it must have

mortified their national vanity; how it must have

alarmed the jealousy of an artful and interested

priesthood; and how it must have scandalized the

great body of the people, by the liberality with

which it addressed itself to all men, and to all na-

tions, and raised to an elevation with themselves,

those whom the firmest habits and prejudices of

their country had led them to contemplate under

all the disgrace and ignominy of outcasts.

Accordingly we know, in fact, that bitterness,

and resentment, and wounded pride, lay at the bot-

tom of a great deal of the opposition'which Chris-

tianity experienced from the Jewish people. In the

New Testament history itself, we see repeated

examples of their outrageous violence; and this is

confirmed by the testimony of many other writers.

In the history of the martyrdom of Polycarp, it is

stated, that the Gentiles and Jews inhabiting Smyr-

na, in a furious rage, and with a loud voire, cried

out, "This is the teacher of Asia, the father of the

Christians, the destroyer of our gods, who teacheth.

all men not to sacrifice, nor to worship them!'*

They collected wood, and the dried branches of

trees, for his pile; and it is added, " the Jews aI§o,

according to custom assisting with the greatest

forwardness.*' It is needless to multiply testimo-
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nies to a point so generally understood; as, that

it was not conviction alone which lay at the bottom

of their opposition to the Christians; that a great

deal of passion entered into it; and that their nu-

merous acts of hostility against the worshippers of

Jesus, carry in them all the marks of fury and re-

sentment.

Now we know that the power of passion will

often carry it very far over the power of convic-

tion. We know thatt the strength of conviction is

not in proportion to the quantity of evidence pre-

sented^ but to the quantity of evidence attended to^

and perceived, in consequence of that attention.

We also know, that attention is, in a great measure,

a voluntary act, and that it is often in the power of

the mind, both to turn away its attention from what

would land it in any painful or humiliating conclu-

sion, and to deliver itself up exclusively to those

arguments which flatter its taste and its prejudices.

All this lies within the range of familiar and every

day experience. We all know how much it ensures

the success of an argument, when it gets ^fa-vout'

able hearing. In by far the greater number of instan-

ces, the parties in a litigation are not inerely each

attached to their own side of the question; but each

confident and believing that theirs is the side on

which the justice lies. In those contests of opin-

k2
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ion, which take place every day betwixt man and

man, and particularly if passion and interest have

any share in the controversy, it is evident to the

slightest observation, that though it might have

been selfishness, in the first instance, which gave

a peculiar direction to the understanding, yet each

of the parties often comes, at last, to entertain a

sincere conviction in the truth of his own argu-

ment. It is not that truth is not one and immuta-

ble. The whole difference lies in the observers,

each of them viewing the object through the me-

dium of his own prejudices, or cherishing those

peculiar habits of attention and understanding,

to which taste or inclination had disposed him.

In addition to all this, we know, that though

the evidence for a particular truth be so glaring,

that it forces itself upon the understanding, and all

the sophistry of passion and interest cannot with-

stand it; yet if this truth be of a very painful and

humiliating kind, the obstinacy of man will often

dispose him to resist its influence, and, in the bit-

terness of his malignant feelings, to carry a hostil-

ity against it, and that Wo in proportion to the

weight of the argument which may be brought for-

ward in its favour.

Now, if we take into account the inveteracy of

the Jewish prejudices, and reflect how unpalatable
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and how mortifying to their pride must have been

the doctrine of a crucified Saviour; we believe that

their conduct, in reference to Christianity and its

miraculous evidences, presents us with nothing an-

omalous or inexplicable, and that it will appear

possible and a likely thing to every understanding,

that has been much cultivated in the experience of

human affairs, in the nature of mind, and in the

science of its character and phenomena.

There is a difficulty, however, in the way of this

investigation. From the nature of the case, it

bears no resemblance to any thing else, that has

either been recorded in history, or has come within

the range of our own personal observation. There is

no other example of a people called upon to renounce

the darling faith and prij^ciples of their country;

and that upon the authority of miracles exhibited

before them. All the experience we have about

the operation of prejudice, and the perverseness, of

the human temper and understanding, cannot afford

a complete solution of the question. In many res-

pects, it is a case sui generis^ and the only creditable

information which we can obtain, to enlighten us in

this inquiry, is through the medium of that very

testimony upon which the difficulty in question has

thrown the suspicion that we want to get rid of.
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Let US give all the weight to this argument of-

which it is susceptible, and the following is the

precise degree in which it affects the merits of the

controversy. When the religion of Jesus was pro-

mulgated in Judea, its first teachers appealled to

miracles wrought by themselves in the face of day,

as the evidence of their being commissioned by

God. Many adopted the new religion upon this

appeal, and many rejected it. An argument in

favour of Christianity is derived from the conduct

of the first. An objection against Christianity is de-

rived from the conduct of the second. Now, allow-

ing that we are not in possession of experience

enough for estimating, in absolute terms^ the

strength of the objection, we propose the following

as a solid and unexceptionable principle, upon

which to estimate a comparison betwixt the strength

of the objection and the strength of the argument.

We are sure that the first would not have embraced

Christianity had its miracles been false; but we are

not sure beforehand, whether the second would

have rejected this religion on the supposition'^of the

miracles being true. If experience does not en-

lighten us as to how far the exhibition of a real

miracle would be effectual in inducing men to re-

nounce their old and favourite opinions, we can in-

fer nothing decisive from the conduct of those who
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Still kept by the Jewish religion. This conduct

was a matter of uncertainty, and any argument which

may be extracted from it cannot be depended upon.

But the case is widely different with that party of

their nation who were converted from Judaism to

Christianity. We know that the alleged miracles

of Christianity were perfectly open to examination.

We are sure, from our experience ofhuman nature,

that in a question so interesting, this examination

would be given. We know, from the very nature

of the miraculous facts, so remote like every thing

from what would be attempted by jugglery, or pre-

tended to by enthusiasm, that, if this examination

were given, it would fix the truth or falsehood of

the miracles. The truth of these miracles, then,

for any thing we know, may be consistent with the

conduct of the Jewish party; but the falsehood of

these miracles, from all that we do know of human

nature, is not consistent with the conduct of the

christian party. Granting that we are not sure

whether a miracle would force the Jewish nation to

renounce their opinions, all that we can say of the

conduct of the Jewish party is, that we are not able

to explain it. But there is one thing that we are

sure of. We are sure, that if the pretensions of

Christianity be false, it never could have forced any

part ofthe Jewish nation to renounce their opinions.
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with its alleged miracles, so open to detection, and

its doctrines so offensive to every individual. The

conduct of the christian party then is not only what

we are able to explain, but we can say with certain-

ty, that it admits of no other explanation, than the

truth of that hypothesis which we contend for. We
may not know in how far an attachment to existing

opinions will prevail over an argument which is

felt to be true; but we are sure, that this attach-

ment will never give way to an argument which

is perceived to be false; and particularly when dan-

ger, and hatred, and persecution, are the consequen-

ces of embracing it. The argument for Christian-

ity from the conduct of the first proselytes, rests

upon the firm ground of experience. The objection

against it, from the conduct of the unbelieving Jews,

has no experience whatever to rest upon.

The conduct of the Jews may be considered as

a solitary fact in the history of the world, not from

its being an exception to the general principles of

human nature, but from ats being an exhibition

of human nature in singular circumstances. We
have no experience to guide us in our opinion as

to the probability of this conduct; and nothing,

therefore, that can impeach the testimony which

all experience in human affairs leads us to re-

pose in as unquestionable. But after this testi-
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mony is admitted, we may submit to be enlighten-

ed by it; and in the history which it gives us of the

unbelieving Jews, it furnishes a curious fact as
to the power of prejudice upon the human mind,
and a valuable accession to what we before knew
of the principles of our nature. It lays before us
an exhibition of the human mind in a situation

altogether unexampled, and furnishes us with the

result of a singular experiment, if we may so call

it, in the history of the species. We offer it as an
interesting fact to the moral and intellectual phi-

losopher, that a previous attachment may sway the
mind even against the impression of a miracle;

and those who believe not in the historical evidence
which established the authority of Christ and of the
apostles, would not believe even though one rose
from the dead.

We are inclined to think, that the argument
has come down to us in the best possible form, and
that it would have been enfeebled by that very cir-

cumstance, which the infidel demands as essential

to its validity. Suppose for a moment, that we
could give him what he wants, that all the priests
and people of Judea were so borne down by the re-
sistless evidence of miracles, as by one universal
consent to become the disciples of the new reli-

gi on. What interpretation might have been given
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to this unanimous movement infavour of christian-
:

ity? A very unfavourable one, vi'e apprehend, to the
^

authenticity of its evidences. Will the infidel, say, I

that he has a higher respect for the credibility of

those miracles which ushered in the dispensation of

Moses, because they were exhibited in the face of

a whole people, and gained their unexcepted sub-

mission to the laws and the ritual of Judaism?

This new revolution would have received the same

explanation. We would have heard of its being

sanctioned by their prophecies, of its being agree-

able to their prejudices, of its being supported by

the countenance and encouragement of their priest-

hood, and that the jugglery of its ^miracles im-

posed upon all, because all were willing to be de-

ceived by them. The actual form in which the

history has come down, present us Avith an argu-

ment free of all these exceptions. We, in the first

instance, behold a number of proselytes, whose tes-

timony to the facts of Christianity is approved of

by what they lost and suffered in the maintenance

of their faith; and we, in tlie second instance, be-

hold a number ot enemies, eager, vigilant, and

exasperated, at the progress of the new reli-

o-ion, who have not questioned the authenticity of

our histories, and whose silence, as to the public

and widely talked of miracles of Christ and his
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apostles, we have aright to interpret into the most

triumphant of all testimonies.

The same process of reasoning is applicable to

the case of the Gentiles. Many adopted the new

religion, and many rejected it. We may not be

sure, if we can give an adequate explanation of the

conduct of the latter, on the supposition that the

evidences are true; but we are perfectly sure, that

we can give no adequate explanation of the con-

duct of the former, on the supposition that the evi-

dences are false. For any thing we know, it is

possible that the one party may have adhered to

their former prejudices, in opposition to all the

force and urgency of argument, which even an au-

thentic miracle carries along with it. But we know

that it is not possible that the other party should

renounce these prejudices, and that too in the face

of danger and persecution, unless the miracles had

been authentic. So great is the difference betwixt

the strength of the argument and the strength of

the objection, that we count it fortunate for the

merits of the cause, that the conversions to Chris-

tianity were partial. We, in this way, secure all

the support which is derived from the inexplicable

fact of the silence of its enemies, inexplicable on

every supposition, but the undeniable evidence and

certainty of the miracles. Had the Roman empire
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made a unanimous movement to the new religion,

and all the authorities of the state lent their con-

currence to it, there would have been a suspicion

annexed to the whole history of the gospel, which

cannot at present apply to it; and from the collision

of the opposite parties, the truth has come down

to us in a far more unquestionable form than if no

such collision had been excited.

The silence of Heathen and Jewish writers of

that period, about the miracles of Christianity, has

been much insisted upon by the enemies of our re-

ligion; and has even excited something like a pain-

ful suspicion in the breasts of those who are attach-

ed to its cause. Certain it is, that no ancient facts

have come down to us, supported by a greater quan-

tity of historical evidence, and better accompanied

with all the circumstances which can confer credi-

bility on that evidence. When we demand the

testimony of Tacitus to the christian miracles, we
forget all the while that we can allege a multitude

of much more decisive testimonies; no less than

eight cotemporary authors, and a train of succeed-

ing writers, who follow one another with a close-

ness and a rapidity, of which there is no example

in any other department of ancient history. We
forget that the authenticity of these different wri-

ters; and their pretensions to credit, are founded
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on considerations, perfectly the same in kind,

though much stronger in degree, than what have

been employed to establish the testimony of the

most esteemed historians of former ages. For the

history of the gospel, we behold a series of testi-

monies, more continuous, and more firmly sustain-

ed, than there is any other example of in the whole

compass of erudition. And to refuse this evidence,

is a proof, that in this investigation, there is an ap-

titude in the human mind to abandon all ordinary

principles, and to be carried away by the delusions

which we have already insisted on.

But let us try the effect of that testimony which

our antagonists demand. Tacitus has actually at-

tested the existence of Jesus Christ; the reality

of such a personage; his public execution under

the administration of Pontius Pilate; the tempora-

ry check which this gave to the progress of his

religion; its revival a short time after his death; its

progress over the land of Judea, and to Rome itself,

the metropolis of the empire;—all this we have

in a Roman historian; and in opposition to all esta-

blished reasoning upon these subjects, it is by some

more firmly confided in upon his testimony, than

upon the numerous and concurring testimonies ot

nearer and cotemporary writers. But be this as it

may, let us suppose that Tacitus had thrown one, /
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particular ipiore into his testimony, and that his sen-=

tcnce had run thus: " They had their denomination

from Christus, who, in the reign of Tiberius, ^Yas

put to death as a criminal by the procurator Pon-

tius Pilate, and who rosefrom the dead on the third

day after his execution, and ascended into heaven.'*

Does it not strike every body, that however true

the last piece of information may be, and however

well established by its proper historians, this is not

the place where we can expect to find it? If Taci-

itus did not believe the resurrection of our Saviour,

(which is probably the case, as he never, in all

likelihood, paid any attention to the evidence of a

faith which he was led to regard, from the outset,

as a pernicious superstition and a mere modifica-

tion of Judaism), it is not to be supposed that such

an assertion could ever have been made by him.

If Tacitus did believe the resurrection of our Sa-

viour, he gives us an example of what appears not

to have been uncommon in these ages—he gives

MS an example of a man adhering to that system

which interest and education recommended, in op-

position to the evidence of a miracle which he ad-

mitted to be true. Still, even on this supposition,

it is the most unlikely thing in the world, that he

would have admitted the fact of our Saviour's re-

surrection into his history. It is most improbable,
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that a testimony of this kind would have been giv-

en, even though the resurrection of Jesus Christ be

admitted; and, therefore, the want of this testimony

carries in it no argument that the resurrection is a

falsehood. If however, in opposition to all proba-

bility, this testimony had been given, it would have

been appealed to as a most striking confirmation of

the main fact of the evangelical history. It would

have figured away in all our elementary treatises,

and been referred to as a master argument in eve-

ry exposition of the evidences of Christianity. In»

fidels would have been challenged to believe in it

on the strength oftheir own favourite evidence, the

evidence of a classical historian; and must have

been at a loss how to dispose of this fact, when they

saw an unbiassed heathen giving his round and un-

qualified testimony in its favour.

Let us now carry the supposition a step farther.

Let us conceive that Tacitus not only believed the

fact, and gave his testimony to it, but that he believ-

ed it so far as to become a Christian. Is his testimo-

ny to be refused, because he gives this evidence of

its sincerity? Tacitus asserting the fact, and re-

maining a heathen, is not so strong an argument

for the truth ofour Saviour's resurrection, as Taci-

tus asserting the fact, and becoming a Christian in

consequence of it. Yet the moment that this tran»

l2
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sition is made—a transition by which, in point of facj,

his testimony becomes stronger—in point of impres-

sion it becomes less; and, by a delusion, common
to the infidel and the believer, the argument is held

to be weakened by the very circumstance which

imparts greater force to it. The elegant and ac-

complished scholar becomes a believer. The truth,

the novelty, the importance of this new subject,

withdraw him from every other pursuit. He shares

in the common enthusiasm of tjie cause, and gives

all his talents and eloquence to the support of it.

Instead of the Roman historian, Tacitus comes

down to posterity in the shape of a christian father,

and the high authority of his name is lost in a crowd

of similar testimonies.

A direct testimony to the miracles of the New
Testament from the moiith of a heathen, is not to

be expected. We cannot satisfy this demand of

the infidel; but v/e can give him a host of much
stronger testimonies than he is in quest of—the tes-

timonies of those men who were heathens, and who

embraced a hazardoiis and a disgraceful profession,

under a deep conviction of those facts to which

ihey gave their testimony. " O, but you now land

us in the testimony of Christians!" This is very

true; but it is the very fact of their being Christi-

ans in which the strength of the argument lies:
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and in each of the numerous fathers of the chris-

tian church, we see a stronger testimony than the

required testimony of the heathen Tacitus. We
see men who, if they had not been Christians, would

have risen to as high an eminence as Tacitus in the

literature of the times; and whose direct testimo-

nies to the gospel history would in this case, have

been most impressive, even to the mind of an infi-

del. And are these testimonies to be less impres-

sive, because they were preceded by conviction,

and sealed by martyrdom?

Yet though from the nature of the case, no di-

rect testimony to the christian miracles from a hea-

then can be looked for, there are heathen testimo-

nies which form an important accession to the chris-

tian argument. Such are the testimonies to the

state of Judea; the testimonies to those numerous

particulars in government and customs which are

so often alluded to in the New Testament, and

give it the air ot an authentic history; and above

all, the testimonies to the sufferings of the primitive

Christians, from which we learn, through a channel

clear of every suspicion, that Christianity, a reli-

gion of facts, was the object of persecution at atime,

when eye-witnesses taught, and eye-witnesses mn^l

have bled for it.
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The silence of Jewish and Heathen writers,

when the true interpretation is given to it, is all on

the side of the christian argument. Even though

the miracles of the gospel had been believed to be

true, it is most unlikely that the enemies of the

christian religion would have given their testimony

to them; and the absence of this testimony is no im-

peachment therefore upon the reality of these mi-

racles. Bdt if the miracles of the gospel had been

believed to be false, it is most likely that this

falsehood would have been asserted by the Jews

and Heathens of that period; and the circumstance

of no such assertion having been given, is a strong

argument for the reality of these miracles. Their

silence in not asserting the miracles, is perfectly

consistent with their truth; but their sileace in not

denying them, is not all consistent with their false-

hood. The entire silence of Josephus upon the

subject of Christianity, though he wrote after the

destruction of Jerusalem, and gives us the history

of that period in which Christ and his apostles lived,

is certainly a very striking circumstance. The sud-

den progress of Christianity at that time, and the

fame of its miracles, (if not the miracles them-

selves,) form an important part of the Jewish history.

How came Josephus to abstain from every particu-
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lar respecting it? Will you reverse every principle

of criticism, and make the silence of Josephus car-

ry it over the positive testimony of the many histo-

rical documents which have come down to us? If

you refuse every christian testimony upon the sub-

ject, you will not refuse the testimony of Tacitus,

who asserts, that this religion spread over Judea,

and reached the city of Rome, and was looked upon

as an evil of such importance that it became the ob-

ject of an authorized persecution by the Roman

government; and all this several years before the

destruction of Jerusalem, and before Josephus

composed his history. Whatever opinion may be

formed as to the truth of Christianity, certain it is,

that \\.^ fir ogress constituted an object of sufficient

miagnitude, to compel the arttention of any historian

who undertook the attairs of that period. How

then shall we account for the scrupulous and de-

termined exclusion of it from the history of Jose-

phus? Had its miracles been false, this Jewish

historian would gladly have exposed them. But its

miracles were true, and silence was the only refuge

of an antagonist, and his wisest policy.

But though we gather no direct testimony from

Josephus, yet his history furnishes us with many

satisfying additions^^to the christian argument. In

the details of policy ^and manners, he coincides
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in the main with the writers of the New Testament;

and these coincidences are so numerous, and have

so undesigned an appearance, as to impress on

every person, who is at the trouble of making the

comparison, the truth of the evangelical story.

If we are to look for direct testimonies to the

miracles of the New Testament, we must look to

that quarter, where alone it would be reasonable

to expect them,—to the writings of the christian

fathers; men who were not Jews or Heathens at the

moment of recording their testimony; but who
had been Jews or Heathens, and who, in theirtran-

sition to the ultimate state of Christians, give a

stronger evidence of integrity, than if they had
believed these miracles, and persisted in a coward-

ly adherence to the safest profession.

We do noi undertake to satisfy every demand
of the infidel. We think we do enough, if we
prove that the thing demanded is most unlikely,

even though the miracles should be true; and
therefore that the want of it carries no argument
against the truth of the miracles. But we do still

more than this, if we prove that the testimonies

which we actually possess are much stronger than

the testimonies he is in quest of. And who can

doubt this, when he reflects, that the true way of

putting the ca^e betwixt the testitnony of the chris-
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tian father, which we do have, and the testimony of

Tacitus, which we do not have, is, that the latter

would be an assertion, not followed up by that con-

duct, which would have been the best evidence of its

sincerity; whereas, the former is an assertion sub-

stantiated by the whole life, and by the decisive fact

of the old profession having been renounced and the

new profession entered into,—a change where dis-

grace, and danger, and martyrdom, were the con-

sequences?

Let us, therefore, enter into an examination of

these testimonies.

This subject has been in part anticipated, when

we treated of the authenticity of the books of the

New Testament. We have quotations and refer-

ences to these books from five apostolic fathers,

the companions of the original writers. We have

their testimonies sustained and extended by their

immediate successors; and as we pursue this crowd-

ed series of testimonies downwards, they become

so numerous, and so explicit, as to leave no doubt

on the mind of the inquirers, that the different

books of the New Testament are the publications

of the authors, whose names they beat^ and were

received by the christian world, as books ofauthor"

ity from the first period of their appearance.
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Now, every sentence in a christian father, ex-

press!ve of respect for a book in the New Testament,

is also expressive of his faith in its contents. It is

equivalent to his testimony for the miracles recor-

ded in it. In the language of the law, it is an act

by which he homologates the record, and superin- J

duces his own testimony to that of the original wri- 1

ters. It would be vain to attempt speaking of all

these testimonies. It cost the assiduous Lardner

many years to collect them. They are exhibited

in his credibility of the New Testament; and in the

multitude of them, we see a power and a variety of

evidence for the christian miracles, which is quite

unequalled in the whole compass of antient his-

tory.

But, in addition to these testimonies in the

gross, for the truth of the evangelical history, have

we no distinct testimonies to the individual facts

which compose it? We have no doubt of the fact,

that Barnabas was acquainted with the gospel by

Matthew, and that he subscribed to all the informa-

tion contained in that history. This is a most val-

uable testimony from a cotemporary writer; and

a testimony which embraces all the miracles narra-

ted by the evangelist. But in addition to this, we

should like if Barnabas, upon his own personal con-

viction, could assert the reality of any of these mi-

racles. It would be multiplying the original testimo-
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nies; for he was a companion and a fellow-labourer

of the apostles. We should have been delighted,

if, in the course of our researches into the litera-

ture of past times, we had met with an authentic

record, written by one of the five hundred, that

are said to have seen our Saviour after his resur-

rection, and adding his own narrative of this event

to the narratives that have ajready come down td

us. Now, is any thing of this kind to be met with

in ecclesiastical antiquity? How much of this

kind of evidence are we in actual possession of?

And if we have not enough to satisfy our keen ap-

petite for evidence on a question of such magni-

tude, how is the want of it to be accounted for?

Let it be observed, then, that of the twenty-

seven books which make up the New Testament,

five are narrative or historical, viz. the four Gos-

pels, and the Acts of the Apostles, which relate to

the life and miracles of our Saviour, and the pro-

gress of his religion through the world, for a good

many years after his ascension into heaven. All

the rest, with the exception of the Revelation of

St. John, are doctrinal or admonitory; and their

main object is to explain the principles of the new
religion, or to impress its duties upon the nume-

rous proselytes who had even at that early period

been gained over to the profession of christianity^
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Besides v/hat we have in the New Testament,

no other professed narrative of the miracles of Chris-

tianity has come down to us, bearing the marks of

an authentic composition by any apostle, or any co-

temporary of the apostles. Now to those who re-

gret this circumstance, we beg leave to submit the

following observations. Suppose that one other

narrative of the life and miracles of our Saviour

had been composed, and, to give all the value to

this additional testimony of which it is susceptible,

let us suppose it to be the work of an apostle. By this

last circumstance, we secure to its uttermost ex-

tent the advantage of an original testimony, the tes-

timony of another eye-witness, and constant compa-

nion of our Saviour. Now, we ask, what would

have been the fate of this performance? It would

have been incorporated into the New Testament

along with the other gospels. It may have been

the gospel according to Philip. It may have been

the gospel according to Bartholomew. At all

events, the whole amount of the advantage would

have been the substitution,of five gospels instead

of four, and this addition, the want of which is so

much complained of, would scarcely have been

felj; by the Christian, or acknowledged by the infi-

del to strengthen the evidence of which we are al-

ready in possession.
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But to vary the supposition, let us suppose that

the narrative vv^antcd, instead of heing the work of

an apostle, had been the work of some other co-

temporary, who writes upon his own original

knowledge of the subject, but was not so closely

associated with Christ, or his immediate disciples,

as to have his history admitted into the canonical

scriptures. Had this history been preserved, it

wovild have been transmitted to us in a separate

state; it would have stood out from among that

collection of writings, which passes under the ge-

neral name of the New Testament, and the addi-

tional evidence thus afforded, would have come

down in the form most satisfactory to those with

whom we are maintaining our present argument.

Yet though, in point of form, the testimony might

be more satisfactory; in point of fact, it would be

less so. It is the testimony of a less competent

witness,—a witness who, in the judgment of his

CGtemporaries, wanted those accomplishments

which entitled him to a place in the New Testa-

ment. There must be some delusion operating

upon the understanding, if we think that a circum-

stance, which renders an historian less accredited

in the eyes of his own age, should render him

more accredited in the eyes of posterity. Had

Mark been kept out of the New Testament, he
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would have come down to us in that form, which

would have made his testimony more impressive

to a superficial inquirer; yet there would be no

good reason for keeping him out but precisely

that reason which should render his testimony less

impressive. We do not complain of this anxiety

for more evidence, and as much of it as possible;

but it is right to be told, that the evidence we have

is of far more value than the evidence demanded,

and that, in the concurrence of four canonical nar-

ratives, we see a far more effectual argument for

the miracles of the New Testament, than in any

number of those separate and extraneous narra-

tives, the want of which is so much felt, and so

much complained of.

That the New Testament is not one, but a col-

lection of many testimonies, is what has been often

said, and often acquiesced in. Yet even after the

argument is formally acceded to, its impression is

imfelt; and on this subject there is a great and an

obstinate delusion, which not only confirms the in-

fidel in his disregard to Christianity, but even

veils the strength of the evidence from its warmest

admirers.

There is a difference betwixt a mere narrative

and a work of speculation or morality. The lat-

ter subjects embrace a wider range, admit a greats
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er variety of illustration, and are quite endless in

their application to the new cases that occur in the

ever-changing history of human affairs. The sub-

ject of a narrative again admits of being exhaust-

ed. It is limited by the number of actual events.

True, you may expatiate upon the character or

importance of these events, but, in so doing, you

drop the office of the pure historian, for that of the

politician, or the moralist, or the divine. The
evangelists give us a very chaste and perfect ex-

ample of the pure narrative. They never appear

in their own persons, or arrest the progress of the

history for a single moment, by interposing their

own wisdom, or their own piety. A gospel is a

bare relation of what has been said or done; and it

is evident that, after a few good compositions of

this kind, any future attempts would be superflu-

ous and uncalled for.

But, in point of fact, these attempts were made.

It is to be supposed, that, after the singular events

of our Saviour's hiblory, the curiosity of the pul lie

would be awakened, and there would be a demand

for written accounts of such wonderful transac-

tions. These written accounts were accordingly

brought forward. Even in the in erval of tim be-

twixt the ascension of our Saviour, and the publi-

cation of the earliest gospel, such written histories

M 2
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seem to have been frequent. " Many," says St,

Luke, (and in this iie is supported by the testimo-

ny of subsequent writers,) " have taken in hand to

set forth in order a declaration of these things.*-

Now what has been the fate of all these perform-

ances? Such as might have been anticipated.

They fell into disuse and oblivion. There is ho

evil design ascribed to the authors of them. They

may h^^ve been written with perfect integrity, and

been useful for a short time, and within a limited

circle; but, as was natural, they all gave way to

the superior authority, and more complete infor-

mation of our present narratives. The demand of

the christian world was withdrawn from the less

esteemed, to the more esteemed histories of our

Saviour. The former ceased to be read, and co-

pies of them would be no longer transcribed or

multiplied. We cannot find the testimony we are

in quest of, not because it \> as never given, but

because the early Christians, who were the most

competent judges of that testimony, did not think,

it worthy of being tr^smitted to us.

But though the number of narratives be neces-

sarily limited by the nature of the subject, there is

no such limitation upon works of a moral, didactiC)

OF explanatory kind. Many such pieces have come

4own to us, both from the apostles themselves, and
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from the earlier fathers of the church. Now,

though the object of these compositions is not to

deliver any narrative of the christian miracles, they

may perhaps give us some occasional intimation of

them. They may proceed upon their reality. We
may gather either from incidental passages, or

from the general scope of the performance, that

the miracles of Christ and his^apostles were re-

cognised, and the divinity of our religion acknow-

ledged, as founded upon these miracles.

The first piece of the kind which we meet with,

besides the writings of the New Testament, is an

epistle ascribed to Barnabas, and, at all events, the

production of a man, who lived in the days of the

apostles. It consists of an exhortation to constan-

cy in the christian profession, a dissuasive from Ju-

daism, and other moral instructions. We shall

only give a quotation of a single clause from this

work. " And he (i. e. our Saviour) making great

signs and prodigies to the people of the Jews, they

neither believed nor loved him."

The next piece in the succession of christian

writers, is the undoubted epistle of Clement, the

bishop of Rome, to the church of Corinth, and,

who, by the concurrent voice of all antiquity, is the

same Clement who is mentioned in the epistle to

the Philippians, as the fellow-labourer of Paul,
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It is written in the name of the church of Rome,

and the object of it is to compose certain dissensi-

ons which had arisen in the church of Corinth. It

was out of his way to enter into any thing like a

formal narrative of the miraculous facts which are

to be found in the evangelical history. The subject

of his epistle did not lead him to this; and besides,

the number and authority of the narratives already

published, rendered an attempt of this kind alto-

gether superfluous. Still, however, though a

miracle may not be formally announced, it may be

brought in incidentally, or it may be proceeded

upon, or assumed as the basis of an argument. We
give one or two examples of this. In one part of

his epistle, he illustrates the doctrine of our resur-

rection from the dead, by the change and progres-

sion of natural appearances, and he ushers in this il-

lustration with the following sentence: " Let us

consider, my beloved, how the Lord shews us our

future resurrection perpetually, of which he made

the Lord Jesus Christ the first fruits, by raising

him from the dead." This incidental way of bring-

ing the facts of our Lord*s resurrection, appears

to us the strongest possible form in which the tes-

timony of Clement could have come down to us.

It is brought forward in the most confident and un-
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embarrassed manner. He does not stop to confirm

this fact by any strong asseveration, nor does he

carry, in his manner of announcing it, the most re-

mote suspicion of its being resisted by the incre-

dulity of those to whom he is addressing himself.

It wears the air of an acknowledged truth, a thing

understood and acquiesced in by all the parties in

this correspondence. The direct narrative of the

evangelists gives us their original testimony to the

miracles of the gospel. The artless and indirect

allusions of the apostolic fathers, gives us not mere-

ly their faith in this testimony, but the faith of the

whole societies to which they write. They let us

see, not merely that such a testimony was given,

but that such a Lustimony was generally believed,

and that too Jtt a time when the facts in question

lay within the memory of living witnesses.

In another part, speaking of the apostles, Cle»

ment says, that " receiving the commandments,

and being filled with full certainty by the resurrec-

tion of Jesus Christ and confirmed by the word of

God, with the assurance of the Holy Spirit, they

went out announcing the advent of the kingdom

of God.".

It was no object in those days, for a christian

writer to come over the miracles ofthe New Testa-

ment, with the view of lending his formal and ex-
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plicit testimony to them. This testimony had al-

ready been completed to the satisfaction of the

whole christian world. If much additional testimo-

ny has not been given, it is because it was not call-

ed for. But we ought to see, that every christian

writer, in the fact of his being a Christian, in his

expressed reverence for the books of the New Tes-

tament, and in his numerous allusions to the lea^

ding points of the gospel history, has given as sa-

tisfying evidence to the truth of the christian mi-

racles, as if he had left behind him a copious and

distinct narrative.

Of all the miracles of the gospel, it was to be

supposed, that the resurrection of our Saviour

would be oftenest appealed to; not as an evidence

of his being a teacher,—for that was a point so

settled in the mind of every Christian that a written

exposition of the argument was no longer neces-

sary,—but as a motive to constancy in the christian

profession, and as the great pillar of hope in our

own immortality. We accordingly meet with the

most free and confident allusion to this fact in the

early fathers. We meet with five intimations of

this fact in the undoubted epistle of Polycarp to

the Philippians: a father who had been educated

by the apostles, and conversed with many who had

seen Christ.
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It is quite unnecessary to exhibit passages from

the epistles of Ignatius to the same effect, or to

pursue the examination downwards through the

series of written testimonies. It is enough to an-

nounce it as a general fact, that, in the very first

age of the christian church, the teachers of this

religion proceeded as confidently upon the reality of

Christ's miracles and resurrection in their addres-

ses to the people, as the teachers of the present

day: Or in other words, that they were as little

afraid of being resisted by the incredulity of the peo-

ple, at a time when the evidence of the facts was ac-

cessible to all, and habit and prejudice were against

them, as we are of being resisted by the increduli-

ty of an unlettered multitude, who listen to us with

all the veneration of a hereditary faith.

There are five apostolic fathers, and a series of

christian writers who follow after them in rapid

succession. To give an idea to those who are not

conversant in the study of ecclesiastical antiquities,

how well sustained the chain of testimony is from

the first age of Christianity, we shall give a pas-

sage from a letter of irenaeus, preserved by Euse-

bius. We have no less than nine compositions

from different authors, which fill up the interval

betwixt him and Polycarp: and yet tnis is the way

in which he speaks, in his old age, of the venerable
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Polycarp, in a letter to Florinus. " I saw you,

when I was very young, in the Lower Asia with

Polycarp. For I better remember the affairs of

that time than those which have lately happened:

the things which we learn in our childhood grow-

ing up in the soul, and uniting themselves to it. In-

somuch, that I can tell the place in which the bles-

sed Polycarp sat and taught, and his going out, and

coming in, and the manner of his life, and the form

of his person, and his discourses to the people; and

how he related his conversation with John, and

others who had seen the Lord; and how he related

their sayings, and what he had heard from them

concerning the Lord, both concerning his miracles

and his doctrines, as he had received them from

the eye-witnesses of the word of Life: all which

Polycarp related agreeably to the Scriptures. These

things I then, through the mercy oi God toward me,

diligently heard and attended to, recording them not

on paper, but upon my heart.**

Now is the time to exhibit to full advantage

the argument which the different epistles of the

New Testament afford. They are, in fact, so ma-
ny disthict and additional testimonies. If the testi-

monies drawn from the writings of the christian fa-

thers are calculated to make any impression, then

the testimonies of these epistles, where there is no
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delusion, and no prejudice in the mind of the in-

quirer, must make a greater impression. They are

more ancient, and were held to be of greater autho-

rity by competent judges. They were held suffi-

cient by the men of these days, who were near-

er to the sources of evidence; and they ought,

therefore, to be held sufficient by us. The early

persecuted christians had too great an interest in

the grounds of their faith, to mSike a light and su-

perficial examination. We may safely commit the

decision to them; and the decision they have made

is, that the authors of the different epistles in the

New Testament, were worthier of their confidence,

as witnesses of the truth, than the authors of those

compositions which were left out of the collection,

and maintain, in our eye, the form of a separate testi-

mony. By what an unaccountable tendency is it^

that we feel diposed to reverse this decision, and to

repose more faith in the testimony of subsequent

and less esteemed writers? Is there any thing in

the confidence given to Peter and Paul by their co-

temporaries, which renders them unworthy of ours?

or, is the testimony of their writings less valuable

and less impressive, because the christians of old

have received them as the best vouchers of their

faith?

N
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It gives us a far more satisfying impression

than ever of the truth of o\ir religion, when, in ad-

dition to several distinct and independent narratives

'of its history, we meet with a number of cotem-

poraneous productions addressed to diiferent socie-

ties, and all proceeding upon the truth of that his-

tory, as an agreed and unquestionable point amongst

the different parties in the correspondence. Had

that history been a fabrication, in what manner, we

ask, would it have been followed up by the subse-

quent compositions of those numerous agents in the

work of deception? How comes it, that they have

betrayed no symptom of that insecurity which it

would have been so natural to feel in their circum-

stances? Through the whole of these epistles, we

see nothing like the awkward or embarrassed air of

impostors. We see no anxiety, either to mend or

to confirm the history that had already been given

We see no contest which they might have been

called upon to maintain with the incredulity of

their converts, as to the miracles of the gospel.

We see the most intrepid remonstrance against er-

rors of conduct, or discipline, or doctrine. This

savours strongly of upright and independent teach-

ers; but is it not a most striking circumstance, that,

amongst the severe reckonings which St. Paul had

with some of his churches, he was never once cal-
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ied upon to school their doubts, or their suspicions,

as to the reality of the christian miracles? This

is a point universally acquisced in; and, from the

srenerai strain of these epistles, we collect, not

merely the testimony of their authors, but the

unsuspected testimony of all to whom they addres-

sed themselves.

And let it never be fori^otten, that the chris-

tians who composed these churches, were in every

way well qualified to be arbiters in this question.

They had the first authorities within their reach.

The five hundred who, Paul says to them, had

seen our Saviour after his resurrection, could be

sought after; and if not to be found, Paul would

have had his assertion to answer for. In some

cases, they were the first authorities themselves,

and had therefore no confirmation to go in search

of. He appeals to the miracles which had been

wrought among them, and in this way he commits

the question to their own experience. He asserts

this to the Galatians; and at the very time, too, that

he is delivering against them a most severe and

irritating invective. He intimates the same thing

repeatedly to the Corinthians; and after he had put

his honesty to so severe a trial, does he betray any

insecurity as to his character and reputation

amongst them? So far from this, that in arguing
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the general doctrine of the resurrection from the

dead, as the most effectual method of securing as-

sent to it, he rests the main part of the argument

upon their confidence in his fidelity as a witness.

" But if there be no resurrection from the dead,

then is Christ not risen. Yea, and we are

found false witnesses of God, because we have tes-

tified of God, that he raised up Christ, whom he

raised not up, if so be that the dead rise not."

Where, we ask, would have been the mighty

charm of this argument, if Paul's fidelity had been

questioned; and how shall we account for the free

and intrepid manner in which he advances it, if the

miracles which he refers to, as wrought among

them, had been nullities of his own invention?

For the truth of the gospel history, we can ap-

peal to one strong and unbroken series of testi-

TOonies from the days of the apostles. But the

great strength of the evidence lies in that eiful-

gence of testimony, which enlightens this history

at its commencement—in the number of its origi-

nal witnesses—in the distinct and independent re-

icords which they left behind them, and in the un-

doubted faith they bore among the numerous so-

cieties which they instituted. The concurrence

of the apostolic fathers, and their immediate suc-

ressors, forms a very strong and a very satisfy-
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ing argument; but let it be further remembered

j

that out of the materials which compose, if we

may be allowed the expression, the original char-

ter of our faith, we can select a stronger body of

evidence than it is possible to form out of the

whole mass of subsequent testimonies.



CHAPTER VI.

Remarks on the Argumentfrom Profihecy.

Prophecy is another species of evidence to

which Christianity professes an abundant claim,

;ind which can be established on evidence altoge-

ther distinct from the testimony of its supporters.

The prediction of what is future may not be de-

livered in terms so clear and intelligible as the

history of what is past; and yet, in its actual ful-

filment, it may leave no doubt on the mind of the

inquirer that it was a prediction, and that the

event in question was in the contemplation of him

who uttered it. It may be easy to dispose of one

isolated prophecy, by ascribing it to accident; but

when we observe a number of these prophecies,

delivered in different ages, and all bearing an ap-

plication to the same events, or the same indivi-

dual, it is difRcult to resist the impression that
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they were actuated by a knowledge superior to

human.

The obscurity of the prophetical language has

been often complained of; but it is not so often at-

tended to, that if the prophecy which foretels an

event were as clear as the narrative which de-

scribes it, it would in many cases annihilate the ar-

gument Were the history of any individual

foretold in terms as explicit as it is in tlie power of

narrative to make them, it might be competent

for any usurper to set himself forward, and in as

far as it depended upon his own agency, he might

realize that history. He has no more to do than

to take his lesson from the prophecy before him;

but could it be said that fulfilment like this car-

ried in it the evidence of any thing divine or mi-

raculous? If the prophecy of a Prince and a Sa-

viour, in the Old Testament, were different from

what they are, and delivered in the precise and in-

telligible terms of an actual history; then every

accomplishment which could be brought about by

the agency of those who understood the prophecy,

and were anxious for its verification, is lost to the

argument. It would be instantly said that the

agents in the transaction took their clue from the

prophecy before them. It is the way, in fact, in

which infidels have attempted to evade the argu-
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ment as it actually stands. In the New Testament,

an event is sometimes said to happen that it might

be fulfilled, what was spoken by some of the old

prophets. If every event which enters into the

gospel had been under the control of agents

merely human, and friends to Christianity; then

we might have had reason to pronounce the whole

history to be one continued process of artful and

designed accommodation to the Old Testament

prophecies. But the truth is, that many of the

events pointed at in the Old Testament, so far

from being brought about by the agency of chris-

tians, were brought about in opposition to their

most anxious wishes. Some of them were brought

about by the agency of their most decided enemies;

and some of them, such as the dissolution of the

Jewish state, and the dispersion of its people

amongst all countries, were quite beyond the con-

trol of the apostles and their followers, and were

effected by the intervention of a neutral party,

which at the time took no interest in the question,

and which was a stranger to the prophecy, though

the unconscious instrument of its fulfillment.

Lord BoUngbroke has carried the objection so

far, that he asserts Jesus Christ to have brought on

his own death, by a series of wilful and precon-

certed measures, merely to give the disciples
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who came after him the triumph of an appeal to the

old prophecies. This is ridiculous enough; but it

serves to show with what facility an infidel might

have evaded the whole argument, had these prophe-

cies been free of all that obscurity which is now
so loudly complained of.

The best form for the purposes of argument in

which a prophecy can be delivered, is to be so ob-

scure, as to leave the event, or rather its main cir-

cumstances, unintelligible before the fulfilment, and

so clear as to be intelligible after it. It is easy to

conceive that this may be an attainable object; and

it is saying much for the argument as it stands, that

the happiest illustrations of this clearness on the

one hand, and this obscurity on the other, are to be

gathered from the actual prophecies of th€ Old

Testament.

It is not, however, by this part of the argument

that we expect to reclaim the enemy of our religion

from his infidelity; not that the examination would

not satisfy him, but that the examination will not be

given. What a violence it would be offering to all

his antipathies, were we to land him, at the outset

of our discussions, among the chapters of Daniel

or Isaiah! He has too inveterate a contempt for the

Bible. He nauseates the whole subject too strong-

ly to be prevailed upon to accompany us to such an
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exercise. On such a subject as this, there is no

contact, no approximation betwixt us; and we there-

fore leave hint with the assertion, (an assertion

which he has no title to pronounce upon, till after

he has finished the very examination in which we

are most anxious to engage him,) that in the nume-

rous prophecies of the Old Testament, there is such

a multitude of allusions to the events of the New,

as will give a strong impression to the mind of

every inquirer, that the whole forms one magnifi-

cent series of communications betwixt the visible

and the invisible world; a great plan over which the

unseen God presides in wisdom, and which, begin-

ning with the first ages of the world, is still receiv-

ing new developments from every great step in the

history of the species.

It is impossible to give a complete exposition of

this argument without an actual reference to the

prophecies themselves; and this we at present ab-

stain from. But it can be conceived, that a prophe-

cy, when first announced may be so obscure, as to be

unintelligible in many of its circumstances; and yet

may so far explain itself by its accomplishment,

as to carry along with it the most decisive evi-

dence of its being a prophecy. And the argument

may be so far strengthened by the number, and

distance, and independence, of the different prophe°
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cies, all bearing an application to the same

individual and the same history as to leave no

doubt on the mind of the observer, that the

events in question were in the actual contempla-

tion of those who ultered the prediction. If the

terms of the prophecy were not comprehended, it

at least takes off the suspicion of the event being

brought about by the control or agency of men
who were interested in the accomplishment. If the

prophecies of the Old Testament are just invest-

ed in such a degree of obscurity, as is enough to

disguise many of the leading circumstances from

those who lived before the fulfilment,—while they

derive from tlie event an explanation satisfying to

all who live after it, then, we say, the argument

for the divinity of the whole is stronger, than if no

such obscurity had existed. In the history of the

New Testament, we see a natural and consistent

account of the delusion respecting the Messiah, in

which this obscurity had left the Jewish people

—of the strong prejudices, even of the first disci-

ples—of the manner in which these prejudices

were dissipated, only by the accomplishment

—

and of their final conviction in the import of these

prophecies being at last so strong, that it often

forms their main argument for the divinity of that

new religion which they were commissioned to
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publish ta the world. Now, assuming, what we

still persist in asserting, and ask to be tried upon,

that an actual comparison of the prophecies in the

Old Testament, with their alleged fulfilment in the

New, will leave a conviction behind it, that there

is a real correspondence betwixt them; we see,

in the great events of the new dispensation brought

about by the bhnd instrumentality of prejudice and

opposition, far more unambiguous characters of

the finger of God, than if every thing had happen-

ed with the full concurrence and anticipation of the

different actors in this history.

There is another essential part of the argument,

which is much strengthened by this obscurity. It

is necessary to fix the date of the prophecies, or to

establish, at least, that the time of their publica-

tion was antecedent to the events to which they

refer. Now, had these prophecies been delivered

in terms so explicit, as to force the concurrence of

the whole Jewish nation, the argument for their

antiquity, would not have come down in a form as

satisfying, as that in which it is actually exhibited.

The testimony of the Jews, to the date of their sa-

cred writings, would have been refused as an

interested testimony. Whereas, to evade the ar-

gument as it stands, we must admit a principle,

which, in no question of ordinary criticism, would
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be suffered for a single moment to influence your

understanding. We must conceive that two par-

ties at the very time that they weri enfluenced by

the strongest mutual hostility, combined to support

a fabrication that they have not violated this com-

bination; that the numerous writers on both sides

of the question have not suffered the slightest hint

of this mysterious compact to escape them; and

that, though the Jews are galled incessantly by

the triumphant tone of the Christian appeals to

their own prophecies, they have never been tempt-

ed to let out a secret, which would have brought

the argument of the Christians into disgrace, and

shown the world, how falsehood and forgery min-
gled with their pretentions.

In the rivalry which, from the very commence-
ment of our religion, has always obtained betwixt

Jews and Christians, in the mutual animosities of

christian sects, in the vast multiplication of copies

of the scriptures, in the distant and independent

societies which were scattered over so many coun-

tries, we see the most satisfying pledge, both for

the integrity of the sacred writings, and for the

date which all parties agree in ascribing to them.

We hear of the many securities which have been

provided in the various forms of registrations, and

duplicates, and dispositories; but neither the wis-

o
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tlom, nor the interest of men, ever provided more

effectual checks against forgery and corruption,

than we have in the instance before us. And the

argument, in particular, for the antecedence of

thf5 prophecies to the events in the New Testa-

ment, is so well established by the concurrence of

the two rival parties, that we do not see, how it is

in the power of additional testimony to strengthen

it.

But neither is it true, that the prophecies are

delivered in terms so obscure, as to require a pain-

ful examination, before we can obtain a full per-

ception of the argument. Those prophecies which

relate to the fate of particular cities, such as Nine-

veh, and Tyre, and Babylon; those which relate to

the issue of particular wars, in which the kings of

Israel and Judah were engaged; and some of those

which relate to the future history of the adjoining

countries, are not so much veiled by symbolical

language, as to elude the understanding, even of

the most negligent observers. It is true, that in

these instances, both the prophecy and the fulfil-

ment appear to us in the light of a distant antiquity.

They have accomplished their end. They kept

alive the faith and worship of successive genera-

tions. They multiplied the evidences of the true

religion, and account for a phenomenon in ancient
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history that is otherwise inexplicable, the existence

and preservation of one solitary monument of pure

theism in the midst of a corrupt and idolatrous

world.

But to descend a little further. We gather

from the state of opinions at 4he time of our Sa-

viour so many testimonies to the clearness of the

old prophecies. The time and the place ofour Sa-

viour's appearance in the woi Id, and the triumphant

progress, if not the nature of his kingdom, were

perfectly understood by the priests and chief men

of Judea. We have it from the testimony of pro-

fane authors, that there was, at that time, a gene-

ral expectation of » f""^^ ^"^ ^ prophet all over

xne t:.ast. The destruction of Jerusalem was ano-

ther example of the fulfilment of a clear prophecy;

and this, added to other predictions uttered by our

Saviour, and which received their accomplishment

in the first generation of the Christian church,

would have its use in sustaining the faith of the

disciples amidst the perplexities of that anxious

and distressing period.

We can even come down to the present day,

and point to the accomplishment of clear prophe-

cies in the actual history of the world. The pre-

sent state of Egypt, and the present state of the

lews, are the examples which wc fix upon. The
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one is an actual fulfilment of a clear prophecy; the

other is also an actual fulfilment, and forms in it-

self the likeliest preparation for another accom-

plishment that is yet to come. Nor do we con-

ceive, that these clear and literal fulfilments ex-

haust the whole of the argument from prophecy.

They only form one part of the argument, but a

part so obvious and irresistible, as should invite

every lover of truth to the examination of the re-

mainder. They should secure such a degree of

respect for the subject, as to engage the attention,

and awaken even in the mind of the most rapid and

superficial observer, a suspicion that there may be

something in it. They shoum SOften that contempt

which repels so many from investigating the argu*

ment at all, or at all events, they render that con-

tempt inexcusable.

The whole history of the Jews is calculated to

allure the curiosity, and had it been leagued with

the defence and illustration of our faith, would have

drawn the attention of many a philosopher, as the

most singular exhibition of human nature that ever

was recorded in the annals of the world. The

most satisfying cause of this phenomenon is to be

looked for in the history, which describes its origin

and progress; and by denying the truth of that his-

tory, you abandon the only explanation which can
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be given of this wonderful people. It Is quite in

Tain to talk of the immutability of Eastern habits,

as exemplified in the nations of Asia. What other

people ever survived the same annihilating pro-

cesses? We do not talk of conquest, where the

whole amount of the effect is in general a change of

dynasty or of government; but where the language,

the habits, the denomination, and above all, the

geographical position, still remain to keep up the

identity of the people. But in the history of the

Jews, we see a strong indestructable principle,

which maintained them in a separate form of exist-

ence amid changes that no other nation ever sur-

vived. We confine ourselves to the overthrow

of their nation in the first century of our epoch,

and appeal to the disinterested testimonies of Ta-

citus and Josephus, if ever the cruelty of a war de-

vised a process of more terrible energy for the

utter extripation of a name, and a remembrance

from the world. They have been dispersed among

all countries. They have no common tie of loca-

lity or government to keep them together. All

the ordinary principles of assimilation, which make

law, and religion, and manners, so much a matter

of geography, are in their instance suspended.

Even the smallest particles of this broken mass

liave resisted an affinity of almost universal opera-

o2
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tion, and remain undiluted by the strong and ovor»

whelming admixture of foreign ingredients. And

in exception to every thing which history has re-

corded of the revolutions of the species, we see in

this wonderful race a vigorous principle of iden-

tity which has remained in undiminished force for

nearly two thousand years, and still pervades every

shred and fragment of their widely scattered popu-

lation. Now, if the infidel insists upon it, we shall

not rest on this as an argument. We can afford to

give it up; for in the abundance of our resources,

we feel independent of it. We shall say that it is

enough, if it can reclaim him from his levity, and

compel his attention to the other evidences which

we have to offer him. All we ask of him is to al-

low, that the undeniable singularity which is before

his eyes, gives him a sanction at least, to examine

the other singularities to which we make preten-

sion. If he goes back to the past history of the

Jews, he will see in their wars the same unexam-

pled preservation of their name and their nation.

He will see them surviving the process of an ac-

tual transportation into another country. In short,

he will see them to be unlike all other people in

what observation offers, and authentic history re-

cords of them; and the only concession that we de-

mandof him from all this, is, that their pretensiou
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to be unlike other people in their extraordinary-

revelations from heaven is at least possible, and de-

serves to be inquired into.

It may not be out of place to expose a species

of injustice, which has often been done to the Chris-

tian argument. The defence of Christianity con-

sists of several distinct arguments, which have

sometimes been multiplied beyond what is neces-

sary, and even sometimes beyond what is tenable.

In addition to the main evidence which lies in the

testimony given to the miracles of the gospel, there

is the evidence of prophecy; there is the evidence

of collateral testimony; there is the internal evi-

dence. The argument under each of these heads,

is often made to undergo a farther subdivision; and

it is not to be wondered at, that, in the multitude of

observations, the defence of Christianity may often

be made to rest upon ground, which, to say the

least of it, is precarious or vulnerable. Now the

injustice which we complain of is, that when the

friends of our religion are disloged from some fee-

ble outwork, raised by an unskilful officer in the

cause, its enemies raise the cry of a decisive vio

tory. But, for our own part, we could see her dri-

ven from all her defences, and surrender them

without a sigh, so long as the phalanx of her his-

torical evidence remains impenetrable. Behind
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this unsealed barrier, we could entrench onrselves,

and eye the light skirmishing before us with no other

sentiment than of regret, that our friends should,

by the eagerness of their misplaced zeal, have

given our enemy the appearance of a triumph.

We offer no opinion as to the two-fold inter-

pretation of prophecy; but though it were refuted

by argument, and disgraced by ridicule, all that

portion of evidence which lies in the numerous ex-

amples of literal and unumbiguous fulfilment re-

mains unaffected by it. Many there are, who deny

the inspiration of the song of Solomon. But in what

possible way does this affect the records of the

evangelical history? Just as much as it affects the

Lives of Plutarch, or the Annals of Tacitus. There

are a thousand subjects on which infidels may idly

push the triumph, and christians be as idly galled

by the severity, or even the truth of their observa-

tions. We point to the historical evidence for the

New Testament, and ask them to dispose of it.

k is there, that we call them to the onset; for

there lies the main strength of the christian argu-

ment. It is true, that in the evidence of prophecy,

we see a rising barrier, which in the progress of

centuries, may receive from time to time a new

accumulation to the materials which form it. In

4his way, the evidence of prophecy may come
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in time to surpass the evidence of miracles. The
restoration of the Jews will be the fulfilment of a

clear prophecy, and form a proud and animating

period in the history of our religion. " Now if the

fall of them be the riches of the world, and the di-

minishing of them the riches of the Gentiles, how
much more their fulnessl"
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Remarks on the Scepticism of Geologists,

The late speculations in geology form another

example of a distant and unconnected circum-

stance, being suffered to cast an unmerited dis-

grace over the whole of the argument. They
give a higher antiquity to the world, than iiiQSt of

those who reaa the Bible had any conception of.

Admit this antiquity, and in what possible way

does it touch upon the historical evidence for the

New Testament? The credibility of the gospel

miracles stands upon its own appropriate founda-

tion, the recorded testimony of numerous and un-

exceptionable witnesses. The only way in which

we can overthrow that credibility is by attacking

the testimony, or disproving the authenticity of

the record. Every other science is tried upon its

€)wn peculiar evidences; and all we contend for is,
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that the same justice be done to theology. When
a mathematician offers to apply his reasoning to

the phenomena of mind, the votaries of moral

science resent it as an invasion, and make their

appeal to the evidence of consr.iousness. When
an amatpiir of hotany, upon some vague analogies,

offers his confident affirmations as to the structure

and parts of the human body, there would be an in-

stantaneous appeal to the knife and demonstrations

of the anatomist. Should a mineralogist, upon the

exhibition of an ingenious or well-supported the-

ory, pronounce upon the history of our Saviour

and his miracles, we would call it another example

of an arbitrary and unphilosophical extension of

principles beyond the field of their legitimate ap-

plication. We would appeal to the kind and the

quantity of testimony upon which that history is

supported. We would suffer ourselves to be de-

lighted by the brilliancy, or even convinced by the

evidence of his speculations; but we would feel

that the history of those facts, which form tha

ground-work of our faith, is as little affected by

them, as the history of any storm, or battle, or

warrior, which has come down to us in the most

genuine and approved records of past ages.

But whatever be the external evidence of testi-

mony, or however strong may be its visible cha-
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racters of truth and honesty, is not the falsehood

or the contradiction which we may detect in the

subject of that testimony sufficient to discredit it?

Had we been original spectators of our Saviour's

miracles, we must have had as strong a conviction

of their reality, as it Is in the power of tcaiimony

to give us. Had we been the eye-witnesses of

his character and history, and caught from actual

observation the impression of his worth, the inter-

nal proofs, that no jugglery or falsehood could

have been intended, would have been certainly as

strong as the internal proofs which are now exhi-

bited to us, and which consist in the simplicity of the

narrative, and that tone of perfect honesty which per-

vades in a manner so distinct and intelligible every

composition of the apostles. Yet, with all these

advantages, if Jesus Christ had asserted as a truth,

what we confidently knew to be a falsehood; had

he, for example, upon the strength of his prophe-

tical endowments, pronounced upon the secret of a

person's age, and told us that he was thirty, when

we knew him to be forty, would not this have

made us stumble at all his pretensions, and, in

spite of every other arguftient and appearance,

would we not have withdrawn our confidence

from him as a teacher from God? This we al-

low would hare been a most serious dilemma. It
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would have been that state of neutrality which

admits of nothing positive or satisfying on either

side ot the question; or rather, what is still more

distressing, which gives me the most positive and

satisfactory appearances on both sides. We could

not abandon the truth of the miracles, because we
saw them. Could we give them up, we should

determine on a positive rejection, and our minds

would find repose in absolute infidelity. But as

the case stands, it is scepticism. There Is nothing

like it in any other department of inquiry. We
can appeal to no actual example; but a student of

natural science may be made to understand the

puzzle, when we ask him, how he would act, if

the experiments, which he conducts under the

most perfect sameness of circumstances, were to

land him in opposite results? He would vary and

repeat his experiments. He would try to detect

the inconsistency, and would rejoice, if he at last

found, that the difficulty lay in the errors of his

own observation, and not in the inexplicable nature

of the subject. All this he would do in anxious

and repeated endeavours, before he inferred that

nature persevered in no law, and that that constan-

cy, which is the foundation of ail science, was per-

petually broke in upon by the most capricious and

unlooked for appearances; before he would aban-
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don himself to scepticism, and pronouisce philoso-

phy to be an impossible attainment.

It is our part to imitate this example. If Jesus

Christ has, on the one hand, performed miracles,

and sustained in the whole tenour of his history

the character of a prophet, and, on the other hand,

asserted to be true, what we undeniably know to

be a falsehood, ihis is a dilemma which we are

called upon to resolve by every principle, that can

urge the human mind in the pursuit of liberal in-

quiry. It is not enough to say, that the pheno-

mena in question do not fall within the dominion

of philosophy; and we therefore leave them as a

fair exercise and amusement to commentators.

The mathematician may say, and has said the

same thing of the moralist; yet there are moralists

in the world, who will prosecute their speculations

in spite of him; and what is more, there are men
who take a wider survey than either, who rise

above these professional prejudices, and will allow

that, in each department of inquiry, the subjects

which offer are entitled to a cancdd and respect-

ful cnosideration. The naturalist may pronounce

the same rapid jiidgment upon the difficulties of

the theologian; yet there ever will be tiieologians

who feel a peculiar interest in their subject; and

we trust that there ever will be men, with a higher

grasp of mind than either the mere theologian, or
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the mere naturalist, who are ready to acknow-

ledge the claims of truth in every quarter,—who

are superior to that narrow contempt, which has

made such an unhappy and nialignant separation

annong the difTcicnt orders of scientific men,—who

will examine the evidences of the gospel history,

and, if they are found to be sufficient, will view

the miracles of our Saviour with the same liberal

and philosophic curiosity with which they would

contemplate any grand phenomenon in the moral

history of the species. If there really appears, on

the face of this investigation, to be such a difficulty

as the one in question, a philosopher of the order

we are now describing will make many an anxious

effort to extricate himself; he will not soon ac-

quiesce in a scepticism, of which there is no other

example in the wide field of human speculation;

he will either make out the insufficiency of the

historical evidence, or prove that the falsehood

ascribed to Jesus Ciirist has no existence. He
will try to dispose of one of the terms of the al-

leged contradiction, before he can prevail upon

himself to admit both, and deliver his mind to a

state of uncertainty most painful to those who res-

pect truth in all her departrtjents.

We offer the above obser^tions, not so much
for the purpose of doing away a difficulty which
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we conscientiously believe to have no existence,

as for the purpose of exposing the rapid, careless,

and unphilosophical procedure of some enemies

to the christian argument. They, in the first in-

stance, take up the rapid assumption, that Jesus

Christ has, either through himself, or his imme-

diate disciples, made an assertion as to the anti-

quity of the globe, which, upon the faith of their

geological speculations, they know to be a false-

hood. After having fastened this stain upon the

subject of the testimony, they, by one summary

act of the understanding, lay aside all the exter-

nal evidence for the miracles and general character

of our Saviour. They will not wait to be told,

that this evidence is a distinct subject of examina-

tion; and that, if actually attended to, it will be

found much stronger than the evidence of any

other fact or history which has come down to us

in the written memorials of past ages. If this evi-

dence is to be rejected, it must be rejected on its

own proper grounds; but if all positive testimony,

and all sound reasoning upon human affairs, go

to establish it, then the existence of such proof is

a phenomenon which remains to be accounted for,

and must ever stand in the way of positive infide-

lity. Until we dispose of it, we can carry our op-

position to the claims of our religion no farther
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than to the length of an a nbit^uous and p il-way

scepticism. By adopting a decisive infidelity, we

reject a testimony, which, of all others, has come

down to us in the most perfect and unsaspicious

jforai. We lock up a scource of evidence, w ich

is often repaired to in other questions of science

and history. We cut off the authority of piinciples,

which, of once exploded, will not terminate in the

solitary mischief of darkening and destroying our

theology, but will shed a baleful uncertainty over

many of the mostinteresthig speculations on which

the human mind can expatiate.

Even admitting, then, this single objection in the

subject of our Saviour's testimony, the whole lenj^'th

to which we can legitimately carry the objection

is scepticism, or that dilemma of the mind into

whicii it is thrown by two contradictory appear-

ances. This is the unavoidable result of admit-

ting both terms in the alleged contradiction. Upon

the strength of ail the reasoning which has hither-

to occupied us, we challenge the infidel to dispose

of the one term, which lies in the strength of the

historical evidence. But in different ways we may

dispose of the other, which lies in the alleged

falsehood of our Saviour's testimony. We may

4ieny the truth of the geological speculation; nor is

it necessary ti> be an accouipiished geologist, that

p 2
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we may be warranted to deny it. We appeal to

the speculations of the geologists themselves. They

neutralise one another, and leave us in possession

of free ground for the informations of the Old Tes-

tament. Our imaginations have been much regaled

by the brilliancy of their speculations, but they are

so opposite to each other, that we now cease to be

impressed by their evidence. But there are other

ways of disposing of the supposed falsehood of our

Saviour's testimony. Does he really assert what

has been called the Mosaical antiquity of the world?

It is true that he gives his distinct testimony to the

divine legation of Moses; but does Moses ever say,

that when God created the heavens and the earth,

he did more at the time alluded to than transform

them out of previously existing materials? Or does

he ever say, that there was not an interval of many

ages betwixt the first act of creation, described in

the first verse of the book of Genesis, and said to

have been performed at the beginning; and those

more detailed operations, the account of which

commences at the second verse, and which are

described to us as having been performed in so

many days? Or, finally, does he ever make us to

understand, that the genealogies of man went any

farther than to fix the antiquity of the species, and,

of consequence, that they lefi the antiquity of the
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globe a free subject for the speculations of philo-

sophers?—We do not pledge ourselves for the

truth of one or all of these suppositions. Nor is it

necessary that we should. It is enough that any of

them is infinitely more rational than the rejection

of Christianity in the face of its historical evidence.

This historical evidence remains in all the obsti-

nacy of experimental and well-attested facts; and

as there are so many ways of expunging the other

term in the alledged contradiction, we appeal to

every enlightened reader, if it is at all candid or

philosophical to suffer it to stand.



CHAPTER VIII.

On the Internal Evidence, and the Objections of
Deistical Injidtls.

There is another species of evidence for Chris-

tianity which we have not yet noticed,—what is

commonly called the internal evidence^ consisting

of those proofs that Christianity is a dispensation

from heaven, which are founded upon the nature

of its doctrines, and the character of the dispensa-

tion itself. The term " internal evidence" may be

made indeed to take up more than this. We may

take up the New Testament as a human composi-

tion, and without any reference to its subsequent

history, or to the direct and external testimonies

by which it is supported. We may collect from

the performance itself, such marks of truth and

honesty, as entitle us to conclude, that the human

agents employed in the construction of this book

were men of veracity and principle. This argu-

ment has already been resorted to, and a very sub-
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stantial argument it is. It is of frequent appli-

cation in questions of general criticism; and upon

its authority alone many of the writers of past times

have been admitted into credit, and many have

been condemned as unworthy of it. The nume-

rous and correct allusions to the customs and insti-

tutions, and other statistics of the age in which the

pieces of the New Testament profess to have been

written, give evidence of their antiquity. The
artless and undesigned way in which tliese allusions

are interwoven with the whole history, impresses

upon us the perfect simplicity of the authors, and

the total absence of every wish or intention to palm

an imposture upon the world. And there is such

a thing too as a general air of authenticity, which,

however difficult to resolve into particulars, gives a

very close and powerful impression of truth to the

narrative. There is nothing fanciful in this species

of internal evidence. It carries in it all the cer-

tainty of experience, and experience too upon a

familiar and well known subject,—the characters

of honesty in the written testimony of our fellow

men. We are often called upon in private and

every-day life to exercise our judgment upon the

spoken testimony of others, and we both feel and
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understand the powerful evidence which lies in the

tone, the manner, the circumstantiality, the num-

ber, the agreement of the witnesses, and the consis-

tency of all the particulars with what we already

know from other sources of iriformation. Now it

is undeniable, that all those marks which give evi-

dence and .credibility to spoken testimony, may also

exist to a very impressive degree in written testi-

mony; and the argument founded upon them, so

far from being fanciful or illegitimate, has the sanc-

tion of a principle which no philosopher will refuse;

the experience of the human mind on a subject on

which it is much exercised, and which lies com-

pletely within the range of its observation.

We cannot say so much, however, for the ©ther

species of internal evidence, that which is founded

upon the reasonableness of the doctrines, or the

agreement which is conceived to submit betwixt

the nature of the christian religion and the charac-

ter of the Supreme Being. We have experience

of man', but we have no experience of God. We
can reason upon the procedure of man in given

circumstances, because this is an accessible subject,

and come under the cognizance of observation; but

we cannot reason on the procedure of the Almigh-

ty in given circumstances. This is an inaccessible
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subject, and comes not within the limits of di-

rect and personal observation. The one, like the

scale, and compass, and measuiements of Sir Isaac

Newton, will lead you on safe and firm footing to

the true economy of the heavens; the other, like

the ether and whirlpools, and unfounded imagina-

tions of Des Cartes, will not only lead you to mis-

conceive that economy, but to maintain a stubborn

opposition to the only competent evidence that can

be offered upon the subject.

We feel, that in thus disclaiming all support

from what is commonly understood by the internal

evidence, we do not follow the general example of

those who have written on the Deistical controver-

sy. Take up Leland*s performance, and it will be

found, that one half of his discussion is expended

upon the reasonableness of the doctrines, and in

asserting the validity of the argument which is

founded upon that reasonableness. It would save

avast deal of controversy, if it could be proved that

ail this is superfluous and uncalled for; that upon

the authority of the proofs already insisted on, the

New Testament must be received as a revelation

from heaven; and that, instead of sitting in judg-

ment over it, nothing remains on our part but an act

of unreserved submission to all the doctrine and in-

formation which it offers to us. It is conceived,
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that in this way the general argument might be

made to assume a more powerful and impressive

aspect; and the defence of Christianity be more ac-

commodated to the spirit and philosophy of the

times.

Since the spirit of lord Bacon's philosophy be-

gan to be rightly understood, the science of exter-

nal nature has advanced with a rapidity unexam-

pled in the history of all former ages. The great

axiom of his philosophy is so simple in its nature,

and so undeniable in its evidence, that it is aston-

ishing how philosophers were so late in acknow-

ledging it, or in being directed by its authority. It

is more than two thousand years since the pheno-

mena of external nature were objects of liberal cu-

riosity to speculative and intelligent men. Yet two

centuries have scarcely elapsed since the true path

of investigation has been rightly pursued, and stea-

dily persevered in; since the evidence of experience

has been received as paramount to every other evi-

dence, or, in other words, since philosophers have

agreed, that the only way to learn the magnitude

of an object is to measure it, the only way to learn

its tangible properties is to touch it, and the only

way to learn its visible properties is to look at it.

Nothing can be more safe or more infallible

than the procedure of the inductive philosophy as

applied tu the phenomena of external nature. It
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is the eye or the ear-witness of every thing which

it records. It is at liberty to classify appearances,

but then in the work of classifying, it must be di-

rected only by observation. It may group pheno-

mena according to their resemblances. It may ex
press these resemblances in words, and announce

them to the world in the form of general laws. Yet

such is the hardihood of the inductive philosophy,

that though a single well- attested fact should over-

turn a whole system, that fact must be admitted. A
single experiment is often made to cut short the

finest process of generalization, liowever painful

and humiliating the sacrifice, and though a theory,

the most simple and magnificent that ever charm-

ed the eye of an enthusiast, was on the eve of em-
erging from it.

In submitting, then, to the rules of the in-

ductive philosophy, we do not deny that certain sa-

crifices must be made, and some of the most ur-

gent propensities of the mind, put under severe

restraint and regulation. The human mind feels

restless and dissatisfied under the anxieties of igno-

rance. It longs for the repose of conviction; and

to gain this repose, it will often rather precipitate

its conclusions, than wait for the tardy lights of ob-

servation and experiment. There is such a thing

too, as the love of simplicity and system—a preju«
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dice of the understanding, which disposes it to in-

clude all the phenomena ofnature under a few sweep-

ing generalities—an indolence, which loves to re-

pose on the beauties of a theory, rather than en-

counter the fatiguing detail of its evidences—

a

painful reluctance to the admission of facts, which,

however true, break in upon the majestic simplici-

ty that we would fain ascribe to the laws and ope-

tions of the universe.

Now, it is the glory of lord Bacon's philosophy,

to have achi ved a victory over all these delusions

—to have disciplined the minds of its votaries into

an entire submission to evidence—to have trained

them up in a kind of steady coldness to all the splen-

dour and magnificence of theory, and taught them

to follow, with an unfaultering step, wherever

the sure though humbler path of experiment may

lead them.

To justify the cautious procedure of the induc-

tive philosophy, nothing more is necessary than to

take a view of the actual powers and circumstan-

ces of humanity; of the entire ignorance of man

when he comes into the world, and of the steps by

which that ignorance is enlightened; of the nume-

rous errors into which he is misled, the moment

he ceases to observe, and begins to presume or to

excogitatej of the actual history of science; its mi-
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serable progress, so long as categories and princi-

ples retained their ascendency in the schools; and

the splendour and rapidity of its triumphs, so

soon as man understood, that he was nothing more

than the disciple of Nature, and must take his les-

son as nature offers it to him.

What is true of the science of external nature,

holds equally true of the science and phenomena

of mind. On this subject, too, the presumptuous

ambition of man carried him iar from the sober

path of experimental inquiry. He conceived that

his business was not to observe, but to speculate;

to construct systems rather than consult his owju

experience, and the experience of others; to collect

the materials of his theory, not from the history of

observed facts, but from a set of assumed and ex-

cogitated principles. Now the same observations

apply to this department of inquiry. We must

admit to be true not what we presume, but what

we find to be so. We must restrain the enterpri-

ses of fancy. A law of the human mind must be only

a series of well authenticated facts, reduced to one

general description, or grouped together under

some general points of resemblance. The business

of the moral as well as of the natural philosopher

is not to assert what he excogitates, but to record

what he observes; not to amuse himself with the
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speculations of fancy, but to describe phenomena

as he sees or as he feels them. This is the busi-

ness of the moral as well as of the natural inqui-

rer. We must extend the application of lord Bacon's

principles to moral and metaphysical subjects.

It was long before this application was recognized

or acted upon by philosophers. Many of the con-

tinental speculations are still infected with the

presumptuous, a priori spirit of the old schools;

though the writings of Reid and Steward have con-

tributed much to chase away this spirit from the

metaphysics of our own country, and to bring the

science of mind, as well as matter under the

entire dominion of the inductive philosophy.

These general observations we conceive to be

a most direct and applicable introduction to that

part of the subject which is before us. In discus-

sing the evidence of Christianity, all that we ask of

our reader is to bring along with him the same so-

ter and inductive spirit, that is now deemed so ne-

cessary in the prosecution of the other sciences; to

abandon every system of theology, that is not sup-

ported by evidence, however much it may gratify

his taste or regale his imagination, and to admit

any system of theology, that is supported by evi-

dence, however repugnant to his feelings or his

prejudices; to make conviction, in fact, paramount
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to inclination, or to fancy; and to maintain, through

the whole process of the investigation, that strength

and intrepidity of character, which will follow

wherever the light of argument may conduct him,

though it should land him in conclusions the most

nauseous and unpalatable.

We have no time to enter into causes; but the

fact is undeniable. Many philosophers of the pre-

sent day are disposed to nauseate every thing con-

nected with theology. They associate something

low and ignoble with the prosecution of it. They
regard it, as not a fit subject for liberal inquiry.

They turn away from it with disgust, as one of the

humblest departments of literary exertion. We
do not say that they reject its evidences, but they

evade the investigation of them. They feel no

conviction; not because they have established the

fallacy of a single argument, but because they en-

tertain a general dislike at the subject, and will

not attend to it. They love to expatiate in the

more kindred fields of science or elegant literature,

and while the most respectful caution, and humili-

ty, and steadiness are seen to preside over every

department of moral and physical investigation,

theology is the only subject that is suffered to re-

main the victim of prejudice, and of a contempt

the most unjust, and the most unphilosophical.

Q 2
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We do not speak of this feeling as an impiety;

we speak of it as an offence against the principles

of just speculation. We do not speak of it as it

allures the heart from the influence of religion; we

speak of it as it allures the understanding from the

influence of evidence and truth. In a word we are

not preaching against it. We reason against it.

We contend that it is a transgression against the

rules of the inductive philosophy. All that we want

is, the application of lord Bacon's principles to the

investigation before us; and as the influence of pre-

judice and disgust is banished from every other

department of inquiry, we conceive it fair that it

should be banished from theology also, and that

our subject fchould have the common advantage of

a hearing,—where no partiality of the heart or fan-

cy is admitted, and no other influence acknowledg-

ed than the influence of evidence over the con-

victions of the understanding.

Let us therefore endeavour to evince the suc-

cess and felicity with which lord Bacon's princi-

ples may be applied to the investigation before us.

According to Bacon, mnn is ignorant of every

thing antecedent to observation, and there is not

a single department of inquiry in wliich he does

not err the moment that he abandons it. It is true

that the greater part of every individual's know-
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ledgfe is derived immediately from testimony; but

it is only from testimony that brings home to his

conviction the observation of others. Still it is ob-

servation which lies at the bottom of his know-

ledge. Still it is man taking his lesson from the

actual condition of the thing which he contemplates,

a condition that is altogether independnet of his

will, and which no speculation of his can modify

or destroy. There is an obstinacy in the processes

of nature, which he cannot control. He must fol-

low it. The construction of a system should not

be a creative, but an imitative process, which ad-

mits nothing but what evidence assures us to be

true, and is founded only on the lessons of experi-

ence. It is not by the exercise of a sublime and

speculative ingenuity that man arrives at truth.

It is by letting himself down to the drudgery of ob-

servation, it is by decending to the sober work

of seeing, and feeling, and experimenting. Where-

ever, in short, he has not had the benefit of his own

observation, or the observation of others brought

home to his conviction by credible testimony there

he is ignorant.

This is found to hold true, even in those sci-

ences where the objects of inquiry are the most

familiar and the most accessible. Before the right

method of philosophising was acted upon, how
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grossly did philosophers misinterpret the pheno-

mena of external nature, when a steady perseve-

rance in the path of observation could have led

them to infallible certainty! How misled in their

conception of every thing around them, when, in-

stead of making use of their senses, they deliver-

ed themselves up to the exercises of a solitary ab-

straction, and thought to explain every thing by

the fantastic pla)' of unmeaning terms, and imagin-

ary principles! And, when at last set on the right

path of discovery, how totally different were the

results of actual observation, from those systems

which anti^quity had rendered venerable, and the

authority of great names had recommended to the

acquiescene of many centuries! This proves, that

even in the most familiar subjects, man knows

every thing by observation, and is ignorant of

every thing without it; and that he cannot advance

a single footstep in the acquirement of truth, till

he bid adieu to the delusions of theory, and

sternly refuse indulgence to its fondest anticipa-

tions.

Thus there is both a humility and a hardihood

in the philosophical temper. They are the same

in principle, though different in display. The
first is founded on a sense of ignorance, and dis-

poses the mind of the philosopher to pay the most
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respectful attention to every thing that is offered

in the shape of evidence. The second consists in

a determined purpose to reject and to sacrifice

every thing that offers to oppose the influence of

evidence, or to set itself up against its legitimate

and well established conclusions. In the ethereal

whirlpools of Des Cartes, we see a transgression

against the humility of the philosophical character.

It is the presumption of knowledge on a subject,

where the total want of observation should have

confined him to the modesty of ignorance. In the

Newtonian system of the world, we see both hu-

mility and hardihood. Sir Isaac commences his

investigation with all the modesty of a respecttul

inquirer. His is the docility of a scholar, who is

sensible that he has all to learn. He takes his les-

son as experience offers it to him, and yields a

passive obedience to the authority of this great

schoolmaster. It is in his obstinate adherence to

the truth which his master has given him, that the

hardihood of the philosophical character begins to

appear. We see him announce with entire con-

fidence, both the fact and its legitimate conse-

quences. We see him not deterred by the singu-

larity of his conclusions, and quite unmindful of

that host of antipathies which the reigning taste

and philosophy of the times mustered up to op°
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pose him. We see him resisting^ the influence of

every authority, but the authority of experience.

We see that the beauty of the old system had no

power to charm him from that process of investi-

gation by which he destroyed it. We see him sit-

ting upon its merits with the severity of a judge,

unmoved by all those graces of simplicity and

magnificence which the sublime genius of its in-

ventor had thrown around it.

We look upon these two constituents of the

philosophical temper, as forming the best prepa-

ration for finally terminating in the decided chris-

tian. In appreciating the pretensions of Chris-

tianity, there is a call both upon the humility and

the hardihood of every inquirer; the humility

which feels its own ignorance, and submits

without reserve to whatever comes before it in

the shape of authentic well-established evidence;

and the hardihood, which sacrifices every taste

and every prejudice at the shrine of conviction,

which defies the scorn of a pretended philosophy,

which is not ashamed of a profession that some

conceive to be degraded by the homage of the su-

perstitious vulgar, which can bring down its mind

to the homeliness of the gospel, and renounce,

without a sigh, all that is elegant, and splendid,

^nd fascinating, in the speculations of moralists.
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In attending to the complexion of the christian

argument, we are widely mistaken, if it is not pre-

cisely that kind of argument which will be most

readily admitted by those whose minds have been

trained to the soundest habits of philosophical in^-

vcstigation, and if that spirit of cautious and sober-

minded inquiry to which modern science stands

indebted for all her triumphs, is not the very iden-

tical spirit which leads us to " cast down all our

lofty imaginations, and to bring every thought into

the captivity of the obedience of Christ.**

On entering into any department of inquiry,

the best preparation is that docility of mind which

is founded on a sense of our total ignorance of the

subject; and nothing is looked upon as more un-

philosophical than the temerity of that afiriori

spirit, which disposes many to presume before

they investigate. But if we admit the total igno-

rance of man antecedent to observation, even in

those sciences where the objects of inquiry are

the nearest and the most familiar, we will be more

ready to admit his total ignorance of those subjects

which are more remote and more inaccessible. If

caution and modesty be esteemed so philosophical,

even when employed in that little field of investiga-

tion which comes within the range of our senses;

why should they not be esteemed philosophical
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when employed on a subject so vast, so awful, so

remote from direct and personal observation, as

the government of God? There can be nothing so

completely above us, and beyond us, as the plans of

the infinite mind, which extend to all time, and

embrace all worlds. There is no subject to which

the cautious and humble spirit of lord Bacon's

philosophy is more applicable; nor can we con-

ceive a more glaring rebellion against the autho-

rity of his maxims, than for the beings of a day to

sit in judgment upon the eternal, and apply their

paltry experience to the counsels of his high and

unfathomable wisdom. We do not speak of it as

impious; we speak of it as unphilosophical. We
are not bringing the decress of the orthodox to bear

against it; we are bringing the principles of our

modern and enlightened schools. We are apply-

ing the very same principles to a system of theism,

that we would do to a system of geology. Both may

regale the fancy with the grandeur of their contem-

plations; both may receive embellishment from the

genius and imagination of their inventors; both may

carry us along with the powers of a captivating

eloquence. But all this is not enough to satisfy

the severe and scrupulous spirit of the modern

philosophy. Give us facts. Give us appearances.

Show us how, from tlie experience of a life or a
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century, you can draw a legitimate conclusion so

boundless in its extent, and by which you propose

to fix down both the processes of a remote antiqui-

ty, and the endless progressions either of nature

or of providence in future ages. Are there any

historical documents? Any memorials of the ex-

perience of past times? On a question of such

magnitude, we would esteem the recorded obser-

vations of some remote age to be peculiarly valu-

able, and worth all the ingenuity and eloquence

which a philosopher could bestow on the limited

experience of one or two generations. A process

of geology may take millions of years before it

reaches its accomplishment. It is impossible, that

we can collect the law or the character of this

process from the experience of a single century,

which does not furnish us one single step in this

vast and immeasurable progression. We look as

far as we can into a distant antiquity, and take

hold with avidity of any authentic document, by

which we can ascertain a single fact to guide and

to enlighten us in this interesting speculation.

The same caution is necessary in the subject be-

fore us. The administration of the Supreme Be-

ing is coeval with the first purposes of his uncreat-

ed mind, and it points to eternity. The life of

man is but a point in that progress, to which we
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see no end, and can assign no beginning. We are

notable to collect the law or the character of this ad-

ministration from an experience so momentary.

We therefore cast an eye on the history of past

times. We examine every document which comes

before us. We compare all the moral phenomena

which can be collected from the narratives of an-

tiquity. We seize with avidity every record of

the manifestations of Providence, every fact which

can enlighten the ways of (iod to man; and we

would esteem it a deviation from the right spirit

and temper of philosophical investigation, were

we to suffer the cruel or fanciful speculations of

our own limited experience to take a precedency

over the authentic informations of history.

But this is not all. Our experience is not only

limited in point of time; it is also limited in point

of extent. To assign the character of the divine

administration from the little that offers itself to

the notice of our own personal experience, would

be far more absurd than to "nfer the history and

character of the kingdom from the liistory and

character of our own family. Vain is the attempt

to convey in language what the most powerful

imagination sinks under; how small the globe,

and "all which it inherits," is in the immensity of

creation! How humble a corner in the immea-
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surable fields of nature and of providence: If the

whole visible creation were to be swept away, we
think of the dark and awful solitude which it would

leave behind it in the unpeopled regions of space.

But to a mind that could take in the whole, and

throw a wide survey over the innumerable worlds

which roll beyond tiie ken of the human eye, there

would be no blank, and the universe of God would

appear a scene as goodly and majestic as ever.

Now it is the administration of this God that we sit

in judgment upon; the counsels of him, whose

wisdom and energy are of a kind so inexplicable;

whom no magnitude can overpower, whom no lit-

tleness can escape, whom no variety can bewilder;

who gives vegetation to every blade of grass, and

moves every particle of blood which circulates

through the veins of the minutest animal; and all

this by the same omnipotent arm that is abroad

upon the universe, and presides in high authority

over the destiny of all worlds.

I: is impossible not to mingle the moral impres-

sions of piety with such a contemplation. But

suppose these impressions to be excluded, that the

whole may be reduced to a matter of abstract and

unfeeling intelligence. The question under con-

sideration is, how far the experience of man can

lead him to any certain conclusions, as to the cha-
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racter of the divine administration! If it does lead

him to some certain conclusions, then, in the spirit

of the Baconian philosophy, he will apply these

conclusions to the information derived from other

sources, and they will of course affect, or destroy,

or confirm the credibility of that information. If,

on the other hand, it appears that experience gives

no light, no direction on the subject, then in the

very same spirit, he will submit his mind as a

blank surface to all the positive information which

comes to it from any other quarter. We take our

lesson as it comes to us, provided we are satisfied

before-hand, that it comes from a source which is

authentic. We set up no presumptions of our

own against the authority of the unquestionable evi-

dence that we have met with, and reject all the

suggestions which our defective experience can

furnish, as the follies of a rash and fanciful spe-

culation.

Now, let it be observed, that the great strength

of the christian argument lies in the historical evi-

d,ence for the truth of the gospel narrative. In dis-

cussing the light of this evidence, we walk by the

light of experience. We assign the degree of

weight that is due to the testimony of the first

christians upon the observed principles of human

nature. We do not step beyond the cautious pro-
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cedure of lord Bacon's philosophy. We keep

within the safe and certain limits of experimental

truth. We believe the testimony ofthe apostles, be-

cause from what we know of the human character, it

is impossible that men in their ciscumstances could

have persevered as they did in the assertion of a

falsehood; it is impossible that they could have im-

posed this falsehood upon such amultitude of follow-

ers; it is impossible that they could have escaped

detection, surroupded, as they were, by a host of

enemies, so eag-er and so determined in their re-

sentments. On this kind ofargument we are quite

at home. There is no theory, no assumption. We
feel every inch of the ground we are treading up-

on. The degree of credit that should be annexed

to the testimony of the apostles, is altogether a

question of experience. Every principle which we

apply towards the decision of this question, is foun-

ded upon materials which lie before us, and are

every day within the reach of observation. Our

belief in the testimony of the apostles, is founded

upon our experience of human nature and human

affairs. In the whole proce&s of the inquiry, we

never wander iVorn that sure, tiiough humble path,

which has been pointed out to us by the great mas-

ier oi pmioapiiisiiit^. We never cast off the au-
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thority of those maxims, which have been found in

every other department of knowledge to be sound

and infallible. We never suffer assumption to

take the precedency of observation, or abandon

that safe and certain mode of investigation, which

is the only one suited to the real mediocrity of our

powers.

It appears to us, that the disciples of the infidel

philosophy have reversed this process. They take

a loftier flight. You seldom find them upon the

ground of the historical evidence. It is not, in ge-

neral, upon the weight, or the nature of human tes-

timony, that they venture to pronounce on ihe credi-

bility of the christian revelation. It is on the charac-

ter of that revelation itself It is on what they con-

ceive to be the absurdity of its doctrines. It is.because

they see something in the nature or dispensation of

Christianity, which they think disparaging to the

attributes of God, and not agreeable to that line

of proceeding which the Almighty should observe

in the government of his creatures. Rousseau ex-

presses his astonishment at the strength of the his-

torical testimony; so strong, that the inventor of

the narrative appeared to him to be more miracu-

lous than the hero. But the absurdities of this said

revelation are sufficient in his mind to bear down
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the whole weight of its direct and external eviden-

ces. There was something in the doctrines of the

New Testament repulsive to the taste and the ima-

gination, and perhaps even to the convictions of this

interesting enthusiast. He could not reconcile

them with his pre-established conceptions of the

divine character and mode of operation. To sub-

mit to these doctrines, he behoved to surrender

that theism, which the powers of his ardent mind

had wrought up into a most beautiful and delicious

speculation. Such a sacrifice was not to be made.

It was too painful. It would have taken away from

him, what every mind of genius and sensibility es-

teems to be the highest of all luxuries. It would

destroy a system, wnich had all that is fair and mag-

nificent to recommend it, and mar the gracefulness

of that fine intellectual picture, on which this won-

derful man had bestowed all the embellishments

of feeling, and fancy, and eloquence.

In as far, then, as we can judge of the conduct

of man in given circumstances, we would pass a fa-

vourable sentence upon the testimony of the apos-

tles But, says the Deist, 1 judge of the conduct of

Qod and what the apostles tell me of him is so op-

posite to that judgment, that I discredit their testi-

mony. The question at issue betwixt us is, shall
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we admit the testimony of the apostles, upon the

application of principles founded on observation,

und as certain as is our experience of human affairs?

Or shall we reject that testimony upon the applica-

cation of principles that are altogether beyond the

range of observation, and as doubtful and imperfect

in their nature, as is our experience of the counsels

of Heaven? In the first argument there is no as-

sumption. We are competent to judge of the be-

haviour of man in given circumstances. This is a

subject completely accessible to observation. The

second argument is founded upon assumption en-

tirely. We are not competeni to judge of the con-

duct of tLie Almighty in given circumstances. Here

wc are precluded, by the nature of the subject, from

the benefit of observation. There is no antecedent

experience to guide or to eniignten us. It is not

for man lo assume viriidi is rigut, or proper or natu-

ral for the Aimigiity lo do. It is not in tiie mere

spirit ot piety that we say so; it is in the spirit of

the soundest experimental philosophy. The ar-

gument of the Christian is precisely what the

maxims of lord Bacon vvcuid dispose us to ac-

quiesce in. The argument of the infidel is pre-

cisely that argument which the same maxims would

dispose us to reject; and wnen put by the side of

the christian argumenL, ii appears as crude and as
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unpliilosophical, as do the ingenious speculations

of the schoolmen, when set in opposition to the ri-

gour, and evidence, and precision, which reign in

every department of modern science.

The application of lord Bacon's philosophy

to the study of external nature was a happy epoch

in the history of physical science. It is not long

since this application has been extended to the study

of moral and intellectual phenomena. All that we

contend for is that our subject should have the be-

nefit of the same application; and we count it hard,

while, in every other department of inquiry, a res-

pect for truth is found sufficient to repress the ap-

petite for system-building; that theology, the loftiest

and most inaccessible of all the sciences, should

still remain infected with a spirit so exploded, and

so unphilosophical; and that the fancy, and theory,

and unsupported speculation, so current among the

Deists and demi-infidels of the day, should be^held

paramount to the authority of facts, wliich have

come down to us with a weight of evidence and

testimony, that is quite unexampled in the history

of ancient times.

What is science, but a record ofobserved pheno-

mena, grouped together according to certain points

of resemblance, which have been suggested by an

actual attention to the phenomena themselves? We
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never think of questioning the existence of the

phenomena, after we have clemonstrated the genu-

ineness and authenticity of the record. After this

is demonstrated, the singular or unexpected nature

of the phenomena is not buffered to weaken their

credibility,—a credibility which can only be des-

troyed by the authority of our own personal obser-

vation, or some other record possessed of equal or

superior pretensions. But in none of the inductive

sciences is it in the power of a student to verify

every thing by his own personal observation. He
must put up with the observations of others, brought

homc'to the convictions of his own mind by cre-

ditable testimony. In the science of geology, this

is eminently the case. In a science of such extent,

our principles must be in part founded upon the ob-

servations of others, transmitted to us from a distant

country. And in a science, the processes of which

are so lengthened in point of time, our principles

should also in part be founded on the observations of

others, transmitted to us from a remote antiquity.

Any observations of our own are so limited, both in

point of space and of time, that we never think of op-

posing their authority to the evidence which is laifl

before us.Our whole attenlionis directed to the va-

lidity of the record; and the moment that this validity
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is established, we hold it incumbent'upon us'to sub-

mit our minds to the entire and unmodified impres-

sion of the testimony contained ia it. Now, all that

we ask is, that the same process of investigation be

observed in theology, which is held to be so sound

and so legitimate in other sciences. In a science of

such extent, as to embrace the wide domain of mo-

ral and intelligent nature, we feel the littleness of

that range to which our own personal observations

are confined. We shall be glad, not merely of the

information transmitted to us from a distant country,

but of the authentic information transmitted to us

by any other order of beings, in some distant and

unknown part of the creation. In a science, too,

which has for its object the lengthened processes

of the divine administration, we should like if any

record of past times could enable us to extend our

observations beyond the limits of our own epheme-

ral experience; and if there are any events of a

former age possessed of such a peculiar and deci-

sive character, as would help us to some satisfac-

tory conclusion in this greatest and mosthiteresting

of the sciences.

On a subject so much above us and beyond us,

we would never think of opposing any preconcep-

tions to the evidence of history. We would main-

tain the huraility of the inductive spirit. We would
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cast about for facts, and events, and appearances.

We would offer our minds as a blank surface te

every thing that came to them, supported by un-

exceptionable evidence. It is not upon the nature

of the facts themselves, that we would pronounce

upon their credibility, but upon the nature of that

testimony by which they were supported. Our

whole attention would be directed to the authority

of the record. After this was established, we would

surrender our whole understanding to its contents.

We would school down every antipathy within us,

and disown it as a childish affection, unworthy of a

philosopher who professes to follow truth through

all the disgusts and discouragements which sur-

round it. There are men of splendid reputation in

our enlightened circles, who never attended to this

speculation, and who annex to the gospel of Christ

nothing else than ideas of superstition and vulgari-

ty. In braving their contempt, we would feel our-

^selves in the best element for the display and ex-

ercise of the philosophical temper. We would re-

joice in the omnipotence of truth, and anticipate,

in triumph, the victory which it must accomplish

over the pride of science, and the fastidiousness of

literature. It would not be the enthusiasm of a

visionary which would support us, but the inward

working of the very same principle which sustain-
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ed Galileo, when he adhered to the result of his

experiments, and Newton, when he opposed his

measurements and observations to the tide of pre-

judice he had to encounter from the prevailing

taste and philosophy of the times.

We conceive, that inattention to the above prin-

ciples has led many of the most popular and res-

pected writers in the Deistical controversy to in-

troduce a great deal of discussion that is foreign

to the merits of the question altogether; and hi this

way the attention is often turned away from the

point in which the main strength of the argument

lies. An infidel, for example, objects against one

of the peculiar doctrines of Cnristianity. To repel

the objection, the Christian conceives it necessary

to vindicate the reasonableness of that doctrine, and

to show how consistent it is with all those antece-

dent conceptions which we derived from the light

of natural religion. All this we count supei fluous.

It is imposing an unnecessary task upon ourselves.

Enough for us to have established the authority of

the christian revelation upon the ground of its his-

torical evidence. All that remains is to submit our

minds to the fair interpretation of Scripture. Yes;

but how do you dispose of the objection drawn

from the light of natural religion? In precisely

the same way that we would dispose of an objec-
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don drawn from some speculative system, against

tlie truth of any physical fact that has been v/ell es-

tablished by observation or testimony. We would

disown the system, and oppose the obstinacy of the

fact to all the elegance and ingenuity of the specu-

lation.

We are sensible that this is not enough to sa-

tisfy a numerous class of very sincere and well dis-

posed christians. There are many of this descrip-

tion, who, antecedent to the study of the Christian

revelation altogether, repose a very strong confi-

dence in the light of natural religion, and think that,

upon the mere strength of its evidence, they can

often pronounce with a considerable degree of as-

surance on the character of the divine administra-

tion. To such as these, something more is neces-

sary than the external evidences on which Chris-

tianity rests. You must reconcile the doctrines of

Christianity with those previous conceptions which

the light of nature has given them; and a great

deal of elaborate argument is often expended in

bringing about this accommodation. It is, of course,

a work of greater difficulty, to convince this de-

scription of people, though, in point of fact, this

difficulty has been overcome, in a way the most

masterly and decisive, by one of the soundest and

most philosophical of our theologians.
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To another description of Christians, this at'

tempt to reconcile the doctrines of Christianity

with the light of natural religion is superfluous.

Give them historical evidence for the truth of

Christianity, and all that natural religion may have

taught them will fly like so many visionary phan-

toms before the light of its overbearing authority.

With them the argument is reduced to a narrow-

er compass. Is the testimony of the apostles and

first christians sufficient to establish the credibility

of the facts which are recorded in the New Testa-

ment? The question is made to rest exclusively

on the character of this testimony, and the circum-

stances attending it, and no antecedent theology of

their own is suffered to mingle with the investiga-

tion. If the historical evidence of Christianity is

found to be conclusive, they conceive the investi-

gation to be at an end; and that nothing remains on

their part, but an act of unconditional submission to

all its doctrines.

Though it might be proper, in the present state

of opinion, to accommodate to both these cases, yet

-we profess ourselves to belong to the latter descrip-

tion of christians. We hold by the total insuffi-

ciency of natural religion to pronounce upon the

intrinsic merits of any revelation, and think that the

authority of every revelation rests exclusively upon
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its external evidences, and upon such marks of hon-

esty in the composition itself as would apply to any

human performance. We rest this opinion, not

upon any fanatical impression of the ignorance of

man, or how sinful it is for a weak and guilty mor-

tal to pronounce upon the counsels of heaven, and

the laws of the divine administration. We disown

this presumption, not merely because it is sinful,

but because we conceive it to be unphilosophical,

and precisely analogous to that theorising a priori

spirit which the wisdom of Bacon has banished

from all the schools of philosophy.

For the satisfaction of the first class, we refer

them to that argument which has been prosecuted

with so much ability and success by bishop Butler,

in his Analogy of Natural and Revealed Religion.

It is not so much the object of this author to found

any positive argument an the accordancy which

subsists between the processes of the divine ad-

ministration in nature, and the processes ascribed

to God by revelation, as to repel the argument

founded upon their supposed discordancy. To one

of the second class, the argument of bishop But-

ler is not called for; but as to one of the first class,

we can conceive nothing more calculated to quiet

his difiiculties. He believes a God, and he must

therefore believe the character and existence of
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God to be reconcilable with all that he observes in

the events and phenomena around him. He ques-

tions the claims ot the New Testament to be a reve-

lation from heaven; because he conceives, that it

ascribes a plan and an economy to the Supreme

Being, which are unworthy of his character. We
offer no positive solution of this difficulty. We
profess ourselves to be too little acquainted with the

character of God; and that in this little corner of his

works, we see not far enough to offer any decision

on the merits of a government, which embraces

worlds, and reaches eternity. We think we do

enough, if we give a sufficiency of external proof

for the New Testament being a true and authentic

message from heaven; and that therefore nothing

remains for us, but to attend and to submit to it.

But the argument of bishop Butler enables us to

do still more than this. It enables us to say, that

the very thing objected against in Christianity exists

in nature; and that therefore the same God who is

the author of nature, may be the author of Christi-

anity. We do not say that any positive evidence

can be founded upon this analogy. But in as far as

it goes to repel the objection, it is triumphant. A
man has no right to retain his theism, if he rejects

Christianity upon difficulties to which natural reli-

gion is equally liable. If Christianity tells us, that

s2
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the guilt of a father has brought suifering and vice

upon his posterity, it is what we see exemplified in a

thousand instances amongst the families around us.

If it tells us, that the innocent have suffered for the

guilty, it is nothing more than what all history and

all observation have made perfectly familiar to us.

If it tells us of one portion of the human race being

distinguished by the sovereign will of the Almigh-
ty for superior knowledge or superior privileges, it

only adds one inequality more to the many ine-

qualities which we perceive every day in the gifts

of nature, of fortune, and of providence. In short,

without entering into all the details of that argu-

ment, which Butler has brought forward in a way
so masterly and decisive, there is not a single 'im-

peachment which can be offered against the God
of Christianity, that may not, if consistently proce-

ded upon, be offered against the God of Nature
itself; if the one be unworthy of God, the other is

equally so; and if, in spite of these difficulties, you
still retain the conviction, that there is a God of Na-
ture, it is not fair or rational to suffer them to out-

weigh all that positive evidence and testimony,

which, have been adduced for proving that the

same God is the God of Christianity also.



CHAPTER IX.

On the Way of Proposing the Argument to Atheis-
tical Injidels.

If Christianity be still resisted, it appears to us

that the only consistent refuge is Atheism. The
very same peculiarities in the dispensation of the

gospel, which lead the infidel to reject it as unwor-

thy of God, go to prove, that nature is unwor-

thy of him, and land us in the melancholy conclu-

sion, that whatever theory can be offered as to the

mysterious origin and existence of the things which

be, they are not under the dominion of a supreme

and intelligent mind. Nor do we look upon Athe-

ism as a more hopeless species of infidelitythan De-

ism unless in so far as it proves a more stubborn dis-

position of the heart to resist every religious con-

viction. Viewed purely as an intellectual subject,

we look upon the mind of an Atheist, as in a better

state of preparation for the proofs of Christianity

tlian the mind of a Deist. The one is a blank sur-
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face, on which evidence may make a fair im-

pression, and where the finger of history may in-

scribe its credible and well-attested information.

The other is occupied with pre-conceptions. It

will not take what history offers to it. It puts itself

into the same unphilosophical posture, in which the

mind of a prejudiced Cartesian oppposed its theo-

ry of the heavens to the demonstration and measur-

ments of Newton. The theory of the Deist upon

a subject, where truth is still more inaccessi-

ble, and speculation still more presumptuous, sets

him to resist the only safe and competent evidence

that can be appealed to. What was originally the

evidence of observation, and is now transformed

into the evidence of testimony, comes down to us in

a series of historical documents, the closest and

most consistent that all antiquity can furnish. It

is the unfortunate theory which forms the grand ob-

stacle to the admission of the christian miracles, and

which leads the Deist to an exhibition of himself so

unphilosophical, as that of tramplhigon the sound-

est laws of evidence, by bringing an historical fact un-

der the tribunal of a theoretical principle. The de-

istical speculation of Rousseau, by which he neutra-

lised the testimony of the. first Christians, is as com-

plete a transgression against the temper and princi-

ples of true science, as a category of Aristotle when

employed to overrule an experiment in chemistry.
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But however this be, it is evident, that Rousseau

would have given a readier reception to the gospel

history, had his mind not been preoccupied with the

speculation; and the negative state of Atheism

would have been more favourable to the admission

of those facts, which are connected with the origin

and establishment of our religion in the world.

This suggests the way in which the evidence

for Christianity should be carried home to the mind

of an Atheist. He sees nothing in the phenomena

around him, that can warrant him to believe in the

existence of a living and intelligent principle,

which gave birth and movement to all things. He
does not say that he would refuse credit to the ex-

istence of God upon sufficient evidence, but he says,

that there are not such appearances of design in

nature, as to supply him with that evidence.

He does not deny the existence of God to be a pos-

sible truth; but he affirms, that while there is

nothing before him but the consciousness of what

passes within, and the observation of what passes

without, it remains an assertion destitute of proof,

and can have no more effect upon his conviction

than any other nonentity of the imagination. There

is a mighty difference between not firoven and dis"

proven. We see nothing in the argument of the

Atheist, which goes farther, than to establish the

former sentence upon the question of God's exis-
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tence. It is altogether an argument ab ignorantia;

and the same ignorance which restrains them from

asserting in positive terms that God exists, equally

restrains them from asserting in positive terms that

God does not exist. The assertion may be offer-

ed, that, in some distant regions of the creation,

there are tracts of space which, instead of being

occupied like the tracts around us with suns and

planetary systems, teem only with animated beings,

who without being supported like us on the firm

surface of a world, have the power of spontaneous

movements in free spaces. We cannot say that

the assertion is not true, but we can say that it is

not proven. It carries in it ro positive character

either of truth or falsehood, and may therefore be

admitted on appropriate and satisfying evidence.

But till that evidence comes, the mind is in a state

entirely neutral; and such we conceive to be the

neutral state of the Atheist, as to what he holds to

be the unproved assertion of the existence of God.

To the neutral mind of the Atheist then, un-

furnished as it is with any previous conception, we

offer the historical evidence of Christianity. We
do not ask him to presume the existence of God.

We ask him to examine the miracles of the New
Testament merely as recorded events, and to admit

no other principle into the investigation, than those

which are held to be satisfying and decisive, on any
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Other subject of written testimony. The sweeping

principle upon which Rousseau, filled with his own

assumptions, condemned the historical evidence for

the truth of the gospel narrative, can have no in-

fluence on the blank and unoccupied mind of an

Atheist. He has no presumptions upon the subject;

for to his eye the phenomena of nature sit so loose

and unconnected with that intelligent Being, to

whom they have been referred as their origin, that

he does not feel himself entitled, from these phe-

nomena, to ascribe any existence, any character,

any attributes, or any method of administration to

such a Being. He is therefore in the best possi-

ble condition for submitting his understanding to the

entire impression of the historical evidence. Those

difficulties which perplex the deists, who cannnot

recognise in the God of the New Testament the

same features and the same principles in which

they have invested the God of Nature, are no diffi-

culties to him. lie has no God of Nature to con-

front with that real though invisible power which

lay at the bottom of those astonishing miracles, on

which history has stamped her most authentic

characters. Though the power which presided

there should be an arbitrary, an unjust, or a malig-

nant being, all this may startle a deist, but it will

not prevent a consistent atheist from acquiescing
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it! any legitimate inference, to which the miracles

of the gospel, viewed in the simple light of histori-

cal facts, may chance to carry him. He cannot

brii g his antecedent information into play upon this

question. He professes to have no antecedent in-

formation on the subject; and this sense of his en-

tire ignorance, which lies at the bottom of his

atheism, would expunge from his mind all that is

theoretical, and make it the passive recipient of

everything M^hich observation offers to its notice,

or which credible testimony has brought down to it

of the history of past ages.

What then, we ask, does the atheist make of the

miracles of the New Testament? If he questions

their truth, he must do it upon grounds that are

purely historical. He is precluded from every other

ground by the very principle on which he has rest-

ed his atheism; and we therefore, upon the strength

of that testimony which has been already exhibited,

press the admission of these miracles as facts. If

there be nothing then, in the ordinary phenomena

of nature, to infer a God, do these extraordinary

phenomena supply him with no argujrient? Does

a voice from Heaven njake no impression upon

him? And we have the best evidence which history

can furnish, that such a voice was uttered; " This

is my beloved Son, in whom I am well pleased."
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We have the evidence of a fact, for tlie existence of

that very Being from whom the voice proceeded,

and the evidence of a thousand facts, for a power

superior to nature; because, on the impulse of a

volition, it counteracted her laws and processes, it

allayed the wind, it gave sight to the blind, health

to the diseased, and at the utterance of a voice, it

gave life to the dead. The ostensible agent in all

these wonderful proceedings gave not only creden-

tials of his power, but he gave such credentials of

his honesty, as dispose our understanding to re-

ceive his explanation of them. We do not avail

ourselves of any other principle than what an

atheist will acknowledge. He understands as well

as we do, the natural signs of veracity, which lie in

the tone, the manner, the countenance, the high

moral expression of worth and benevolence, and

above all, in that firm and undaunted constancy,

which neither contempt, nor poverty, nor death,

could shift from any of its positions. All these

claims upon our belief, were accumulated to an un-

exampled degree in the person of Jesus of Naza^

reth; and when we couple with them his undoubted

miracles, and the manner in which his own personal

•appearance was followed up by a host of witnesses,

who, after a catastrophe which would have proved

a death-blow to any cause of imposture, offered

T
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themselves to the eye of the public, with the same

powers, the same evidence, and the same testimony,

it seems impossible to resist his account of the in-

visible principle, which gave birth and movement

to the whole of this wonderful transaction. What-

ever atheism we may have founded on the common

phenomena around us, here is a new phenomenon

which demands our attention,—the testimony of a<

man who, in addition to evidences of honesty, more

varied and more satisfying than were ever offered by

abrotherof the species, had a voice from the clouds,

and the power of working miracles, to vouch for

him. We do not think, that the account which

this man gives of himself can be viewed either with

indifference or distrust, and the account is most

satisfying. " I proceeded forth, and came from

God."—" He whom God hath sent speaketh the

words of God."—" Even as the Father said unto

me, so I speak.'* He had elsewhere said, that God
was his father. The existence of God is here laid

before us, by an evidence altogether distinct from

the natural argument of the schools, and it may
therefore be admitted in spite of the deficiency of

that argument. From the same pure and unques-

tionable source we gather our information of his

attributes.

" God is true.** God is a spirit. He is omni-

potent,** " for with God all things are possible.*' He
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is intelligenl, " for he knoweth what things we
have need of." He sees all things, and he direct*

all things, for " the very hairs of our head are

numbered," and " a sparrow falletli not to the ground

without his. permission."

The evidence of the christian religion are suit-

ed to every species of infidelity. We do not ask

the atheist to furnish himself with any previous

conception. We ask him to come as he is; and,

upon the strength of his own favourite principle,

viewing it as a pure inteHectual question, and ab-

stracting from the more unmanegable tendencies

of the heart and temper, we conceive his under-

standing to be in a high state of preparation, for

taking in Christianity in a far purer and more scrip-

tural form, than can be expected from those whose

minds are tainted and pre-occupied with their for-

mer speculations*



CHAPTER X.

On the Supreme Authority of Revelation.

If the New Testament be a message from God,

it behoves us to make an entire and unconditional

surrender of our minds, to all the duty and to all

the information which it sets before us.

There is, perhaps, nothing more thoroughly

beyond the cognizance of the human faculties, than

the truths of religion, and the ways of that mighty

and invisible Being who is the object of it; and yet

nothing, we will venture to say, has been made the

subject of more hardy and adventurous speculation.

We make no allusion at present to Deists, who re-

ject the authority of the New Testament, because

the plan and the dispensation of the Almighty,

which is recorded there, is different from that plan

and that dispensation which they^have chosen to as-

cribe to him. We speak of Christians, who pro-

fess to admit the authority'of this record, but who
have tainted the purity of their profession by not ac-
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ting upon its exclusive authority; who have min-

gled their own thoughts and their own fancy with

its information; who, instead of repairing in every

question, and in every difficulty, to the principle of

*' What readest thou, " have abridged the sovereign-

ty of this principle, by appealing to others, of which

we undertake to make out the incompetency; who,

in addition to the word of God, talk also of the rea-

son of the thing, or the standard of orthodoxy; and

have in fact brought down the Bible from the high

place which belongs to it, as the only tribunal to

which the appeal should be made, or from which

the decision should be looked for.

But it is not merely among partizans or the ad-

vocates of a system, that we meet with this indif-

ference to the authority of what is written. It lies

at the bottom of a great deal of that looseness both

in practice and speculation, which we meet with

every day in society, and which we often hear ex-

pressed in familiar conversation. Whence that list

of maxims which are so indolently conceived, but

which, at the same time, are so faithfully proceeded

upon? " We have all our passions and infirmities; but

we have honest hearts, and that will make up for

them. Man are not all cast in the same mould.

God will not call us to task too rigidly for our foi-

bles; at least this is our opinion, and God can ne-
T 2
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ver be so unmerciful, or so unjust, as to bring us to

a severe and unforgiving tribunal for the mistakes of

the understanding." Now, it is not licentiousness

in general, v^^hich we are speaking against. It is

against that sanction which it appears to derive from

the self-formed maxims of him who is guilty of it.

It is against the principle, that either an error

of doctrine, or an indulgence of passion, is to be ex-

empted from condemnation, because it has an opi-

nion of the mind to give it countenance and autho-

rity. What we complain of is, that a man no soon-

er sets himself forward and says, " this is my sen-

timent," than he conceives that all culpability is ta-

ken away from the error, either of practice or spe-

culation, into which he has fallen. The careless-

ness with which the opinion has been formed, is of

no account in the estimate. It is the mere exis-

tenae of the opinion, which is pleaded in vindica-

tion, and under the authority of our maxim^ and our

mode of thinking, every man conceives himself t©

have a right to his own way and his own peculi-

avity.

Now this might be all very fair, were there no

Bible and no revelation in existence. But it is

not fair that ail this looseness, and all this variety,

should be still floating in the world, in the face of

an authoritative communication from God himself.
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Had no message come to us from the fountain-head

of truth, it were natural enough for every individu-

al mind to betake itself to its own speculation. But

a message has come to us, bearing on its forehead

every character of authenticity; and is it right now,

that the question of our faith, or of our duty, should

be committed to the capricious variations of this

man's taste, or of that man's fancy? Our maxim,

and our sentiment! God has put an authoritative

stop to all this. He has spoken, and the right or

the liberty of speculation on longer remains to us.

The question now is, not " What thinkest thou?'*

In the days of Pagan antiquity, no other question

-could be put; and the wretched delusion and idola-

tries of that period let us see what kind of answer

the human mind is capable of making, when left to

its own guidance, and its own authority. But we
call ourselves Christians, and profess to receive the

Bible as the directory of our faith; and the only

quetion in which we arc concerned, is, " What is

written in the law? how readest thou?"

But there is a way of escaping from this con-

clusion. No man calling himself a christian, will

ever disown in words the authority of the Bible.

Whatever be counted the genuine interpretation,

it must be submitted to. But in the act of coming

lo this interpretation, it will be observed, there is
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room for the unwarrantable principles which we are
attempting to expose. The business of a scripture
critic is to give a fair representation of the sense
of all its passages as they exist in the original. Now,
this is a process which requires some investiga-
tion, and it is during the time that this process
is carrying on, that the tendencies and antecedent
opinions of the mind are suffered to mislead the in-
quirer from the true principles of the business in
which he is employed. The mind and meaning
of the author, who is translated, is purely a ques-
tion of language, and should be decided upon no
other principles than those of grammar or philolo-
gy. Now what we complain of is, that while this
principle is recognized and acted upon in every
other composition which has come down to us from
antiquity, it has been most glaringly departed from
in the case of the Bible; that the meaning of its au-
thor, instead of being made singly and entirely a
question of grammar, has been made a question of
metaphysics, or a question of sentiment; that instead
of the argument resorted to being," such must be
the rendering from the structure of the language,
and the import and significancy of its phrases," it

has been, " such must be the rendering from the
analogy of the faith, the reason of the thing, the
character of the Divine mind, and the wisdom of
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all his dispensations. And whether this argument

be formally insisted upon or not, we have still to

complain, that in reality it has a most decided influ-

ence on the understanding of many a Christian; and

in this way, the creed, which exists in his mind, in-

stead of being a fair transcript of the New Testa-

ment, is the result of a compromise which has been

made betwixt its authoritative decisions and the

speculations of his own fancy.

What is the reason why there is so much more

unanimity among critics and grammarians about

the sense of any ancient author, than about the sense

of the New Testament? Because the one is made

purely a question of criticism: The other has been

complicated with the uncertain fancies of a daring

and presumptuous theology. Could we only dis-

miss these fancies, sit down like a school-boy to hii

task, and look upon the study of divinity as a mere

work of translation, then we would expect the same

unanimity among christians that we meet with

among scholars and literati about the system of

Epicurus or philosophy of Aristotle. But here lies

the distinction betwixt the two cases. When we
make out, by a critical examination of the Greek

of Aristotle, that such was his meaning, and such

his philosophy, the result carries no authority with

k, and our mind retains the congenial^liberty of its
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own speculations. But if we make out, by a criti-

I
cal examination of the Greek of St. Paul, that such

is the theology of the New Testament, we are

bound to submit to this theology; and our minds

must surrender every opinion, however dear to it.

It is quite in vain to talk of the mysteriousness of

the subject, as being the cause of the want of una-

nimity among Christians. It may be mysterious,

in reference to our former conceptions. It may be

mysterious in the utter impossibility of reconciling

it with our own assumed fancies, and self-formed

principles. It may be mysterious in the difficulty

which we feel in comprehending the manner of the

doctrine, when we ought to be satisfied with the

authoritative revelation which has been made to us

of its existence and its truth. But if we could only

abandon all our former conceptions, if we felt that

our business was to submit to the oracles of God,

and that we are not called upon to effect a recon-

ciliation betwixt a revealed doctrine of the Bible,

and an assumed or excogitated principle of our

own;—then we are satisfied, that we would find the

language of the Testament to have as much clear,

and precise, and didactic simplicity, as the language

®f any sage or philosopher that has come down to us.
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Could we only get it reduced to a mere ques-

tion of language, we should look at no distant pe-

riod for the establishment of a pure and unanimous
Christianity in the world. But, no. While the

mind and the meaning of any philosopher is collec-

ted from his words, and these words tried as to

their import and significancy upon the appropriate

principles of criticism, the mind and the meaning
of the spirit of God is not collected upon the same
pure and competent principles of investigation. In

order to know the mind of the Spirit, the communi-
cations of the Spirit, and the expression of these

communications in written language, should be

consulted. These are the only data upon which
the inquiry should be instituted. But, no. Instead

of learning the designs and character of the Al-

mighty from his own mouth, we sit in judgment
upon them; and make our conjecture of what they
should be, take the precedency of his revelation of

what they are. We do Him the same injustice

that we do to an acquaintance, whose proceedings

and whose intentions we venture to pronounce

upon, while we refuse him a hearing, or turn away
from the letter in which he explains himself No
wonder, then, at the want of unanimity among
christians, so long as the question of" What think-

est thoa?" is made the principle of their creed, and,
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for the safe guidance of criticism, they have com-

mitted themselves to the endless caprices of the

human intellect. Let the principle of " what think-

est thou" be exploded, and that of " what readest

thou** be substituted in its place. Let us take our

lesson as the Almighty places it before us, and, hi-

stead of being the judge of his conduct, be satisfi-

ed with the safer and humbler office of being the

interpreter of his language.

Now this principle is not exclusively applica-

ble to the learned. The great bulk of christians

have no access to the Bible in its original langua-

ges; but they have access to the common transla-

tion, and they may be satisfied by the concurrent

testimony of the learned among the diff'erent secta-

ries of this country, that the translation is a good

one. We do not confine the principle to critics

and translators; we press it upon all. We call upon

them not to form their divinity by independent think-

ing, but to receive it by obedient reading, to take

the words as they stand, and submit to the plain

English of the Scriptures which lie before them.

It is the office of a translator to give a faithful rep-

resentation of the original. Now that this faithful

representation has been given, it is our part to pe-

ruse it with care, and to take a fair and a faithful

impression of it. It is our part to purify our un-
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derstanding^ of all its previous conceptions. We
must bring a free and unoccupied mind to the ex-
ercise. It must not be the pride or the obstinacy
of self-formed opinions, or the haughty indepen-
dence of him who thinks he has reached the man-
hood of his understanding. We must bring with
us the docility of a child, if we want to gain the

kingdom of heaven. It must not be a partial, but
an entire and unexcepted obedience. There must
be no garbling of that which is entire, no darken-
ing of that which is luminous, no softening down of
that which is authoritative or severe. The Bible
will allow of no compromise. It professes to be
the directory of our faith, and claims a total ascen-
dency over the souls and the understandings of
men. It will enter into no composition with us,

or our natural principles. It challenges the whole
mind as its due, and it appeals to ihe truth of hea-
ven for the high authority of its sanctions. « Who-
soever addeth to, or taketh from, the words of this

book, is accursed,'* is the absolute language in

which it delivers itself. This brings us to its terms.
There is no way of escaping after this. We must
bring every thought into the captivity of its obedi-

ence, and, as closely as ever lawyer stuck to his

document or his extract, must we abide by the rule

and the doctrine which this authentic memorial of
God sets before us.
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New we hazard the assertion, that, with a num-

ber of professing christians, there is not this unex-

cepted submission of the understanding to the au-

thority of the Bible; and that the authority of the

Bible is often modified, and in some cases superse-

ded by the authority of other principles. One of

these principles is the reason of the thing. We
do not know if this principle would be at all felt or

appealed to by the earliest christians. It may per-

haps by the disputations or the philosophising

among converted Jews and Greeks, but not cer-

tainly by those of whom Paul said, that " not many

wise men after the flesh, not many mighty, not ma-

ny noble, were called.*' They turned from dumb
idols to serve the living and the true God. There

was nothing in their antecedent theology which

they could have any respect for: Nothing which

they could confront, or bring into competition with

the doctrines of the New Testament. In those

days, the truth as it is in Jesus came to the mind of

its disciples, recommended by its novelty, by its

grandeur, by the power and recency of its eviden-

ces, and above all by iis vast and evident superi-

ority over the fooleries of a degrading Paganism.

It does not occur to us, that men in these circum-

star.ces would ever think of sitting in judgment

over the mysteries of that sublime faith \\ hich had
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charmed them into an abandonment of their earlier

religion. It rather strikes us, that they would re-

ceive them passively; that, like scholars who had

all to learn, they would take their lesson as they

found it; that the information of their teachers

would be enough for them; and that the restless

tendency of the human mind to speculation, would

for a time find ample enjoyment in the rich and

splendid discoveries, which broke like a flood of

light upon the world. But we are in different cir=

cumstdnces. To us, these discoveries, rich and

splendid as they are, have lost the freshness of no-

velty. The sun of righteousness, like the sun in

the firmament, has become familiarized to us by

possession. In a few ages, the human mind de»

serted its guidance, and rambled as much as ever

in quest of new speculations. It is true, that they

took a juster and a loftier flight since the days of

Heathenism. But it was only because they walk-

ed in the light of revelation. They borrowed of

the New Testament without acknowledgment, and

took its beauties and its truths to deck their own

wretched fancies and self-constituted systems. In

the process of time, the delusion multiplied and ex-

tended. Scools were formed, and the ways of the

Divinity were as confidently theorized upon, as the

processes of chemistry, or the economy of the hea-
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vens. Universities were endowned, and natural

theology took its place in the circle of the scien-

ces. P'olios were written, and the respected lumi-

naries of a former age poured their a firiori and

their a posteriori demonstrations on the world.

Taste, and sentiment, and imagination, grew apace;

and every raw untutored principle which poetry

could clothe in prettiness, or over which the hand

of genius could throw the graces of sensibility and

elegance was erected into a principle of the divine

government, and made to preside over the counsels

of the Deity. In the mean time, the Bible, which

ought to supersede all, was itself superseded. It

was quite in vain to say that it was the only authen-

tic record of an actual embassy which God had sent

into the world. It was quite in vain to plead its

testimonies, its miracles, and the unquestionable

fulfilment of its prophecies. These mighty claims

must lie over, and be suspended, till we have set-

tled—what? the reasonableness of its doctrines.

We must bring the theology of God*s ambassador

to the bar of our self-formed theology. The Bible,

instead of being admitted as the directory of our

faith upon its external evidences, must be tried

upon the merits of the work itself; and if our ver-

dict be favourable, it must be brought in, not as a

help to our ignorance, but as a corollary to our de-
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monstrations. But is this ever done? Yes! by Dr.

Samuel Clarke, and a whole host of followers and

admirers. Their first step in the process of theo-

logical study, is to furnish their minds with the

principles of natural theology. Christianity, be-

fore its external proofs are looked at or listened to,

m.ust be brought under the tribunal of these princi-

ples. All the difficulties which attach to the reason

of the thing, or the fitness of the doctrines must be

formally discussed, and satisfactorily got over. A
voice was heard from heaven, saying of Jesus

Christ, " This is my beloved Son, hear ye him."

The men of Galilee saw him ascend from the dead

to the heaven which he now occupies. The men of

Galilee gave their testimony, and it is a testimony,

which stood the fiery trial of persecution in a

former age, and of sophistry in this. And yet,

instead of hearing Jesus Christ as disciples, they

sit in authority over him as judges. Inste.id of for-

ming their divinity after the Bible, they try the ^i-

bleby their antecedent divinity; and this book, with

all its mighty train of evidences, must drivel in

their antichambers, till they have pronounced sen-

tence of admission, when they have got its doc-

trines to agree with their own airy and unsubstan-

tial speculations.

We do not condemn the exercise of reason in

matters of theology. It is the part of reason to

u 2
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form its conclusions, when it has data and eviden-

ces before it. But it is equally the part of reason

to abstain from its conclusions, when these eviden-

ces are wanting. Reason can judge of the exter-

nal evidences for Christianity, because it can

discern the merits of human testimony; and it

can perceive the truth or the falsehood of such ob-

vious credentials as the performance of a miracle,

or the fulfilment of a prophecy. But reason is not

entitled to sit in judgment over those internal evi-

dences, which many a presumptuous theologian has

attempted to derive from the reason of the thing, or

from the agreement of the doctrine with the fan-

cied character and attributes of the Deity. One

of the most useful exercises of reason, is to ascer-

tain its limits, and to keep within them; to abandon

the field of conjecture, and to restrain itself with-

in that safe and certain barrier which forms the

boundary of human experience. However humi-

liating you may conceive it, it is this which lies at

the bottom of lord Bacon's philosophy, and it is to

tliis that modern science is indebted for all her so-

lidity and all her triumphs. Why does philosophy

flourish in our days? Because her votaries have

learned to abandon their own creative speculations,

and to submit to evidence, let her conclusions be

as painful and as unpalatable as they will. Now
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»U that we want, is to cany the same lesson and

the same principle into iheology. Our business

is not to guess, but to learn. Alter we have estab-

lished Christianity to be an authentic message from

God upon those historical grounds,—on which the

reason and experience of man entitle him to form

his conclusions,—nothing remains for us, but an un-

conditional surrender of the mind to the subject of

the message. We have a right to sit in judgment

over the credentials jof heaven's ambassador, but

we have no right to sit in judgment over the in-

formation he gives us. We have no right either

to refuse or to modify that information, till we have

accommodated it to our previous conceptions. It

is very true, that if the truths which he delivered

lay within the field of human observation, he brings

himselfunder the tribunal of our antecedent know-

ledge. Were he to tell us, that the bodies of the

planetary system moved in orbits which are purely

circular, we would oppose to him the observations

and measurements of astronomy. Were he to

tell us, that in the winter the sun never shone, and

that in the summer no cloud ever darkened the bril-

liancy of his career, we would oppose to him the

certain remembrances, both of ourselves and of our

whole neighbourhood. Were he to tell us, that

we were perfect men, because we were free from
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passion, and loved our neighbours as ourselves, we
would oppose to him the history of our own lives,

and the deeply-seated conciousness of our own in-

firmities. On all these subjects, we can confront

him: but when he brings truth from a quarter

which no human eye ever explored; when he tells

us the mind of the Deity, and brings before us the

counsels of that invisible Being, whose arm is

abroad upon all worlds, and whose views reach to

eternity, he is beyond the ken of eye or of teles-

cope, and we must submit to him. We have no

more right to sit in judgment over his information

than we have to sit in judgment over the informa-

tion of any other visitor who lights upon our pla-

net, from some distant and unknown part of the uni-

verse, and tells us what worlds roll in those remote

tracts which are beyond the limits of our astrono-

my, and how the Divinity peoples them with his

wonders. Any previous conceptions of ours are

of no more value than the fooleries of an infant; and

should we offer to resist or to modify upon the

strength of these conceptions, we would be as un-

sound and as unphilosophical as ever schoolman

was with his categories, or Cartesian with his whirl-

pools of ether.

Let us go back to the first Christians of the

Gentile world. They turned from dumb idols to
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serve the living and the true God. They made a

simple and entire transition from a state as bad, if

not worse, than that of entire ignorance, to the

Christianity of the New Testament. Their previous

conceptions, instead of helping them, behoved to be

utterly abandoned; nor was there that intermediate

step which so many of us think to be necessary,

and which we dignify with the name of the rational

theology of nature. In these days, this rational the-

ology was unheard of; nor have we the slightest

reason to believe that they were ever initiated into

its doctrines, before they were looked upon as fit to

be taught the peculiarities of the gospel. They

were translated at once from the absurdities of Pa-

ganism to that Christianity which has come down

to us, in the records of the evangelical history, and

the epistles which their teachers addressed to them.

They saw the miracles; they acquiesced in them,

as satisfying credentials of an inspired teacher; they

took the whole of their religion from his mouth;

their faith came by hearing, and hearing by the

words of a divine messenger. This was their pro-

cess, and it ought to be ours. Wc do not see the

miracles, but we see their reality through the me-

dium of that clear and unsuspicious testimony

which has been handed down to us. We should

admit them as the credentials of an embassy from
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God. We should take the whole of our religion

from the records of this embassy; and, renouncing

the idolatry of our own self-formed conceptions, we
should repair to that word, which was spoken to

them that heard it, and transmitted to us by the

instrumentality of written language. 1 he ques-

tion with them was. What hearest thou? The
question with us is. What readest thou? They had

their idols, and they turned away from them. We
have our fancies, and we contend, that, in the face

of an authoritative revelation from heaven, it is as

glaring idolatry in us to adhere to them, as it would

be were they spread out upon canvass, or chiselled

into material form by the hands of a statuary.

In the popular religions of antiquity, we see

scarcely the vestige of a resemblance to that aca-

demical theism which is delivered in our schools,

and figures away in the speculations of our mora-

lists. The process of conversion among the first

Christians was a very simple one. It consisted of

an utter abandonment of their heathenism, and an

entire submission to those new truths which came

to them through the revelation of the gospel, and

through it only. It was the pure theology of Christ

and of his apostles. That theology which struts

in fancied demonstration from a professor's chair,

formed no part of it. They listened as if they had
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all to learn: we listen as if it was our office to judge

and to give the message of God its due place and

subordination among the principles which we had

previously established. Now these principles were

utterly unknown at the first publication of Chris-

tianity. The Galatians, and Corinthians, the Thes-

salonians, and Phiiippians, had no conception of

them. And yet, will any man say, that either Paul

himself, or those who lived under his immediate

tuition, had not enough to make them accomplished

Christians, or that they fell short of our enlightened

selves, in the wisdom which prepares for eternity,

because they wanted our rational theology as a step-

ping-stone to that knowledge which came, in pure

and immediate revelation, from the Son of God?

The gospel was enough for them, and it should be

enough for us also. Every natural or assumed

principle, which offers to abridge its supremacy,

or even so much as to share with it in authority and

direction, should be instantly discarded. Every

opinion in religion should be reduced to the ques-

tion of. What readest thou? and the Bible be acqui-

esced in, and submitted to, as the alone directory

of our faith, where we can get the whole will of

God for the salvation of man.

But is not this an enlightened age? and, since

the days of the gospel, has not the wisdom of two
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thousand years accumulated upon the present

generation? has not science been enriched by dis-

covery? and is not theology one of the sciences?

Are the men of this advanced period to be restrain-

ed from the high exercise of their powers? and be-

cause the men of a remote and barbarous antiqui-

ty lisped and drivelled in the infancy of their ac-

quirements, is that any reason why we should be

restricted like so many schoolboys to the lesson that

is set before us? It is all true that this is a very en-

lightened age, but on what field has it acquired so

flattering a distinction? On the field of experiment.

The human mind owes all its progress to the con-

finement of its efforts within the safe and certain

limits of observation, and to the severe restraint

"which it has imposed upon its speculative tenden-

cies. Go beyond these limits, and the human mind

has not advanced a single inch by its own indepen-

dent exercises. All the philosophy which has

been reared by the labour of successive ages, is

the philosophy of facts reduced to general laws,

or brought under a general description from ob-

served points of resemblance. A proud and a

wonderful fabric we do allow; but we throw away

the very instrument by which it was built, the mo-
ment that we cease to observe, and begin to the-

orize and excogitate. Tell us a single discovery,
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which has thrown a particle of light on the details

of the divine, administration. Tell us a single truth

in the whole field of experimental science, which

can bring us to the moral government of the Al-

mighty by any other road than his own revelation.

Astronomy has taken millions of suns and of sys-

tems within its ample domain; but the ways of

God to man stand at a distance as inaccessjble as

ever; nor has it shed so much as a glimmering

over the counsels of that mighty and invisible Be-

ing, who sists in high authority over all worlds.

The boasted discoveries of modern science are all

confined to that field, within which the senses of

man can expatiate. The moment we go beyond

this field, they cease to be discoveries, and are the

mere speculations of the fancy. The discoveries

of modern science have, in fact, imparted a new

energy to the sentiment in question. They all

serve to exalt the Diety, but they do not contribute

a single iota to the explanation of his purposes.

They make him greater, but they do not make him

more comprehensible. He is more shrouded in

mystery than ever. It is not himself whom we see,

it is his workmanship; and every new addition to its

grandeur or to its variety, which philosophy opens

to our contemplation, throws our understanding

at a greater distance than before, from the mind
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and conception of the sublime Architect. In-

stead of the God of a single world, we now see

him presiding in all the majesty of his high at-

tributes, over a mighty range of innumerable

systems. To our little eye he is wrapt in more

awful mysteriousness, and every new glimpse

which astronomy gives us of the universe, mag-

nifies, to the apprehension of our mind, that im-'

passable barrier which stands between the coun-

sels of its Sovereign, and those fugitive beings

who strut their evanescent hour in the humblest

of its mansions. If this invisible Being would

only break that mysterious silence in which he has

wrapt himself, we feel that a single word from his

mouth would be worth a world of darkling specu-

lations. Every new triumph which the mind of

man achieves in the field of discovery, binds us

more firmly to our Bible; and by the very propor-

tion in which philosophy multiplies the wonders of

God, do we prize that book, on which the evidence

of history has stamped the character of his authen-

tic communication.

The course of the moon in the heavens has ex-

ercised astronomers for a long series of ages, and

now that they are able to assign all the irregular-

ities of its period, it may be counted one of the

most signal triumphs of the modern philosophy.
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The question lay within the limits of the field of

observation. It was accessible to measurement,

and, upon the sure principles of calculation, men
of science have brought forward the confident so-

lution of a problem, the most difficult and trying

that ever was submitted to the human intellect.

But let it never be forgotten, that those very max-

ims of philosophy which guided them so surely

and so triumphantly within the field of observation,

also restrained them from stepping beyond it; and

though none were more confident than they when-

ever they had evidence and experiment to enlight-

en them, yet none were more scrupulous in ab-

staining to pronounce upon any subject, where

evidence and experiment were wanting. Let us

suppose that one of their number, flushed with tho

triumph of success, passed on from the work of

calculating the periods oi the moon, to theorise

upon its chemical constitution. The former ques-

tion lies within the field of observation, the other

is most thoroughly beyond it; and there is not a

man, whose mind is disciplined to the rigour and

sobriety of modern science, that would not look

upon the theopy with the same contempt, as if it

were the dream of a poet, or the amusement of a

schoolboy. We have heard much of the moon,

and ot the volcanoes which blaze upon its surface.
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Let us have incontestible evidence, that a falling

stone proceeds from the eruption of one of these

volcanoes, and the chemistry ot the moon will re-

ceive more illustration from the anlaysis of that

stone, than from all the speculations of all the

theorists. It Brings the question in part within

the limits of observation. It now becomes a fair

subject for the exercise of the true philosophy.

The eye can now see, and the hand can now han-

dle it; and the information furnished by the labori-

ous drudgery of experimental men, will be received

as a truer document, than the theory of any phi-

losopher, however ingenious, or however splendid.

At the hazard of being counted fanciful, we
bring forward the above as a competent illustra-

tion of the principle which we are attempting to

establish. We do all homage to modern science,

nor do we dispute the loftiness of its pretensions.

But we maintain, that however brilliant its career

in those tracts of philosophy, where it has the

light of observation to conduct it, the philosophy

of all that lies without the field of observation is

as obscure and inaccessible as ever. We main-

tain, that to pass from the motions of the moon

to an unauthorized speculation upon the chemis-

try of its materials, is a presumption disowned by

philosophy. We ought to feci, that it would be a
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Still more glaring transgression of all her maxims,

to pass from the brightest discovery in her cata-

logue, to the ways of that mysterious Being,

whom no eye hath seen, and whose mind is capa-

cious as infinity. The splendour and the magni-

tude of what we do know, can never authorise us

to pronounce upon what we do not know; nor can

we conceive a transition more violent or more un-

warrantable, than to pass from the truths of natu-

ral science to a speculation on the details of God's

administration, or the economy of his moral go-

vernment. We hear much of revelations from

heaven. Let any one of these bear the evidence

of an actual communication from God himself,

and all the reasonings of all the theologians must

vanish, and give place to the substance of this

communication. Instead of theorising upon the

nature and properties of that divine light which

irradiates the throne of God, and exists at so im-

measurable a distance from our faculties, let us

point our eyes to that emanation, which has actual-

ly come down to us. Instead of theorising upon

the counsels of the divine mind, let us go to that

volume which lighted upon our world nearly two

thousand years ago, and which bears the most au-

thentic evidence, that it is the depository of part

of these counsels. Let us apply the proper instru-
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ment to this examination. Let us never conceive

it to be a work of speculation or fancy. It is a

pure work of grammatical analysis. It is an un-

mixed question of language. The commentator

who opens this book with the one hand, and carries

his system in the other, has nothing to do with it.

We admit of no other instrument than the voca-

bulary and the lexicon. The man whom we look

to is the scripture critic, who can appeal to his au-

thorities for the import and significancy of phrases,

and whatever be the strict result of his patient and

profound philology, we submit to it. We call

upon every enlightened disciple of lord Bacon to

approve the steps of this process, and to acknow-

ledge, that the same habits of philesophising to

which science is indebted for all her elevation in

these latter days, will lead us to cast down all our

lofty imaginations, and bring into captivity every

thought to the obedience of Christ.

But something more remains to be done. The

mind may have discernment enough to acquiesce

in the speculative justness of a principle; but it

may not have vigour or consistency enough to put

it into execution. Lord Bacon pointed out the

method of true philosophising; yet in practice, he

abandoned it, and his own physical investigations

may be ranked among the most effectual specimens
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of that rash and unfounded theorising, which his

own principles have banished from the schools of

philosophy. Sir Isaac Newton completed in his

own person the character of the true philoso-

pher. He not only saw the general principle, but

he obeyed it. He both betook himself to the

drudgery of observation, and he endured the pain

which every mind must suffer in the act of renounc-

ing its old habits of conception. We call upon our

readers to have manhood and philosophy enough

to make a similar sacrifice. It is not enough,

the Bible be acknowledged as the only authentic

source of information respecting the details of that

moral economy, which the Supreme Being has in-

stituted for the government ofthe intelligent beings

who occupy this globe. Its authenticity must be

something more than acknowledged. It must be

felt, and, in act of obedience, submitted to. Let us

put them to the test. *' Verily I say unto you,*' says

our Saviour, " unless a man shall be born again

he shall not enter into the kingdom of God." " By
grace ye are saved through faith, and that not of

yourselves, it is the gift of God." " Justified freely

by his grace through the redemption that is in

Christ Jesus, whom God has set forth to be a

propitiation through faith in his blood." We need
not multiply quotations; but if there be any repug-
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nance to the obvious truths which we have announc-

ed to the reader in the language of the Bible, his

xnindisnotyettutoredtothe philosophy of the sub-

ject. It may be in the way, but the final result is

not yet arrived at. It is still a slave to the elegance

or the plausibility of its old speculations; and though

it admits the principle, that every previous opi-

nion must give way to the supreme authority of an

actual communication from God, it wants consis-

tency and haridihood to carry the principle into ac-

complishment.

THE END.
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